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Preface
The Electoral Commission is a
relative newcomer to the democratic
process across the United Kingdom,
so this is our first statutory report on
elections to the National Assembly
for Wales. We are required to report
on the administration of the election
and to keep under review a range
of matters relating to elections.
Consistent with our responsibilities
to promote public awareness and
modernise elections, this report on
the elections, held on 1 May 2003,
covers not only administrative issues.
We report on the challenging issue
of declining turnout, the structure
of responsibility for managing
the elections and how they were
conducted in practice, as well as
wider issues impacting on voter
perceptions of what the elections
were all about.

We did not come to these elections with a blank sheet
of paper in front of us. The Commission has already
reported on the general election in 2001, which in turn
generated a series of reviews of electoral policy.
Recommendations we have already made to the
UK government for modernising the electoral system
formed the backdrop to our approach, but we also
commissioned a range of research specific to Wales
and these elections. Our work has therefore been set
directly in the context of devolution, with the interests
of the Welsh electorate at the heart of our concerns.
This report by The Electoral Commission was compiled
at our office in Cardiff by a team led by the Head of
Office, Kay Jenkins. We would like to thank all those who
have assisted us with advice, information and comments,
including political parties, candidates, agents and
officials working to the Assembly and the Secretary
of State for Wales.
But we are particularly grateful to Returning Officers and
electoral services staff who have given time to collecting
information and data for inclusion in this report and for
assisting us with constituency visits. Electoral services
are still the ‘cinderella’ of local government, with low
budgets and, in most local authorities in Wales, typically
only one or two staff working year-round on electoral
registration and elections. We recognise the particular
pressures they face in preparing for a major election,
and much appreciate their cooperation.
The Commission is publishing an equivalent report on
the Scottish Parliament elections on 1 May, where some
of the issues were similar, while others were different.
The objective of both reports is to contribute to the fair
and efficient conduct of future elections, and to seek
greater public involvement in the democratic process.

Glyn Mathias
Electoral Commissioner
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Executive summary
This report is the Commission’s
first on a National Assembly for
Wales election. It is our statutory
duty to report on the administration
of the election and to keep under
review a range of matters relating
to elections. In this report we have
considered all aspects of the
election within our remit and
consistent with our role as an
independent body.

Priorities and principles
In reviewing this election, the Commission aims to place
the interests of the voter and the electorate at the centre.
Our next priority is that electoral arrangements should
create the best possible conditions for political parties and
candidates to engage with the electorate. In the context of
the turnout at the National Assembly election in May 2003,
this is no small matter. Our third priority is to ensure that
Electoral Registration Officers, Returning Officers and
election staff can effectively and efficiently administer
electoral processes. In making recommendations for
change, our report is rooted firmly in the context of
devolution in Wales.

Turnout
Voter participation at the National Assembly election
in 2003, at only 38%, leaves all those concerned with
elections and electoral processes with a serious challenge.
Action is needed across all fronts to prevent further falls
and to engage the electorate in Wales. All those with an
interest in sustaining democracy – especially political
parties, electoral administrators, the Assembly and the
Commission itself – have a responsibility to examine
how they can more effectively provide information to,
and secure the confidence of, the public. There is also
an urgent need for better communication with, and
greater involvement of, younger people.
Our report examines the reasons for low turnout at this
election. We have drawn on specially-commissioned
public opinion research, academic analysis of the results
and expert analysis of media coverage of the election.
We have also reviewed commentary from a broad range
of sources to inform our conclusions.
Low turnout is far from being a ‘Welsh disease’; across
most of the UK and western democracies, the trend
in turnout is downwards. But there are factors that are
specific to Wales and specific to this election. We
conclude that a complex interplay of factors resulted in
a turnout of only 38% at this election. We set out below
the key themes that emerge in our report.
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The information deficit
In terms of public awareness, we identified before
the election a real need for hard information about
the National Assembly, its powers, responsibilities and
achievements. Other than The Electoral Commission’s
own public awareness campaign, very little action was
taken to meet this need. The communications strategies
of all those concerned with the National Assembly and
its elections – political parties, candidates, Assembly
Members and the National Assembly itself – must
address themselves to the information deficit, not merely
at election time, but between elections and in the long
term. Without strategies to inform and engage the
electorate, there can be no certainty that the declining
trend in turnout will be able to be arrested or reversed.

campaign in many areas of Wales, including the lack
of personal contact between candidates, political party
activists and the public, impacted on turnout. A further
issue was a perception among some potential voters
that there was little to distinguish between parties in
terms of policies.
Lack of engagement of younger people
With our opinion research showing that only 19% of those
under 35 voted, it is clear that a great deal of work needs
to be done by all those involved in elections and the
electoral process to address the engagement of younger
people. It was not apparent that any of the political
parties directed campaigns to younger voters, and levels
of awareness about the National Assembly and the
election were especially low among the young.

Voter attitudes to the National Assembly
Many voters perceive that the National Assembly has
failed to deliver against their expectations. However,
hostility to devolution as such is limited. Our report also
examines the hypothesis put forward by some that
because the National Assembly does not have primary
legislative powers, people do not feel it is important
enough to vote for. Although a majority say they would
be more likely to vote if the Assembly had more power
to change things affecting their daily lives, it is important
not to exaggerate this factor. Almost as many people say
they would be more likely to vote for other reasons, such
as if the outcome of the election seemed close and they
believed their vote would have made a difference.
The nature of the election campaign
Although some of the public in Wales had already
decided not to vote in advance of the election, the
evidence suggests that about half of the electorate
made their decision to vote or not during the election
campaign. The effectiveness of the election campaign
itself can, therefore, be a substantial factor affecting
turnout, including the perceived importance of the
political issues to be decided in the election and the
nature of the competition between the political parties.
Our research suggests that the low-key nature of the
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The role of the media
The media treated the campaign as a ‘second-order’
election which was, for the most part, given low
prominence. This was further exacerbated by structural
features in the media system in Wales, including the
absence of a competitive, all-Wales national press and
the fact that television viewers in some parts of Wales
tune in to news broadcast from England rather than
Cardiff. However, despite the campaign’s generally low
prominence, a considerable amount of election news
was available to voters.
The need for more convenient methods of voting
There were no innovative methods of voting at the
National Assembly election – for example, fully postal
ballots or electronic methods of voting – as no legislation
is in place that would permit such pilot schemes at
National Assembly elections, unlike local council
elections. Our opinion research shows that greater
choice in voting method and increased convenience
would encourage some non-voters to vote. We consider
it a priority that voters and electoral administrators in
Wales have the opportunity to sample innovative
methods of voting. We recommend that legislation be
introduced by the UK Parliament to permit greater choice
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in voting method at National Assembly elections,
including through pilot schemes and at by-elections.
Emphasising the positive
There are positive findings from our opinion research.
Interest in politics shows little evidence of a decline, even
while turnout has dropped. Relatively few voters believe
that devolution has made the governance of Wales or the
provision of public services worse. Significant numbers
of people may be more inclined to vote if the process of
voting were made easier and they could be persuaded that
elections were more likely to make a difference to their lives.
Our report contains recommendations on action to be
taken across all fronts and by all the relevant players to
address these issues. We set out in the report what The
Electoral Commission is doing in further developing its
own public awareness strategy.

The National Assembly’s own
electoral responsibilities
There are a number of different bodies and institutions
in Wales (and beyond) with varying responsibilities for
aspects of election management for the National
Assembly. Notably, the National Assembly itself does
not have responsibility for legislation which affects the
conduct of its own elections. Many of those working in
electoral services are less than clear which organisation
or body is responsible for what.
Because the National Assembly does not have primary
responsibility for its own elections, it regards itself as
legally unable to promote them or to develop a public
information and communications strategy about them.
The National Assembly itself is therefore unable to meet
the needs we have identified for disseminating clear
information to the electorate about its powers,
responsibilities and achievements.
In the interests of ensuring administrative efficiency, it is
important that the most appropriate body gives a clear
lead. We recommend to the Government and the
National Assembly that consideration be given to

devolving responsibility to the National Assembly for
secondary electoral legislation governing the conduct
of its own elections. This would also enable it to develop
the communications strategy that we recommend as
a means of informing the people of Wales what the
National Assembly and its elections mean to them.

Professionally run and voter-friendly elections
Our report contains a detailed review of the administration
of the election. The smooth running of an election is a
key element in maintaining public confidence in the
electoral process.
Our own observation of the election process and analysis
of interviews and questionnaires with both voters and
Returning Officers suggests that the election ran smoothly.
There are many examples of good practice in election
management in Wales which we intend to disseminate more
widely through the production of ‘best practice papers’.
However, it was an election that saw little innovation in
the essential elements of election management.
There are also some areas where there is inconsistent
practice. Some inconsistencies impact on election
candidates, such as candidate nomination procedures.
Some of them impact on voter participation, such as in
the promotion of postal voting. Our research has found
a higher uptake of postal votes in certain constituencies
in Wales and higher voting levels generally among those
who have a postal vote, largely accounted for by the level
of promotion of postal voting by Electoral Registration
Officers and Returning Officers at local level.
The Electoral Commission has previously recommended
the introduction of a framework of quality standards in
electoral services and clear accountability for meeting
those standards. Our review of the National Assembly
for Wales election reinforces our existing proposals
for reform of electoral law, which are part of the bigger
picture of elections in the UK. We reiterate those
recommendations in this report and repeat our calls
for adequate investment to create greater consistency
in standards and in the provision of core funding for
electoral services.
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: executive summary
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Arising from this election review, we recommend that
Returning Officers and Electoral Registration Officers
in Wales publish annual statements of their proposals
and plans for the promotion of electoral registration
and postal voting, in order to improve transparency,
accountability and consistency.
We have reviewed the accessibility of polling stations
in Wales in light of the needs of voters with disabilities
and the accessibility of the electoral process, such as
voter registration. It is clear that many disabled people
in Wales feel that electoral processes and practices do
not take sufficient account of their needs. At the same
time, Returning Officers and Electoral Services Managers
point to financial and resource constraints which limit
the capacity for long-term improvements and the lack
of availability of fully accessible public buildings for
use as polling stations.
We have reiterated the Commission’s existing
recommendation that Returning Officers be given
statutory powers to use all accessible publicly owned
buildings as polling stations, and that Returning Officers
carry out reviews of polling station provision not less
than every four years, involving local groups of
disabled people in their reviews.

Facts and figures
Turnout
National Assembly for Wales election 2003
Registered electorate

851,357

Total valid votes regional vote

849,552

Valid turnout constituency vote

38.2%

Valid turnout regional vote

38.1%

National Assembly for Wales election 1999
Registered electorate

2,205,117

Total valid votes constituency vote

1,023,018

Total valid votes regional vote

1,021,857

Valid turnout constituency vote

46.4%

Valid turnout regional vote

46.3%

General election 2001
Registered electorate

2,236,143

Total valid votes general election

1,372,324

Valid turnout general election

61.4%

Changes in turnout
Change in the valid turnout
constituency vote 1999-2003
Change in valid turnout 2001 –
constituency vote 2003
2003 highest constituency turnout
2003 lowest constituency turnout
Largest drop from 1999 turnout
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2,229,545

Total valid votes constituency votes

-8.2%
-23.2%
Ynys Môn (50.5%)
Alyn and Deeside (24.9%)
Caernarfon (-15.4%)
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2003 National Assembly for Wales election results
Election results 2003
Political party

2003 gains

2003 losses

Seats won

Constituency

Region

Constituency

Region

Constituency

Region

Total

+4

0

-1

-1

30

0

30

0

0

-4

-1

5

7

12

Welsh Conservative Party

0

+2

0

0

1

10

11

Welsh Liberal Democrats

0

0

0

0

3

3

6

+1

`0

0

0

1

0

1

Welsh Labour Party
Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

John Marek Independent Party

Postal voting since the introduction
of on-demand postal voting
National Assembly for Wales election 2003
Postal votes issued

155,426

Postal votes returned

98,415

Valid postal votes returned

92,695

Postal votes as a percentage of total turnout

4.4%

General election 2001
Postal votes issued

110,900

Postal votes returned

91,395

Valid postal votes returned

86,862

Postal votes as a percentage of total turnout

4.1%

The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: executive summary
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Constituencies and
electoral regions of
the National Assembly
for Wales
Constituencies
1 Vale of Clwyd
2 Alyn and Deeside
3 Wrexham
4 Swansea West
5 Swansea East
6 Aberavon
7 Bridgend
8 Ogmore
9 Rhondda
10 Pontypridd
11 Cynon Valley
12 Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney
13 Caerphilly
14 Islwyn
15 Blaenau Gwent
16 Torfaen
17 Newport East
18 Newport West
19 Cardiff North
20 Cardiff West
21 Cardiff Central
22 Cardiff South and Penarth

The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: Constituencies and electoral regions of the National Assembly for Wales
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1 Introduction
This report is the Commission’s first
on a National Assembly for Wales
election. It is our statutory duty to
report on the administration of the
election and to keep under review
a range of matters relating to
elections. In this report, we have
covered all aspects of the election
within our remit and consistent with
our role as an independent body.

Responsibilities of
The Electoral Commission
1.1 The Electoral Commission is a public body established
on 30 November 2000 under the Political Parties, Elections
and Referendums Act 2000 (PPERA). The Commission is
independent of Government and political parties and is
directly accountable to the UK Parliament. Covering the
whole of the UK, it is headed by a Chairman with five
other Commissioners who do not have any connections
with any political party. The Commission reports directly
to the UK Parliament through a committee chaired by
the Speaker of the House of Commons.
1.2 The Commission is responsible for regulating a number
of aspects of electoral law, including the registration of
political parties and third parties, monitoring and publishing
details of significant donations to registered political parties
and holders of elective office, the regulation of national
party spending on election campaigns and individual
candidate expenditure. The Commission also has a role
in advising those involved in elections on practice and
procedure and is required to report on the administration of
all major elections. The duty to report includes elections
to the National Assembly for Wales and this report fulfils
that duty. Unlike many statutory electoral commissions
outside the UK, however, the Commission does not have
responsibility for maintaining and updating electoral rolls,
employing electoral services staff or for conducting
elections. The Commission has no powers of direction over
electoral services staff and its role in elections is advisory.
1.3 The Commission’s aims are:
• to promote and maintain openness and transparency
in the financial affairs of political parties and others
involved with elections;
• to review the administration and law of elections and
encourage best practice;
• to encourage greater participation in, and increased
understanding of the democratic process;
• to ensure the Commission is able to undertake the
effective conduct of a referendum;

The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: introduction
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• to provide electoral equality in each local authority area
in England while also reflecting community identity and
interests, and undertake such reviews of local authority
areas as the Secretary of State may request or direct;
• to carry out all the Commission’s statutory functions
impartially, using resources efficiently, effectively
and economically.
1.4 The Commission is required to promote public
awareness of current and pending electoral systems in
the UK and current and pending systems of local and
national government in the UK, as well as the institutions
of the European Union.1 We may carry out programmes
of voter education or information to promote public
awareness and may make grants to others so to do.2
1.5 Our responsibilities in Wales encompass the full
range of the Commission’s remit. In July 2001, the
Commission formally opened its Wales Office in Cardiff,
to enable the Commission to respond more fully to needs
of voters and all our stakeholders, in the context of
devolution. The Commission has similarly established
offices in Belfast and Edinburgh.

Our role in reviewing elections
1.6 This report fulfils the Commission’s statutory
responsibility to report on the National Assembly for Wales
election held on 1 May 2003. The Commission is required,
following a relevant election, to prepare and publish a report
on the administration of the election.3 The Commission is
also required to keep under review such matters relating
to elections as the Commission may determine and
submit reports to the relevant Secretary of State.4
1.7 Consistent with our broader responsibilities to
modernise elections and to promote public awareness, this
report is not restricted solely to reviewing the administration
of the election. We have sought to take a broad view and
to consider all aspects of the election within our remit
and consistent with our role as an independent body.
1
2

3
4

S.13 PPERA 2000.
The Commission currently operates a New Initiatives Fund for such purposes,
see www.electoralcommission.org.uk.
S.5 PPERA 2000.
S.6 PPERA 2000.
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1.8 It is appropriate for us so to do particularly in this
National Assembly election in 2003, where the major
news story after the election, other than the result itself
of course, was the low level of public participation in the
election – with a turnout of only 38.2%. The Commission
does not subscribe to a narrow view in which a review of
election administration can in someway be divorced from
a review of voter participation. The outcome of elections,
and voter participation in them, result from a complex
interplay of factors current at the time of any one particular
election. There are trends and themes common to each
and there are factors unique and specific to each.
1.9 The Commission believes that all organisations
involved in running and taking part in elections, including
electoral services staff, political parties, candidates and
agents, as well as the Commission itself, have a part to
play in encouraging voter participation. This report on
the National Assembly for Wales election confirms that
view. We have sought to review the causes for the fall in
turnout compared with the 1999 Assembly election at the
same time as making recommendations which we hope
will encourage all stakeholders in elections and in the
electoral process to focus on the needs of the electorate.

Report process
1.10 This report sets out the views and recommendations
of The Electoral Commission. The report has been informed
by research commissioned from external providers and
throughout the process has benefited from the views and
expertise of individuals representing a wide range of
stakeholder interests. The views in the report, however,
are those of The Electoral Commission alone – the report
does not merely reproduce externally commissioned
research nor does it necessarily reflect the opinions of
those who have contributed to the review process.
1.11 In preparing this report, the Commission has drawn
upon a wide range of sources. Sources used by the
Commission include:
• completed questionnaires and data from Returning
Officers and election staff representing every
constituency in Wales;
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• findings from a series of constituency observation
visits, undertaken by Commissioners and Commission
staff, to gather information on the ground prior to and
on polling day;
• detailed discussions with representatives of: the main
political parties, the National Assembly, the Welsh
Assembly Government, the Secretary of State for Wales
Office, Returning Officers, and electoral administrators
in a variety of forums;
• contributions to a post-election seminar jointly held by
The Electoral Commission and the Economic and Social
Research Council’s Devolution and Change programme,
in June 2003, and attended by over 85 representatives of
a wide variety of interested organisations;
• opinion polling, including quantitative and qualitative
research, to probe the reasons for (non) participation
and voter behaviour. This was conducted for the
Commission by NOP and the Institute of Welsh Politics
at the University of Wales, Aberystwyth;
• the findings of Wales votes?, a project commissioned to
inform the Commission’s public awareness campaign
and to provide a baseline for this report. The full report,
commissioned from NOP and the Institute of Politics at
the University of Wales, Aberystwyth and NOP, was
published in January 2003 and is available in English
and Welsh on www.electoralcommission.org.uk or in
print on request from the Commission’s Wales office;
• a review of media coverage of the election, conducted
for the Commission by James Thomas, John Jewell
and Stephen Cushion at Cardiff University Welsh
Media Forum;
• an independent disability access review, conducted for
the Commission by SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru in
partnership with the Disability Rights Commission;
• a compendium and analysis of official election results,
compiled for the Commission by Prof. John Curtice of
Strathclyde University and Dr Stephen Fisher of Trinity
College, Oxford;
• comments submitted to the Commission from
candidates, agents, local party activists, electoral

practitioners, journalists and the media and from
members of the public on a wide variety of issues
during the election period;
• independent tracking analysis of the Commission’s
public awareness campaign, conducted for the
Commission by Beaufort Research, Cardiff.
Copies of the full research reports commissioned from
external providers are available on The Electoral
Commission website on www.electoralcommission.org.uk
or on request from the Commission’s offices.

Priorities and principles
1.12 There is a broad range of different interests in the
electoral process and in the election so it is important
to be clear about the Commission’s priorities and the
basis of the conclusions and recommendations we have
reached in this report. In common with our proposals
for changes to electoral law and practice which have
already been published,5 in this report we aim to place
the interests of the voter and the electorate at the centre.
1.13 Again, reflecting our established position, our next
priority is that electoral arrangements should create the
best possible conditions for political parties and candidates
to engage with the electorate. In the context of the turnout
at this Assembly election, that is no small matter.
1.14 Our third priority is to ensure that Electoral
Registration Officers, Returning Officers and election
staff can effectively and efficiently administer electoral
arrangements. This again reflects our priorities in our
existing proposals for change.
1.15 In addition, underpinning our analysis in Wales is
recognition of the devolution agenda. We believe that
is important that electoral arrangements in Wales are,
so far as possible, streamlined and harmonised with
procedures applying in other major elections. Respondents
to previous Commission reviews have called for
rationalisation, harmonisation and simplification of electoral
law. The Commission has already made clear its view that
there is a compelling case for consolidating electoral law
5

The Electoral Commission (2003) Voting for change.
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into a single ‘Elections Act’ to replace the confusing
multiplicity in the existing legislative framework.6 This report
is nevertheless rooted fully in the context of devolution in
Wales and our recommendations on harmonisation of
electoral practice are in no way intended to cut across the
devolution agenda. Where appropriate, the conclusions
and recommendations in this report identify aspects of
electoral law and practice which we believe require a
different approach in Wales than elsewhere in the UK.
1.16 In preparing this report, we have sought and
received many views from a wide variety of stakeholders.
On some issues they are virtually unanimous, on others
a consensus is possible and, on some, views polarise.
It is inevitable that while some of the conclusions and
recommendations in this report will have very broad
support, there are others without a consensus of view,
and a few issues may make uncomfortable reading for
some. On the key issue of turnout, for example, there is
no single answer to why turnout has fallen, but a variety
of possible and plausible explanations and the truth is
probably a combination of all of these. It is important to
be clear that we have not given weight to views from any
one group or stakeholder interest above another.

Scope
1.17 The scope of this report is all matters within the remit
of the Commission relating to the National Assembly for
Wales elections, but excluding a report and analysis
of election campaign expenditure by political parties,
candidates and recognised third parties. This will follow
as Volume II, to be published by the Commission in
spring 2004, following receipt and review of all campaign
returns (see paragraphs 1.23–1.25).
1.18 Electoral law and practice in Wales is both part of a
UK-wide picture and specific to Wales. For example, key
elements of electoral law, such as that relating to electoral
registration, are governed by primary legislation and
regulations applying in similar forms across Great Britain
and sometimes across the UK. Legislation governing the
conduct of the Assembly election is, however, specific to
Wales. In many respects it reflects that applying to the
6
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Scottish Parliamentary elections but, given the differing
nature of the devolution settlements in Wales and Scotland,
there are variances. This report identifies the differences
and similarities where relevant and the variations themselves
are the subject of some of our recommendations.
1.19 It is important to note at the outset, however,
that some issues arising in the context of the National
Assembly election and concerned with electoral law
and practice are not unique to Wales or the Assembly
election. A number of key electoral issues have already
been reviewed by the Commission and are the subject
of existing recommendations to government.
1.20 In our report on the general election in 2001,7 we
set out our ‘Agenda for the Future’, which identified areas
of electoral law and practice which we considered key
priorities for review. We had concluded, in reviewing that
election, that despite significant changes made by the
Government following the 1997 general election, there
was still more that needed to be done to create a
democracy fit for the twenty-first century, focused
on the needs of the electorate.
1.21 The Commission undertook a series of policy reviews,
following Election 2001, and has already published a
number of individual reports on the outcome of those
reviews.8 Our overarching report, Voting for change,9
was published in June 2003 and contained a number of
recommendations for the reform of electoral law. The
recommendations of the individual reports and of Voting
for change are UK-wide or GB-wide where relevant.
1.22 In consequence, this report takes account of our
already published reports and sets the issues which
arose in this Assembly election, and which are part of the
bigger picture of elections in the UK, in the context of our
existing policy recommendations. At the same time, we
address in particular those issues which are specific to
Wales in making recommendations.
7

8

9

The Electoral Commission (2001) Election 2001: The Official Results,
Politicos: London.
All of these are available from our website on www.electoralcommission.org.uk
or in print on request from The Electoral Commission’s offices.
The Electoral Commission (2003) Voting for change.
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Campaign expenditure
1.23 The Commission will publish, in spring 2004,
Volume II of our report on the National Assembly for
Wales elections 2003. This second part of our report
will cover in detail the expenditure incurred by political
parties, third parties and candidates on their election
campaigns for the National Assembly for Wales. Prior
to the establishment of The Electoral Commission, the
Home Office published details of election expenditure by
candidates at general elections and European Parliament
elections. The Commission’s report will continue this
function, as well as providing commentary and analysis
of the information published.
1.24 The report will be based upon the information
contained in expenditure returns submitted to the
Commission directly by registered political parties and
recognised third parties, and in the expenses returns
copied to the Commission by the Returning Officers
to whom they were submitted by candidates. The final
deadline for returns to be submitted to the Commission
was 31 October 2003. The information in the returns
is used to collate total spending on the election, to
compare spending by parties, and by category (e.g.
printed material, advertising, transport and so on).
Additionally, information about the funding donated
to candidates is available from the candidates’ returns.

practice, this report has been submitted to the Secretary
of State for Wales, in the context of his responsibilities
for Orders relating to National Assembly elections; to
the Lord Chancellor in the context of the Department of
Constitutional Affairs’ (DCA) responsibilities for electoral
law in England and Wales and to the National Assembly
in respect of its various relevant devolved responsibilities.
1.27 Some of the issues raised in this report may also be
relevant to the deliberations of the National Assembly’s
Richard Commission, which is considering the powers
and electoral arrangements of the Assembly. The report
has therefore been passed to the Richard Commission.
1.28 The Commission’s role with regard to electoral
law is advisory only; we have no powers to ensure
implementation of any recommendations of legal change
we make. It is for Westminster and the Welsh Assembly
Government to initiate and ultimately for Parliament and
the National Assembly to decide on any changes to
procedures and proposals for legislative change.
1.29 The Commission is able to recommend and
disseminate best practice guidance to Returning Officers
and electoral administrators and will do so where relevant.

1.25 The report will also draw on the Commission’s
compliance reviews of the returns. All the returns
submitted are checked for completeness, accuracy
and any other issues arising. Following these reviews,
any necessary amendments to figures submitted on the
returns are agreed by the Commission, political parties
or third parties, as relevant. The report will be published
when the figures are finalised.

Recommendations
1.26 This report is being published as a comprehensive
public account of the conduct of the National Assembly
elections in May 2003, with the hope that all concerned
will note and heed the findings we set out. In respect of
specific recommendations for changes to the law and

The Commission undertook promotional activity across Wales.
Rhosili Beach, Gower, April 30 2003.
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The backdrop
to the election
An assessment of the outcome
of the second National Assembly
election would not be complete
without an understanding of the
context in which it took place. In
particular, an understanding of
the range of organisations and
institutions involved in managing
the electoral process is key to
understanding the full picture.

Some demographics: Wales in 2003
2.1 The 2001 Census shows Wales with a population
of over 2.9 million, just under 5% of the UK as a whole.10
In the past 20 years, the population of Wales rose by
89,600, a gain of about 3% compared with an increase
of about 4% in the UK as a whole and 5% in England.
The population of Scotland has declined by 2% over
the same period. There were population rises for most
of the 22 unitary authorities in Wales, with losses in seven
of those. Merthyr Tydfil had the biggest proportionate
fall in population with a fall of over 7%. The biggest
proportionate gain was in Ceredigion, which rose over
23% since 1981. About two thirds of the population of
Wales lives in the southern valleys and the lower-lying
coastal areas. The age profile of the population in Wales
broadly reflects that of the UK whole, with people over
60 for the first time forming a larger part of the population
than children under 16.
2.2 Though official statistics show unemployment in
Wales at a 27-year low, Wales remains one of the poorest
regions in Europe. As a result of the decline of heavy
industry and the problems facing agriculture, Wales
has large areas of urban and rural economic deprivation.
Wales has higher youth unemployment, at 14%, than any
other part of the Britain and the town of Merthyr Tydfil has
been reported as holding the worst unemployment black
spot in Britain with 28% out of work.11 The proportion of
working age adults with no qualification is high compared
to the UK average – 21% compared with 16% in 2001.
2.3 Wales has two official languages. Both English
and Welsh are given equal recognition in law and the
Welsh Language Act puts certain obligations on bodies
working with the public in Wales to provide their services
bilingually. An average of around 19% of the population
across Wales speaks Welsh. The majority live in the rural
North and West, where Welsh remains the first language
of much of the population. The recent census also
showed substantial growth in numbers speaking Welsh
in the more urban areas of the South East, reflecting
an increasing usage of Welsh among those working
10
11

Census 2001, Office of National Statistics.
Study by Sheffield Hallam and Warwick Universities, Prof. Steve Fothergill, 2002.
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particularly in government, public administration
and broadcast media.

Devolution: the background
2.4 With the establishment of the Welsh Office in 1964,
Wales had its first direct representation in government
in centuries. There followed wider discussion of how
Wales was governed and calls for devolution of powers
to an elected body. However, when a referendum on the
establishment of such a body was held in 1979 the result
was a resounding ‘no’, with four out of five voters against
the devolution proposals.
2.5 Political debate over the following decade
maintained interest in the subject of devolved
government. The Labour Government was elected
in 1997 with a manifesto commitment to the devolution
of powers from Westminster to administrations in Wales
and Scotland. Following publication of the Government’s
proposals in the White Paper ‘A Voice for Wales’, a
referendum took place in September 1997, less than five
months after the general election. On a relatively low
turnout of just over half of the electorate of Wales, there
was a vote in favour of devolution with a slim majority
of 50.3%; 49.7% against.
2.6 In July 1998, the Government of Wales Act received
Royal Assent and established the National Assembly for
Wales. Virtually all the powers of the Secretary of State
for Wales were transferred to the National Assembly in
July 1999. The National Assembly has powers to make
subordinate legislation, and these powers may be
added to by specific legislation made by Parliament.
The Assembly has no powers to make primary
legislation or to levy taxes.
2.7 The first elections to the National Assembly for Wales
were held on 6 May 1999. Elections are held on a fixed
term basis every four years at a date which may be
varied by no more than one month before or after the
fourth anniversary of the previous election. Turnout at
the Assembly election in 1999 was 46%.
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The electoral system of the National
Assembly for Wales
2.8 The National Assembly has 60 elected members.
Each voter in a constituency in Wales has two votes,
used in a voting system classified as the ‘additional
member system’. The system is a form of proportional
representation and is also in use for elections to the
Scottish Parliament.
2.9 The first vote is used to elect a constituency member,
on the basis of the traditional ‘first past the post’ electoral
system. This results in the election of 40 constituency
Assembly Members (AMs).
2.10 The second vote is used to elect 20 Assembly
Members from five electoral regions. The regions
are based on the former European Parliamentary
constituencies of Wales created in 1994. Each region
returns four Assembly Members. Electors vote for a
political party or an independent candidate, rather than
for a particular individual, in a ‘closed list’ system. Ballot
papers show the list of named candidates nominated by
each political party and successfully elected candidates
are drawn in order from the top of the relevant party’s list.
2.11 A registered political party may nominate up
to 12 candidates for the regional list and candidates
may stand for election in both the constituency and
the regional election, although not in a constituency
outside the region. It is common practice for political
parties to field candidates in both elections, the regional
list providing a safety net for some unsuccessful
constituency candidates.
2.12 The regional Assembly seats are awarded
proportionately according to the number of votes
cast, using the d’Hondt formula. The regional results
can be calculated only once the results in both parts
of the election are known. That is, when all the
constituency results have been declared in a region
and all regional votes have been counted and
declared in each constituency.
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2.13 Each Constituency Returning Officer notifies
the relevant Regional Returning Officer of the number
of votes cast for each of the political parties and
independent candidates in the regional vote, as well as
details of the number of constituency seats gained by
each political party. The Regional Returning Officer totals
the regional results for each registered political party and
independent candidate in the regional ballot as well as
the number of constituency seats won in the region by
each political party.
2.14 The Regional Returning Officer then declares
the allocation of seats within the region following the
calculation using the d’Hondt formula. The number of
votes cast in the regional ballot for each political party
or independent candidate is divided by the number
of constituency seats gained plus one. This enables
political parties or independent candidates which have
not won any constituency seats to be included in
the calculations.
2.15 After the first calculation, the political party with
the highest resulting figure gains the first regional seat.
To allocate the second to fourth additional seats, the
calculation is repeated, but each time any additional
seat gained by a political party is added to the divisor.
2.16 Not surprisingly, the d’Hondt method of calculation
is known and understood only by the keenest of
Assembly and election watchers. Voter understanding
of the voting system is explored below in our examination
of voter awareness.

Running elections to the National Assembly
for Wales
2.17 It is a notable feature of elections in the UK that
there is no single body or organisation responsible for
running elections but a number of different bodies and
institutions with varying responsibilities. This is true
in Wales in common with the rest of the UK but the
nature of the devolution settlement spreads election
responsibilities still further, as is similarly the case
in Scotland.

2.18 It is more than can be expected of the general
public in Wales to know who is responsible for what and
even many of those working in elections are less than
clear. Nevertheless, these structural issues are crucial.
Roles and responsibilities need to be clearly defined
when it comes to, for example, planning and undertaking
election activities and in relation to funding. Roles and
responsibilities of the various players became an issue of
significance in this election in relation both to the process
of introducing legislation on the conduct of the National
Assembly election and in respect of public information
provision, points which are developed below.
The Secretary of State for Wales
2.19 The Government of Wales Act (GWA) 1998 passed
by the Westminster Parliament provides the legislative
basis for the National Assembly and determines a
number of key election issues such as: the timing of
elections; the method of voting; the constituencies and
the regions; the entitlement to vote and the basis of
(dis)qualification for standing as an Assembly Member.
The key issues are therefore provided for by primary
legislation enacted by Parliament and may not be
amended by the Assembly itself.
2.20 Notably, the GWA also provides that the Secretary
of State for Wales is responsible for making Orders as to
the conduct of elections; the questioning of elections and
the consequences of irregularities; and the return of an
Assembly Member otherwise than at an election.12
The National Assembly
2.21 The Assembly has the law-making powers that
are conferred to it by the Government of Wales Act
and by other specific legislation and responsibility
for expenditure on areas devolved to it. It may not
do otherwise than is designated in law. As elections
are not a devolved responsibility, the Assembly itself
may discharge only those duties and responsibilities
conferred upon it.

12

Government of Wales Act section 11. Section 11 further defines the provisions
which may particularly be made in Orders of the Secretary of State.
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2.22 The two key Orders that have been made by the
Secretary of State to date on the conduct of Assembly
elections13 have given the Assembly powers to specify
by Order the Returning Officers’ fees and expenses.14
This means that the Assembly is responsible both for
meeting the costs of Returning Officers – effectively, the
cost of the election – and for the cost recovery scheme.
The Assembly is also responsible for receiving and
storing election documents, such as ballot papers
and marked electoral registers.
Westminster: the Lord Chancellor’s Department
2.23 The Lord Chancellor’s Department,15 as it was at the
time of the Assembly election, also had an interest in the
election in ensuring that secondary legislation in Wales
was consistent with that elsewhere in Great Britain. It also
had limited specific funding responsibilities, providing
half the funding for temporary ramps enabling access
to polling stations for people with disabilities.16
Returning Officers
2.24 The Returning Officers for the constituency elections
are the Returning Officers for local government elections
situated wholly or partly in the Assembly constituency –
if there is more than one, the National Assembly will
designate the Returning Officer. The five Regional
Returning Officers must also be local government
Returning Officers within the relevant region and are
personally designated by the Assembly.17 The Returning
Officers in each case are responsible for running the
Assembly elections according to the provisions of
the Order made by the Secretary of State for Wales.18
Election staff in local authorities are accountable to the
relevant individual Returning Officers for the conduct of
13

14
15

16

17
18

The National Assembly for Wales (Representation of the People) Order 2003,
replacing the National Assembly for Wales (Representation of the People)
Order 1999.
Ibid, section 20 in the 1999 Order and section 21 in the 2003 Order.
The Lord Chancellor’s Department has now been replaced by the Department
for Constitutional Affairs, which also includes the formerly separate Wales Office
and Scotland Office. The Department has overall responsibility for electoral law
in Great Britain.
In this election, the Assembly funded the other 50% of the cost, thereby
enabling full funding for the purchase of temporary ramps for polling stations.
The NAW (RP) Order 2003 s.17.
The NAW (RP) Order 2003 s.16.
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their election duties. While accountable in law, were
there to be a legal challenge to an election in the form
of an election petition, the Returning Officers are not
directly accountable to any government department or
organisation, nor to Parliament or the National Assembly.
2.25 This has long been a feature of the British electoral
system; Returning Officers are answerable only to the
courts. In practice, they have substantial discretion on
organisational aspects of the election. The Returning
Officer is generally the chief executive or other senior
official of the local authority, who has other duties when
an election is not in progress.
The Electoral Commission
2.26 For the first time in National Assembly elections,
The Electoral Commission had responsibilities to provide
advice and guidance, including training, to all those
involved in elections on practice and procedure; to
register political parties and monitor their election
campaign spending; to scrutinise election law; to raise
public awareness of the Assembly, its electoral system
and the election and, of course, to report on the election.
There was inevitably an element of the Commission
‘finding its way’ and of those with established
responsibilities adjusting to the Commission’s role as
a new partner in election management. The Commission
has an independent role and aimed, through a
consultative approach, to have constructive dialogue
with all key players and election stakeholders.

The process of introducing Assembly
electoral legislation
2.27 Some important features of electoral procedures
were revised by primary legislation after the Assembly
election in 1999 and applied for the first time to the UK
general election in June 2001. Returning Officers and
electoral administrators had therefore followed these in
one major election but the procedures impacted for the
first time on this second Assembly election. The key
processes were: rolling registration; postal voting on
demand; improved access arrangements for people
with disabilities; and new arrangements for the
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monitoring and reporting of expenditure incurred by
candidates, agents and political parties. These particular
processes are reviewed in our consideration, below, of
the administration of the election. Here we examine the
process by which they were implemented for the
Assembly election.
2.28 The new procedures did not apply automatically
to Assembly elections (nor to the Scottish Parliament
elections) following their introduction in 2001 prior to
the UK general election, but were provided for by
separate legislation, in Orders of the Secretary of State
for Wales made under the Government of Wales Act
1998. This separation of legislative procedures, not an
inevitable by-product of devolution, proved problematic.
2.29 Owing to a lack of Westminster Parliamentary time
and limited staffing resources to undertake the exercise,
Orders made by the Secretary of State for Wales did not
immediately follow the introduction of the procedural
changes applying to the UK Parliamentary election.
Indeed, an Assembly by-election was held in Swansea
East in September 2001 before the Orders needed in
Wales had even been drafted, causing a degree of
uncertainty as to which procedures applied, for the
Returning Officer and electoral services staff in
Swansea who were managing the by-election. In the
event, the procedural changes to reflect the UK-wide
position were introduced in two phases; the first being
a statutory Order19 effective in March 2002 and the
second a consolidating Order20 not eventually made
until 28 February 2003 and effective the following day.
The 2003 Order revoked both the previous Order
effective for the 1999 elections and the 2002
Amendment Order which it subsumed.
2.30 It was perhaps fortunate that only one Assembly byelection occurred since 1999 and before legislation could
be implemented. Returning Officers, electoral services
staff and the political parties universally welcomed the
consolidation of the relevant legislation that eventually
19

20

The National Assembly for Wales (Representation of the People) (Amendment)
Order 2002.
The National Assembly for Wales (Representation of the People) Order 2003.

took place. However, the process of consolidation was
slow, for the reasons explained, and the late introduction
of the 2003 consolidation Order did cause problems
for electoral services managers and political parties
fielding candidates.
2.31 Although the Secretary of State for Wales’ Office
helpfully circulated a draft version of the Order prior to
the election, this could only go part way to alleviating
the difficulties. The late appearance of draft versions,
in December 2002 and January 2003, made planning
difficult. The standard tomes of reference on election law,
commonly used by election services staff and the main
political parties, were reliant on an early draft. Printers of
election stationery, notably of forms, could not publish
their stationery based on the relevant statutory provisions
but had to refer to the 1999 Order. Training materials
(produced by The Electoral Commission) had to be
produced on the basis of the draft. In the event, a
final printed version of the Statutory Instrument was not
available from The Stationery Office until after the election.
2.32 There remain a small number of anomalies in
the 2003 Order which are not entirely consistent with
legislation applying to UK general and other elections.
We have identified these where relevant, according to
the particular provision, in Chapter 5. These will require
further amending legislation.
2.33 As a general principle, we also believe that
consideration should be given, in the interests of
administrative efficiency, to the process of introducing
legislation that applies to elections in Wales. There are
two aspects to this. Firstly, there is secondary legislation
that is specific to Assembly elections and its electoral
processes, such as that which governs the counting of
constituency and regional votes at Assembly elections.
Secondly, there is that legislation which replicates
UK-wide electoral legislation, such as on postal voting.
In 2003, both of these aspects were contained in one
consolidating Order. The 2003 Order consolidated and
updated legislation applying to the National Assembly
election in 1999 with new procedures that were
introduced for the general election, UK-wide, in 2001.
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2.34 We believe that, in the interests of administrative
efficiency and the effective conduct of elections, it is
important that there is a clear lead on legislative issues
in Wales on election matters. It is notable that, currently,
the Secretary of State for Wales is responsible for
secondary legislation on the conduct of Assembly
elections but has delegated responsibility for legislation
on funding Assembly elections to the Assembly itself. In
light of this precedent, we believe consideration should
be given to the assumption of devolved responsibility
by the National Assembly for secondary legislation
governing the conduct of its elections. We believe it is
an appropriate time for such consideration, given the
reorganisation of responsibilities at Westminster such
that the Secretary of State for Wales’ Office is now part
of the Department for Constitutional Affairs. This would
mean that secondary legislation currently made in
Parliament and via the Secretary of State for Wales
would no longer compete for Parliamentary time. The
Assembly would have responsibility for introducing
and determining the secondary legislation that it is
in its own interests to make in good time.
2.35 We recognise that this may have wider constitutional
implications that will need to be examined before decisions
are taken. If there are strong constitutional reasons which
inhibit the devolution of these responsibilities to the
National Assembly, we believe at minimum that suitable
planning and resource arrangements need to be made
through the Secretary of State for Wales to allow the
passage of Orders on the conduct of Assembly elections
by Parliament well in advance of an Assembly election.
We recommend to the Government and the National
Assembly that, in the interests of administrative efficiency,
consideration should be given to devolving responsibility
for secondary legislation governing the conduct of its
elections to the National Assembly for Wales from the
present responsibility of the Secretary of State for Wales.
2.36 This recommendation would also have an impact
on the ability of the Assembly to plan and implement
a communications strategy around its own elections,
a matter which is reviewed below in this chapter
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in considering public awareness. The two are not
necessarily contingent on each other, however. Even
without the powers to make secondary legislation,
the Assembly could be given the power to promote
its own elections, as we note below.
2.37 Responsibility for primary legislation on National
Assembly elections, such as is set out in the Government
of Wales Act, would remain the responsibility of Parliament.
2.38 Secondly, there are the aspects of elections to the
National Assembly which are part of the bigger picture
of elections in the UK, such as the introduction of
postal voting on demand in 2001. Without in any way
undermining the processes of devolution, it makes
sense for new electoral procedures intended to apply
to all elections in the UK to do so simultaneously.
2.39 It has been a consistent feature of the responses
received from electoral services staff and political parties
to the Commission’s consultations as part of its electoral
policy reviews that harmonisation and simplification of
electoral law will be universally welcomed. A plethora of
separate primary and secondary legislation is a recipe
for confusion among those involved in professionally
involved in election process and practice, let alone
the public.
2.40 This view has been endorsed by the Office for
Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR),
based in Warsaw, Poland, which was created as the
Office for Free Elections by the OSCE Heads of State
or Government at the 1990 Paris Summit. It is the lead
agency in Europe in the field of election observation.
The ODIHR accepted an invitation from the United
Kingdom delegation to the OSCE to observe the
elections to the devolved administrations held on
1 May. Its assessment report contains the following
comment and recommendation:
To a considerable degree, the various components
of the applicable laws are not codified into an
integrated whole. The result is an extremely
complex set of legal instruments, which have not
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been compiled in a single place and are therefore
not easily accessible or understandable for
candidates or others involved in the electoral
process. In order to clarify and simplify the legal
context for elections, the UK authorities should
consider adopting consolidated election legislation.21
2.41 We have pointed out in our earlier report, Voting for
change that there are no less than 19 extant new Acts and
63 pieces of subsidiary legislation affecting electoral law
since the passage of the Representation of the People
Act 1983 – intended to be a consolidation measure.
2.42 We recognise that electoral legislation which is wholly
specific to Wales and the National Assembly elections
needs to follow procedures specific to the devolution
settlement in Wales. However, we believe that there
would be benefit in exploring the legislative possibilities
of introducing substantial electoral reforms, an example
being postal voting on demand, through procedures that
could apply UK-wide simultaneously. We believe that it is
appropriate in the interests of administrative efficiency
that the National Assembly should be the lead body in
coordinating the introduction of such procedures, so far
as they apply to Wales. This would be consistent with our
recommendation that responsibilities for secondary
legislation on National Assembly elections by devolved
to the National Assembly.
We recommend that consideration be given by the
Government and the National Assembly to the process
through which electoral legislation governing the conduct
of elections and electoral processes in Wales is introduced,
where this the legislation is part of UK-wide change. The
purpose would be to avoid problems caused by delay
and in order to achieve harmonisation and consolidation
of electoral procedures so far as practicable. Such
consideration should take account both of the desirability
of UK-wide harmonisation and the context of devolution.
We recommend that the National Assembly for Wales is
the lead body in coordinating revised procedures, so far
as they apply to Wales.
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2.43 We refer both of these recommendations in
particular to the National Assembly, to the Secretary
of State for Wales and the Department of Constitutional
Affairs for consideration. We stand ready to work with
them on this issue.

Public awareness
2.44 A significant component forming the backdrop to
the election is public awareness of it and of the National
Assembly. In our public opinion research, conducted
immediately after the election and reviewed in depth in
Chapter 3, we look at voter attitudes towards the election
and sources of information available to voters. Here we
review the extent of public awareness of the Assembly
and its elections prior to polling day.
Wales votes?
2.45 It was widely recognised, well before May 2003,
that indications on likely levels of voter participation at
the National Assembly election were not promising.
The general trend in turnout in elections in the UK has
been falling and, in Wales, turnout at the referendum
on devolution in 1999 was barely 50%, followed by a
turnout of 46% at the first National Assembly election.
This compared with a turnout that year of 59% at the
Scottish Parliament elections and 61% in Wales for the
general election in 2001, above the UK average of 59%.
2.46 In light of this, we commissioned a research project,
designed to inform our public awareness campaigns
which we intended to develop and coordinate in Wales
in advance of the 2003 elections. It was also our intention
that the research would also be available to inform all
those involved in the electoral process with an interest
in facilitating greater levels of participation and increased
levels of electoral registration and voting. In particular it
was relevant for politicians and political parties in terms
of their election communication strategies. The research
was also to be a starting point for this review. We
commissioned similar research in Scotland.

OSCE, Warsaw, 28 May 2003.
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2.47 The research report, Wales votes? was published
by the Commission in December 200322 and widely
disseminated in Wales. The report was circulated to
the political parties, Assembly Members and the
National Assembly, Returning Officers, and other
relevant organisations in Wales and made publicly
available on the Commission’s website and in
published copy on request.23
2.48 The report presents the findings of the research
project undertaken by the Institute of Welsh Politics at
the University of Wales, Aberystwyth and NOP, which
explored the factors that might motivate people to vote
at the 2003 Assembly elections. The project involved a
scoping study review of recent opinion research followed
by primary qualitative research exploring public attitudes
to the Assembly and voting at Assembly elections.
The research focused on number of issues, including
attitudes in Wales towards the Assembly, public
understanding of its role and responsibilities, current
levels of registration and turnout among electoral
sub-groups and the factors which might (de)motivate
people to vote at the Assembly elections.
2.49 Its themes are outlined and developed in our
review of election turnout in Chapter 3. However, it is
appropriate, in the context of public awareness, to note
the research findings on public information requirements.
2.50 The research identified a significant information
deficit and suggested that there was a need for public
information about the purpose of voting in the National
Assembly elections and about the main powers and
responsibilities of the Assembly. More specifically, the
research indicated that those who vote ‘differentially’ –
that is, at some elections and not others – and those
who rarely vote at all were unlikely to be persuaded to
vote by a campaign using an emotional route based
on an appeal to Welsh identity, or an assertion that
people were wrong to have not voted in 1999.
22
23

The Electoral Commission (2002) Wales votes?.
The published report remains available on request in English
and Welsh from the Commission’s offices and on our website on
www.electoralcommission.org.uk. Executive summaries are also
available in English and Welsh.
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Rather, they were likely to be much more responsive
to an information campaign focusing on the rationale
of the Assembly, its powers and activities.
2.51 The Wales votes? research also pointed out that,
while information provision is important, any campaign
can only go so far in attempting to encourage people
to use their vote in May 2003. It reinforced the
Commission’s previously stated view that perceptions
of the appeal of political platforms and personnel were
also likely to be key factors determining turnout.
Who would do something about this?
2.52 It was clear from Wales votes? to anyone who
might have been in doubt, that turnout was likely to be
a problem and that there were a series of key information
requirements. The Electoral Commission has a statutory
duty to promote voter awareness and we were clear
that we had a significant role in meeting those public
information requirements. At the same time, one
organisation can have only so much impact and the
research had provided ample evidence of the need for
all those involved in encouraging participation in the
election to act. One of the reasons we promoted Wales
votes? heavily in Wales was to encourage such action.
In the event, there appeared to be very little action on
this front beyond our own public awareness campaign.
Here we identify some of the possible reasons for this,
including some of the structural obstacles.
Statutory bodies
2.53 The Presiding Officer at the National Assembly, a
non-partisan role, is responsible for public information
concerning the Assembly. The Welsh Assembly
Government has its own publicity machinery and this
is driven by whichever political administration has formed
a government in the Assembly. However, there is a legal
constraint to either the Presiding Officer or the Welsh
Assembly Government undertaking any publicity or
public information campaigns about the election itself.
This owes, as earlier explained, to the specific nature of
the Assembly’s responsibilities with regard to elections.
The National Assembly’s main role and functions relating
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to elections are to meet Returning Officers’ election
costs, appoint Regional Returning Officers and store
election documents, such as ballot papers and marked
electoral registers used on polling day. Because the
National Assembly does not have responsibility beyond
this for its own elections, it regards itself as legally unable
to promote them or to develop a public information and
communications strategy about them.
2.54 We have recommended earlier in this chapter that
consideration should be given to devolving responsibility
to the National Assembly for secondary electoral legislation
governing the conduct of its own elections. In this context,
assumption of devolved powers by the National Assembly
for its own elections should also enable it to develop and
review its communications strategies in order to inform the
electorate what the National Assembly and its elections
mean to them. Whether or not such responsibility is
devolved, if it is necessary that specific legislation be
introduced which would enable the National Assembly
to develop such a communications strategy, we believe
such legislation should be introduced.
We recommend that, if legislative responsibility for the
conduct of its own elections is devolved to the National
Assembly, the National Assembly should develop and
review its communications strategies as a means of
informing the electorate what the National Assembly
and its elections means to them. Whether or not such
responsibility is devolved, if it is necessary that specific
legislation be introduced in order to enable the National
Assembly to develop such a communications strategy,
we recommend its introduction to the Government and
to the Assembly.
2.55 The Secretary of State for Wales is responsible
for secondary legislation concerning the conduct of
Assembly elections. He has no real locus in promoting
Assembly elections and it is questionable in any event
whether it would be appropriate for a UK Government
Minister to be so doing.
2.56 Of course, it is equally the case that there is no
legislation or publicity machine which would enable the

UK Parliament to promote general elections and we have
not hitherto suggested that there needs to be. It is an
inaccurate analogy, however, to compare an historic
democratic institution, with all the attendant publicity
and media coverage generated by a general election,
to the National Assembly, just four years old. As we
consider below in our review of media coverage of the
election, getting a high media profile for the Assembly
election is no straightforward matter.
2.57 In Scotland, the Scottish Parliament is in under similar
constraints with regard to its own elections as the National
Assembly. However, on 1 May 2003, local government
elections took place in Scotland and were combined
with elections for the Scottish Parliament. The Scottish
Executive does have devolved responsibility for local
government elections which the National Assembly does
not have in Wales. The Scottish Executive therefore had
an interest in promoting the local government elections
and in fact undertook joint public awareness activities on
the combined elections with The Electoral Commission.
2.58 Wales votes? had identified a significant need for
public information and clear messages about the powers,
responsibilities and achievements of the National
Assembly. However, for the reasons outlined above,
Wales faced a real prospect of a public information void.
The Electoral Commission was the only public body with
statutory responsibilities to fill it; but there were limitations
on our sphere of operation too. In particular, it is not
for the Commission, as an independent body, to explain
or promote the achievements of the Assembly. The
Commission’s campaign could look only at the scope
of the Assembly’s powers and responsibilities, and its
electoral system. There were also financial considerations;
our public awareness campaign had a finite budget and
needed to span the Scottish Parliament and English local
government elections occurring on the same day. We
would have also promoted the Northern Ireland Assembly
had elections taken place there.
2.59 Based on the findings of Wales votes? and similar
research in Scotland, The Electoral Commission planned
a public awareness strategy for the elections in Wales,
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Scotland and England and rolled out a major campaign to
encourage voters to participate in the elections. We review
that campaign alongside considering the role of the media
as the key source of information for the public in Chapter 4.
Returning Officers and community organisations
2.60 Although The Electoral Commission was the only
public body in Wales in 2003 with a statutory duty to
promote public awareness, this did not preclude other
bodies from addressing this. Indeed, a number of
voluntary sector bodies in Wales produced election
material and undertook some valuable promotional
work in particular communities. More importantly,
Returning Officers and Electoral Registration Officers
have a role to play in promoting election issues, in
particular, voter registration, postal voting and election
day itself. We review in Chapter 5 the extent to which
this was undertaken.
2.61 But again, there is an issue here of principle and
statutory powers. A number of Returning Officers have
expressed concern (both in Wales this year and in
previous elections) that it is not appropriate for them
to undertake promotional or awareness raising activities
alongside their wider responsibilities for the conduct of
the election; and concerns that any such initiatives might
undermine their ‘non-political’ status. We have previously
recommended in Voting for change that the legal
position of Returning Officers should be clarified in
order to ensure that any uncertainty over their position
in relation to undertaking and funding publicity to
encourage participation can be removed. Voting for
change recommends:
The Government should clarify the legal position of
Returning Officers in relation to funding publicity to
encourage participation. Any outstanding uncertainty
should be removed through explicit legislative provision.
The Government should also identify the changes
necessary in law to allow improvements in the
management of information to voters and encourage
pilot schemes to test the impact of such changes.
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Summary of recommendations
We recommend to the Government and the National
Assembly that, in the interests of administrative efficiency,
consideration should be given to devolving responsibility
for secondary legislation governing the conduct of its
elections to the National Assembly for Wales from the
present responsibility of the Secretary of State for Wales.
We recommend that consideration be given by the
Government and the National Assembly to the process
through which electoral legislation governing the conduct
of elections and electoral processes in Wales is
introduced, where this the legislation is part of UK-wide
change. The purpose would be to avoid problems
caused by delay and in order to achieve harmonisation
and consolidation of electoral procedures so far as
practicable. Such consideration should take account
both of the desirability of UK-wide harmonisation and the
context of devolution. We recommend that the National
Assembly for Wales is the lead body in undertaking the
coordination that will be required in Wales.
We recommend that, if legislative responsibility for the
conduct of its own elections is devolved to the National
Assembly, the National Assembly should develop and
review its communications strategies as a means of
informing the electorate what the National Assembly and its
elections means to them. Whether or not such responsibility
is devolved, if it is necessary that specific legislation be
introduced in order to enable the National Assembly to
develop such a communications strategy, we recommend
its introduction to the Government and to the Assembly.
We have already recommended in Voting for change:
The Government should clarify the legal position of
Returning Officers in relation to funding publicity to
encourage participation. Any outstanding uncertainty
should be removed through explicit legislative provision.
The Government should also identify the changes
necessary in law to allow improvements in the
management of information to voters and encourage
pilot schemes to test the impact of such changes.
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Voter turnout
Low turnout is far from being a
‘Welsh disease’; across most of
the UK and many other western
democracies, the trend is
downwards. Low turnout at the
National Assembly election in
2003 cannot be dismissed,
however, as merely part of a trend.
We have examined in detail the
reasons behind the level of voter
participation and commissioned
comprehensive research to help
assess the evidence.

Turnout – the big story
3.1 Voter turnout at this second election to the National
Assembly for Wales was, at just over 38%, strikingly low.
Turnout fell by 8% from the previous National Assembly
election and compares with the 61% vote in Wales at the
general election in 2001, when there was a UK average
of 59%. Only two in five of those registered to vote did so.
Wales has traditionally maintained slightly higher levels
of participation than England or Scotland. Particularly
ominous for the health of voter participation in Wales was
the turnout among younger voters, at a mere estimated
19% of those under 35. Participation among this group
also represents the greatest fall since 1999.

Identifying the causes
3.2 So what went wrong? Our research report, Wales
votes?, identified the likelihood of low participation. In order
to assess in more depth the reasons for voter behaviour
and levels of participation (or lack of it) we commissioned
opinion research to provide quantitative and qualitative
analysis of the results. This was backed by academic
results analysis. We also canvassed and received the views
of political analysts and election commentators. We have
also published, over the last two years, analyses of voter
participation among the young, among black and
minority ethnic communities and at our other elections.
We have drawn on these sources in our analysis of voter
participation at the National Assembly election 2003.
Opinion research
3.3 We commissioned opinion research from NOP
(Social and Political) and the Institute for Welsh Politics
at Aberyswyth, the team which previously worked
together on Wales votes?. This included both quantitative
and qualitative elements. Telephone interviews were
conducted with a representative sample of 1,153 adults
in Wales immediately following the 1 May election.24
3.4 The interview questionnaire and a fuller version
of NOP’s report are available on our website at
www.electoralcommission.org.uk.
24

1,000 interviews across Wales in proportion to population, with a booster
sample of under 25s. Average interview length 20 minutes.
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3.5 The quantitative work was followed up with group
discussions.25 The composition of the focus groups is
set out in Appendix 1.

turnout varied according to the social and political
character of a constituency.
Campaign analysis and other factors

3.6 The research objectives for the focus groups were
as follows:
• to explore attitudes to politics and voting:
- explore perceptions and attitudes towards politics
and politicians;
- explore voting behaviour in Assembly and
general elections;
- examine knowledge and attitudes towards rolling
registration, postal voting and weekend voting;
• to examine behaviour in and attitudes to the
Assembly elections on 1 May:
- identify motivators and de-motivators to voting
in these elections;
- examine levels of awareness of the elections,
media coverage and differences between
constituency/regional list votes;
• to explore attitudes to the Assembly:
- examine level of awareness and knowledge;
- identify attitudes to the Assembly and its
achievements since 1998;
• to generate ideas on improving voter turnout
in the future.
Results analysis
3.7 Opinion research on voter participation is not, of course,
the only indicator of what influenced voters to participate
or abstain. In addition to commissioning opinion research,
we commissioned an analysis of the election results from
leading academic analysts Prof. John Curtice of Strathclyde
University and Dr Stephen Fisher of Trinity College, Oxford.
Their analysis considers what might be deduced from the
variation in the level of turnout between constituencies
and how this compares with the turnout in the National
Assembly election in 1999 and the general election in
2001. In particular, they examined the ways in which
25

Demographic profile included all ages and different socio-economic groups.
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3.8 In addition to the factors for voter behaviour and
motivation that have been identified by NOP’s opinion
research and by the academic results analysis, it is
appropriate to consider issues relating to the election
campaign and related factors. In reviewing these, we
have sought to take account of views of a broad range
of election commentators. For example, we held a postelection seminar on 16 June 2003, in conjunction with
the Economic and Social Research Council’s Devolution
and Change Programme. This was well attended by all
organisations involved in the May Assembly election and
by academic analysts, and a number of possible reasons
were put forward to explain the fall in turnout.
3.9 We take account of all these sources and our own
conclusions, in drawing together a summary of the main
themes to be taken into account in assessing voter
participation and turnout at the National Assembly election
in 2003. There are themes that are common to the
downward trend in turnout at other elections in the UK and
many other western democracies. But there are factors
that are specific to Wales and specific to this election.

What the public said
3.10 There is, of course, a range of reasons why people
choose to vote or not. In NOP’s opinion research, the
minority who had voted in the 2003 election were asked (in
an open-ended question) why they voted on this occasion.
3.11 The most common responses were mentioned by
more than a third of voters and concerned wanting to
have a say and a reflection of the fact that they always
vote in elections – much smaller proportions thought that
everyone should vote or that you can’t complain if you
don’t bother to vote. Only 7% of the sample said that they
were motivated to vote by the importance of the National
Assembly election in Wales – the main responses were
more generally about voting participation.
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3.12 The reverse question was posed for the non-voters
and there were a greater range of responses. As in 1999,
the single most common reason for not voting was
being too busy and tied up on other things – this was
particularly the case for younger non-voters. Notably,
fewer people are too busy to vote when general elections
are held (as shown in election surveys in 1997 and even
in the low turnout year of 2001) which may indicate that
this is more of an excuse than a genuine reason.
3.13 The second most frequently cited explanation
for non-voting related to the Assembly itself (waste of
time/money) though this was noted only by about 1 in
10 non-voters. Other relatively common responses
included general disillusionment, lack of interest and
criticism of the politicians, while some people said
that they failed to vote through being away.
3.14 Other responses to this question included 10%
of non-voting over-65s who said that they were ill or
disabled or otherwise could not get to vote in person.
3.15 The group discussions echoed many of these reasons
for not voting but the qualitative work also showed a sense
of cynicism with regard to politics, politicians and political
systems. As well as being regarded as ‘self-serving’,
politicians in general were seen as being distant from
the true issues affecting people’s day to day lives.
3.16 There was also a perception among older people in
the groups that the advent of televised politics and spin
doctoring has made politicians place more emphasis on
how what they say is reported rather than sticking to their
principles and saying what they believe in. There was
genuine regret that political leaders no longer seem to
be the heroes they once were.
Mam had a framed picture of Lloyd George
on the wall.
Committed NAW voter, female, Caernarfon

Things have changed since Margaret Thatcher.
The image makers have moved in.
Committed NAW voter, male, Llanelli

Figure 1: Why did you vote at the National Assembly
on May 1?

7%
8%
39%
9%

12%

38%

Wanted to have my say/make
a difference/important who
is elected

You can’t complain if you
don’t vote

I always vote/it’s my
right/duty/responsibility

People had to fight and die
to get the right to vote

Everyone should vote/important
for democracy

It’s important for Wales/Welsh
power/Assembly is important
for the future of Wales

Base: all who voted = 645. Unprompted.
All mentions of 5%+- full coding the computer tables.

We explore these themes further below.

The information deficit and public awareness
3.17 We have already reviewed levels of voter awareness
in our analysis of the backdrop to the election and
highlighted the deficit that needed to be addressed in
terms of hard information about the National Assembly,
its powers, responsibilities and achievements. We have
also reviewed what action was taken to address this and
concluded that, other than The Electoral Commission’s
public awareness campaign, there was very little. There
was no promotional activity by the National Assembly
itself during the election campaign, for reasons that we
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have explained. There was no political advertising
campaign from any of the political parties, other than
poster advertising used by individual candidates.

information about the Assembly election and those
who thought there was too little – few people claimed
there was too much detail.

3.18 The opinion research undertaken by NOP examined
how much people knew about the National Assembly.
Only a little over a third of people interviewed said that
they knew a great deal or a fair amount about the
National Assembly for Wales, its powers, what it has
done since it was created or the voting system for
elections to the Assembly.

3.22 A consistent 55–58% of those interviewed felt that
they did not have enough information with regard to
the candidates in their constituency, the policies of the
parties and the party leaders – the figure was a little
higher with reference to the regional election candidates.
The under-35s were most likely to complain about the
lack of information – the group where turnout fell to only
19%. The over-55s were generally content with what
details they had. Fifteen percent of the under-25s did
not know the election was taking place.

3.19 Moreover, the contrast in responses by age is
striking. Younger people had very modest levels of
knowledge and felt uninformed about the Assembly
and its powers, achievements and voting systems.
3.20 At each of the four assessments, men claimed a
greater level of awareness than women. The professional/
managerial group were much more likely to feel
knowledgeable about the Assembly. Knowledge was
predictably higher among voters than non-voters but
even here, nearly half of those who turned out on 1 May
said that they knew just a little or hardly anything about
the institution itself.
3.21 The respondents were also asked if they received
too much, too little, or about the right amount of
information for various aspects of the Assembly election.
There was generally an even split between those who
thought that they had about the right amount of

3.23 Only one person in four felt that newspapers
gave enough coverage to the election while many
(41%) said that there was insufficient information.
Fluent Welsh-speakers, the youngest respondents
and those living in the North were most likely to claim
under-coverage by newspapers. Television coverage
was even more criticised, with 50% saying there was
‘too little’ information.
3.24 Some of the focus group findings provide additional
insights on this issue. Those taking part in the groups,
notably younger people, reported channel/article switching
when they came across election news. The qualitative
research showed that election coverage in general was
not considered attractive or engaging to any but those
most interested in politics. This is a point reinforced by

Table 1: How much do you feel you know about...
The National
Assembly for Wales

The powers the
Assembly has

What the Assembly has
done since it was established

The voting system for
elections to the Assembly

%

%

%

%

A great deal

5

8

5

10

A fair amount

31

32

28

31

Just a little

34

33

33

32

Hardly anything

29

26

31

25

0

1

2

1

Great deal/fair amount

36

39

33

40

Just a little/hardly anything

63

58

64

58

Don’t know

Base: all = 1,153
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the research undertaking for the Commission on media
coverage of the election, reported more fully in Chapter 4.
Criticisms included observations about negative
coverage, such as the new Assembly building.

Table 2: Did you manage to vote at the National Assembly
election on 1 May

You never hear anything about this, do you? The
only thing you hear about is the waste of money to
build the Assembly. I may be missing it but I never
see anything about it.

All

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

%

%

%

%

%

%

65+
%

Yes

37

16

21

30

36

56

57

No

62

84

79

70

63

44

43

Don’t know

*

*

0

0

0

0

1

Base:all = 1,153 *=Less than 0.5%

Differential voter, Llanelli, male

3.25 Below we examine in depth the media coverage
of the election and the extent to which the media might
have had an impact on the outcome. At this point, suffice
to say that key structural features in the media in Wales –
the lack of a ‘national’ media and the dominance of the
UK media in Wales – and treatment of the National
Assembly election as a ‘second order’ election, meant
that media coverage of the election was easily avoidable.
3.26 It is clear that the information deficit was a
significant factor affecting turnout at the National
Assembly election. The communications strategies of
all the major players concerned with the National
Assembly and its elections must address themselves
to this information deficit, not merely at election time,
but in between election times and in the long term.
Without such strategies, there can be no certainty that
the declining trend in turnout will not fall still further.
3.27 As part of assessment of the role of media
and public awareness in Chapter 4, we make a key
recommendation about such communications strategies.

Age and voting behaviour
3.28 In the NOP’s opinion research sample, those who
said they voted in the May 2003 election varied from only
16% of the under-25s through to as many as 56% of the
over-55s. The drop in turnout since 1999 is most marked
among the under-35s. Turnout was notably lower among
supporters of independence than among those who
backed either devolution or a return to Westminster rule.

3.29 A major factor in turnout at the National Assembly
election in 2003, then, was the (non)participation of
young people. Turnout among younger voters fell
disproportionately compared with the fall in turnout
across the electorate as a whole and, at only 16%
of the under-25s, was exceptionally low.
3.30 This has to be taken in context that the UK already
has the largest gap in terms of voting between the young
and the old across the democratic world.26 The following
tables shows some relevant comparisons of estimated
turnout of 18-24s:
Table 3: Under 25s turnout
National Assembly for Wales
election 1999

31% (Welsh Assembly
election survey estimate)

General election 2001

39% (MORI estimate)

National Assembly for Wales election 2003

16% (NOP estimate)

3.31 The differences in turnout by age confirm the
general hypothesis of the established work on electoral
participation and age:27 the youngest sections of society
are more likely to opt-out of the electoral process than
their older counterparts. What is of concern is the extent
to which this has been true in Wales this year.
3.32 To what extent does the fall in turnout among
young people matter? As we have noted in our recent
consultation paper on the minimum age of voting and
candidacy in UK elections,28 there are two competing
26

27
28

M. Wattenberg (2002) quoted in The Electoral Commission (2003) How old is
old enough? consultation paper.
The Electoral Commission (2002) Voter engagement and young people.
The Electoral Commission (2003) How old is old enough?.
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explanations for the changing level of political interest
among young people. The first argument is based
around a ‘life cycle’ effect, where political interest more
or less automatically increases with age, so that today’s
teenagers and adults will consequently acquire more
interest in politics as they grow older. As stakeholders
– tax-payers, mortgage holders and the like – they have
something to lose as well as something to gain. In this
hypothesis, nothing much will change over time.

3.36 Nevertheless, many young people do have strong
opinions on issues which affect them. In public opinion
research conducted for The Electoral Commission by
MORI, relating to the elections to take place in 2004,30
it was clear that even among disaffected young people,
there are strong, articulated opinions on issues which
affect their own lives:
Though they have well-formed opinions on, and
are well able to discuss, issues such as mobile
phones, sex, crime or their local neighbourhood,
they have little patience with political debate,
which seems to them to occupy a parallel universe
to the one they inhabit. It should not be assumed
that this group are ‘apathetic’... However, they do
not make the connection between their personal
dissatisfaction with a particular aspect of public
life and participating in the traditional political
processes as a way of expressing that dissatisfaction
or seeking a solution to these problems.

3.33 The second possible explanation is that this is
cohort or generational effect – that today’s teenagers
and young adults differ fundamentally from their older
counterparts and that they will retain these differences
as they get older. As a result, a more disillusioned and
disengaged group will eventually replace the present
electorate, and the impact on turnout will be significant.
3.34 Much more research and evidence gathering is
needed before definitive conclusions can be drawn.
However, from our published survey of Voter engagement
and young people29 it is tempting to conclude that the
youngest electoral cohort group are more cynical or
sceptical about party politics than first time voters were
a generation ago. A habit of non-voting may be starting
to develop which it would be dangerous to ignore.
3.35 The focus group discussions showed a cynical
attitude among younger people, accompanied by a poor
understanding of the Assembly and a feeling that voting
is not something that their peer group would do. This may
have been reinforced by the fact that none of the political
parties in this election appeared to make specific efforts
to address its messages in particular to younger voters.
It’s a bit uncool to vote. If somebody says I’m
not going, you say well, I’m not going either.
Non-voter, Caernarfon, female

I only know a couple of people my age who voted,
but they’re the next Tony Blairs, the sad ones.
Non-voter, Caernarfon, female

3.37 In seeking to encourage young people to participate
in the democratic processes it is, therefore, essential that
politicians, political parties, and election candidates
get their messages across in ways which identify the
connections between issues which impact on young
people and those democratic processes.
3.38 There is a particular factor in the youth vote in Wales
on 1 May that was the subject of comment in the aftermath
of the election – the extent to which the large student
population in Wales was present to vote in certain
constituencies on election day. There are around 65,800
full time students at higher education institutions in Wales31
and a total registered electorate of 2,229,545. No figures
are available on how many students were registered to
vote at the National Assembly election and about 17% of
younger non-voters said they were not registered to vote.
Some of the higher education institutions recommenced
term after the Easter vacation on 28 April, meaning that
students would have been present to vote if registered to
do so. This was the case, for example, in the Universities
of Bangor, Abersytwyth, Swansea and Lampeter.
30

29

The Electoral Commission (2002).
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The Electoral Commission (2003) Public opinion and the 2004 elections.
Source: ELWa higher education statistics, academic year 2002/3.
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3.39 In Cardiff, many students had not yet returned from
their Easter vacation on 1 May. Cardiff electoral services
told us that they make a particular effort to register
Cardiff university students and, for example, have around
5,600 students registered at halls of residence (it is not
possible to ascertain from the electoral register the
number of students registered who are resident in private
accommodation). Polling stations at halls of residence
in Cardiff recorded extremely low levels of voting. Postal
voting would also have been a possibility, although it is
notable that in at one polling station in a hall of residence
in Cardiff, where over 2,000 voters were registered to vote,
only eight of these had requested a postal vote. However, it
cannot be concluded from this that because many students
in Cardiff were not present to vote in Cardiff constituencies,
they did not vote elsewhere. Cardiff electoral services tell us
that, in encouraging students to register, they encourage
them to register both at their home constituency and in their
university constituency. Registration at more than one place
is possible providing only one vote is cast. Consequently,
students from Wales at Cardiff University may have voted
in their home constituencies. It is questionable the extent
to which students from outside Wales would vote in a
National Assembly election.
3.40 In other words, it may be true that the absence of
higher education students still on vacation could have
been a factor depressing turnout in certain constituencies.
However, since students may have voted in their home
constituencies if they live in Wales, it is difficult to draw
any conclusions, given the lack of evidence, other than
to note it as a factor of student participation.
3.41 The low levels of youth participation and turnout
were a particular issue in this National Assembly election
– not merely to be explained by falling turnout across all
elections. ‘Young’ in the case of this National Assembly
election extends to all those under the age of 35. What
is clear is that a very great deal of work needs to be
done by all those involved in the electoral process –
candidates, party workers, politicians, Assembly Members,
electoral administrators and, not least, The Electoral
Commission – to encourage participation among young
people. We make a recommendation on this issue in

reviewing what can be done to address voter engagement,
later in this chapter. Later in this report we set out how
The Electoral Commission proposes to take forward its
own strategy to promote youth participation.

Other demographics and voting behaviour
3.42 The 2003 opinion research data does not suggest
a link between social class and voting turnout (nor did
the 1999 NOP research). There was also no evidence
of a link with voters’ perceptions of national identity,
whether perceived to be Welsh or British. However,
there was an association between fluency in Welsh
and claimed turnout – 44% of those fluent in the
language said that they voted on 1 May compared
with only 35% of respondents who knew no Welsh.
3.43 No less than three of the five constituencies with
the highest levels of turnout were in Mid and West Wales
while all constituencies in that region were among the top
15. Overall, just over 45% of the electorate in Mid and
West Wales cast a valid constituency vote, compared
with nearly 37% elsewhere in Wales. Although the overall
level of turnout differed little in the other four regions, it
varied far more within the North Wales electoral region
than in any of the three regions of South Wales. The
highest (Ynys Môn, 50.5%) and the lowest (Alyn and
Deeside, 24.9%) were in the North Wales electoral
region, being in the west and east respectively.
3.44 Prof. Curtice and Dr Fisher analysed the fact that
some parts of Wales showed more interest in the election
than others. The higher turnout in Mid and West Wales in
general and the differences within the North Wales region
in particular suggest a general pattern – that people in
rural areas were more likely to vote than were those in
more urban and those with more manual workers.
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Rural

44.7

(12)

Mixed

36.2

(22)

Urban/suburban

34.1

(6)

communities in the May 2003 Assembly election.
This is because our sample survey would not enable
statistically valid conclusions to be drawn, given that the
proportion of non-white communities in Wales at 2.7% is
comparatively low, set against a UK whole of 9%.32

Above average

41.3

(20)

Voter attitudes to the National Assembly

Below average

35.6

(20)

Above average

36.2

(20)

Below average

40.7

(20)

3.48 Despite the evidence of lack of understanding of
the National Assembly and its activities, far more people
said that it had had improved things in terms of how
Wales is governed (46%) than thought it had made
these matters worse (11%).

Table 4: Mean percentage turnout

Proportion fluent in Welsh

Proportion routine manual workers

Figures in brackets represent number of constituencies.
Rural: constituencies with a 1991 population density of less than 1.5 persons
per hectare.
Mixed: Population density between 1.5 and 15 persons per hectare.

3.49 Respondents in some of the groups made positive
comments, albeit grudgingly.
I think they’ve only got about 8 out of 10. There’s
still somebody in London holding the whip.

Urban/suburban: population density more than 15 persons per hectare.
Proportion fluent in Welsh – Above average: more than the median proportion
(9.55) of persons reported to be fluent Welsh speakers. Below average: 9.5%
or less reported to be fluent Welsh speakers (2001 Census).

Committed Welsh Assembly voter, Caernarfon, male

Proportion routine manual – Above average: more than 9.8% of persons (the
Wales median) working in routine manual occupations (2001 Census). Below
average: proportion working in routine manual occupations 9.8% or less.

3.45 The turnout figures and opinion research do suggest,
therefore, that people in areas where fluency in Welsh is
greater were more likely to have voted. The caveat that has
to be added is that, while turnout is still higher among
fluent Welsh speakers, when the results are compared with
the findings of NOP research in 1999, turnout may have
dropped even more sharply among this group (down 13%)
than among those who speak English only (down 8%).
3.46 The survey also showed a 5% difference in voting
participation by gender (35% male and 40% female).
The Electoral Commission is undertaking further research
on gender factors in voter participation and behaviour and
there is insufficient current research to draw any conclusions
from these gender differences. It is notable, however, that 30
of the 60 Assembly Members elected were women, up from
25 in the previous administration, putting Wales near the top
in the world in the proportion of women in parliaments.
3.47 We are unable to draw any conclusions on
the participation rates of black and minority ethnic
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: voter turnout

They’ve done one or two good things. You get
your prescriptions for nothing under 25, you don’t
get that in England. You know people come over
from Chester to try and get their prescription.
Committee Welsh Assembly voter, Caernarfon, male

3.50 There is the possibility that low participation in the
election reflects hostility to devolution. The research
undertaken for the Commission by the Institute of Welsh
Politics and published in Wales votes? in December 2002
concluded that there was little support for this explanation.
NOP’s opinion research found that 25% in the sample
survey felt that Wales should remain part of the UK without
an elected Assembly; this figure fell to 19% of under-25s
(somewhat ironically, given the levels of turnout at only
16% among under-25s) compared with 38% of those over
the age of 65. By contrast, 9% of the sample survey were
in favour of independence from the UK; 37% believed that
Wales should remain part of the UK with its own elected
Parliament with law-making powers and 25% favouring
Wales as part of the UK with its own elected Assembly with
limited law-making powers only.
32
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3.51 Findings from the Economic and Social Research
Council’s Research Programme on Devolution and
Constitutional Change produced similar results, with 6 in
10 in Wales favouring devolution, with support for a return
to the pre-devolution situation or for independence being
much lower.33 Research for the ESRC found that just over
half would prefer to have their own devolved body to
have the most say over the way in which Wales is run.
3.52 A point which it is impossible to ignore, given the
extent to which it has been the subject of comment in the
media and by politicians, is the hypothesis that because
the National Assembly does not have primary legislative
powers people do not feel it is important enough to
vote for. In this scenario, more people would vote for
the National Assembly only if it receives greater powers
or otherwise demonstrates its importance.
3.53 From NOP’s opinion research, 54% said they would
be more likely to vote if the National Assembly was given
much greater powers to change things that shape
people’s daily lives. However, this factor should not be
exaggerated. Forty-seven percent also said they would
have been more likely to vote if the outcome of the
election seemed close and their vote would have made
a difference; 44% would have been more likely to vote if
they believed in what the parties were offering and 45%
if they knew more about what was at stake in the election.
Greater powers and more understanding about what was
at stake would have had most impact on non-voters in
general and on young people in particular. The evidence
from Scotland suggests that the greater powers of the
Scottish Parliament have not prevented many Scottish
voters seeing 2003 as a ‘second-order’ election year.
3.54 There is some support from NOP’s opinion research
for those commentators who believe that the National
Assembly has not lived up to expectations. The structure
of NOP’s qualitative research allowed for greater
investigation of some issues than was possible in the
quantitative polling and a strong feeling from focus
groups that the activities of the Assembly tend to be
33

The elections in Scotland and Wales: what’s at stake? ESRC, Devolution and
Constitutional Change Briefing, April 2003.

focused in the south, and in Cardiff in particular. Most
notably, publicity surrounding the new Assembly building
in Cardiff and the new Wales Millennium Centre has led
to the perception that a disproportionate amount of the
Assembly’s spending is allocated to Cardiff.
3.55 The feeling that the north is being ignored was
reflected in disillusion and disappointment in NOP’s focus
groups, with the perception that the reality has not lived
up to expectations of what the Assembly might achieve.
I accept that most of it’s got to be in Cardiff, but I
don’t see why some of the departments can’t be
in the north or mid-Wales.
Committed National Assembly voter, Caernarfon, male

They forget about us in the north. Maybe it’s
partly our fault, we don’t do anything about it.
Committed National Assembly voter, Caernarfon, female

3.56 Just over a third of the sample said that they thought
it made a great deal or quite a lot of difference who wins
National Assembly elections – however, a significantly
larger number (a half) held this view with regard to
Westminster voting. Recognition of the importance of
both sets of elections grew with age and was, perhaps
predictably, much higher among professional and
managerial households than in other social class groups.

The nature of the election campaign
3.57 Although some of the public in Wales had already
decided not to vote in advance of the election, the
evidence from our opinion research suggests that about
half of the electorate made their decision to vote or not
during the election campaign. The effectiveness of the
election campaign itself can, therefore, be a substantial
factor affecting turnout, including the perceived importance
of the political issues to be decided in the election and
the nature of the competition between the political parties.
3.58 In the quantitative opinion research, two-thirds
of those who voted said that they had made the decision
before the campaign began. About 40% of those who
did not vote said they were not intending to vote in the
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: voter turnout
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Assembly election before the campaign began. Given
the voter turnout of 38%, this means that roughly equal
numbers, about a quarter of the electorate in each case,
may have decided to vote or not before the election
campaign began. This suggests, therefore, that about
half of the electorate had not made a decision on voting
at the start of the campaign. In part, this can no doubt be
explained by the information deficit about the Assembly
and the election. In the event, the campaign persuaded
only about one in four of those who had not made their
decision before the campaign began, to vote.
3.59 Analysis of the survey responses also shows that
the older respondents were generally clear in their minds
about whether they were going to take part in the election
before the campaign began. The under-35s were more
likely to have decided about voting or abstaining only
on the day itself. To some extent, this reflects the very
different turnout figures between the two age groups.

a matter of speculation whether a longer campaign
would have had any different effect on the final result.
3.63 The National Assembly campaign was certainly low
key compared with a general election campaign. There
was a lack of campaigning activity on the streets and a
shortage of visible canvassing in many parts of Wales.
All the main political parties report difficulties in recruiting
local campaign workers. A common complaint from
members of the public, evident from the opinion research
focus groups and other feedback we received,
concerned the lack of personal contact from candidates
and political party workers. Although members of the
public often complain about being canvassed at home
by candidates and party workers seeking votes, they also
expect it. ‘Why should I vote for them, when they can’t be
bothered to knock on my door to ask me to and never
bother to find out my views on anything from one year
to the next?’ was one elector’s comment, typical of a
number received in The Electoral Commission’s offices.

A short, low key, campaign
3.60 It was the subject of much comment by politicians
and journalists during the election period that the
campaign was effectively reduced to 10 days. The UK
media was dominated by coverage of the Iraq War in
the early part of the election period; the long Easter bank
holiday weekend followed and the campaign arguably did
not get underway until at least the Tuesday after Easter,
only 10 days before the election on Thursday 1 May.
3.61 This is borne out by the research we commissioned
on media coverage of the election, reviewed in Chapter 4.
Indeed, that research suggested that the media attention
on the campaign really took off only after the visit of the
Prime Minister Tony Blair a week before the campaign,
rendering it a seven-day campaign in media terms.
3.62 Whether or not a longer campaign would have
had any impact on raising turnout is hypothetical and,
of course, a three week general election campaign is
sometimes criticised as too long in terms of its impact on
public interest. There can be little doubt that 7–10 days is
a short period of time for levels of public interest and
awareness in the election to be generated. Equally, it is
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: voter turnout

3.64 Some commentators have argued that the fact that
there were no local government elections on the same
day as the National Assembly elections was a factor
depressing turnout. It has been urged that the lack of
local elections led to an absence of campaigning on
the streets and that there were few local activists who
might have turned out in greater numbers were a local
campaign also involved. The National Assembly in 2001
deferred the local government elections by a year from
the date originally planned to coincide with the National
Assembly election in 2003, on the grounds that this
would increase participation.
3.65 In fact the evidence on this point is not conclusive.
Local elections were held in Scotland on the same day
as the Scottish Parliament elections and turnout fell in
Scotland more than it did in Wales. Whether or not the
turnout fall in Wales would have been relatively arrested
by the incidence of local government elections on the
same day is a matter of speculation.
3.66 Another notable feature of the National Assembly
for Wales election in 2003 was the lack of any advertising
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campaign from any of the main political parties. No
advertising space was booked in Wales during the election
period for political campaigning other than from individual
candidates. General elections have often been notable for
controversial advertising campaigns from political parties.
Some of these have sparked political debate in election
campaigns, often acrimonious, but in doing so will have
contributed to public awareness of an election taking
place and some of the issues involved.
3.67 None of this occurred in Wales in 2003. No doubt
the political parties had very good reasons for not mounting
advertising campaigns, not least related to lack of funds.
But the lack of political advertising may well have
contributed to a lower level of public awareness about
the election and about the issues involved, as well as a
feeling that the campaign was comparatively low key.
3.68 Neither was there any significant political advertising
from ‘third parties’ in support of particular policies or
political parties of the kind that is again a feature of general
elections. Large trade unions sometimes advertise during
election campaigns, particularly on public service issues.
3.69 Together all of these factors would have contributed
to the feeling, widely identified, that the campaign was
both short and low key compared with a general
election campaign.
Political issues and the campaign
3.70 A critical factor affecting the election campaign and
turnout is the political issues to be decided in the election
and the nature of the competition between the political
parties. As an independent, publicly-funded body, it is not
for The Electoral Commission to comment on the political
issues addressed in the election by the political parties
and candidates, but an analysis of turnout would not be
complete without some acknowledgement of the nature
of the election campaign.
3.71 A number of commentators on the election have noted
that the election campaigns of all the main political parties
were quite similar, to the extent that they were all
campaigning on a public service agenda. This is a result

not least of the fact that the responsibilities of the National
Assembly itself are primarily concerned with public services.
3.72 In NOP’s post-election opinion research, just over
half of the total sample surveyed supported the idea that
‘there was very little difference between what the main
parties were offering’. Even among those who voted in
the election, almost half agreed that there was little
difference between the parties. These findings suggested
fewer perceived differences between the parties in Wales
in 2003 than found across the UK in opinion research
undertaken by MORI for The Electoral Commission in
2001. NOP’s qualitative research found that respondents
in the focus groups often felt that the parties had got
closer in terms of their ideology:
It used to be that you’d vote for Labour or the
Conservatives and whether you did would make
a difference.
Committed National Assembly voter, Llanelli, male

3.73 Political factors affecting turnout were discussed at
length at our post-election seminar. A hypothesis is put
forward by some academic commentators that different
political factors affect voting in elections in Wales
compared with UK general elections. On this hypothesis,
Plaid Cymru does better in elections perceived as
‘Welsh’, where the Labour party and the Conservatives
do better in elections perceived as ‘UK’, as in general
elections. It is argued that while this tendency was still
apparent in 2003, Plaid Cymru’s vote, in particular, fell.
Richard Wyn Jones and Roger Scully argue:
we should point out that the 2003 results fit very
much within what appears to be an emerging
pattern... a strong tendency for differential patterns
of voting to occur between National Assembly and
Westminster. Specifically, we have found that both
Labour and the Conservatives appear to do
systematically better in Westminster elections than
those for the National Assembly, while for Plaid
Cymru, the opposite is the case... The differential
voting thesis was strongly endorsed by the 2003
results. Labour and the Conservatives (in a good
year) fell below their 2001 general election vote
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: voter turnout
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share; while Plaid (in a bad year) did substantially
better than two years previously. 34
3.74 John Osmond at the Institute of Welsh
Affairs commented:
The headline story of the May 2003 Welsh
Assembly elections was of Labour recovering
its heartland Valley seats... However, the figures
suggest that overall Plaid Cymru lost the
campaign as much as Labour won it.35

that they had turned out in the first Assembly poll in 1999.
The participation rate of those who said they voted in the
last general election was higher still. Reflecting the 2003
scenario described earlier, turnout was highest among
older respondents and, in the case of the Welsh votes,
among Welsh-identifiers and Welsh speakers.
3.79 The differential voters in the focus groups tended to
think very definitely that their vote in the general election
carried more weight than their vote in the National
Assembly elections.

3.75 A political factor in turnout may, therefore, be the
failure of Plaid Cymru to mobilise voters, but this should
not be over-exaggerated – the complex interplay of all the
other issues affecting turnout at this election means that
no one factor was dominant.
A ‘second order’ election
3.76 There is evidence from the opinion research findings
to support the idea that the electorate perceived that the
National Assembly election was of a lesser importance
than a general election – a ‘second order’ election.
3.77 More than half of the sample (60%, but including 82%
of over-65s and 72% of social group AB) claimed that they
always voted in general elections, while a large minority
(43% overall but including three-quarters of pensioners)
said that they always vote in local elections. Participation
among the sample was modest for younger respondents
– leaving aside 18–24 year olds, some of whom would
never have had the chance to vote in the past, only 46%
of the 25–35s said that they always vote at Westminster
elections and only 20% of them claim to be consistent
voters at local polls. There were only a handful of people
who rarely, if ever, vote for the House of Commons who
took part in the 2003 National Assembly election.
3.78 Looking at individual elections, more than half of
the sample (60%) said that they had voted in the 1997
devolution referendum while a similar proportion thought
34
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R. Wyn Jones and R. Scully (2003) ‘The importance of Welshness’. Agenda,
Institute of Welsh Affairs, summer.
J. Osmond, Institute of Welsh Affairs (2003) ‘Election Fall-out’. Assembly
Guide 2003, Strategy Wales, 2003.
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Because they have more power and they tell the
Assembly what to do. It’s obviously going to
affect me more.
Differential voter, Llanelli, male

A series of local contests
3.80 Another factor in terms of political party
campaigning that commentators have noted is that the
election was largely a series of local contests;36 it has
been argued that the main political parties tended to
focus their campaigns in marginal constituencies. This
can be efficient for political parties in terms of outcome,
but not beneficial for turnout and participation generally.
3.81 The results analysis undertaken for us by Prof. Curtice
and Dr Fisher does show that where an election result was
close in 2001, a few more voters were encouraged to go to
the polls. We might of course expect voters to be more likely
to go to the polls if the contest in the local constituency was
thought to be close. However, what might be thought by
voters to be a marginal constituency in the 2003 election
was open to question; the very different outcome of the
National Assembly election in 1999 to that in the last 2001
general election meant that constituencies where the
outcome was close in 1999 were not necessarily the same
ones as those where it was tight in 2001 and vice versa.
3.82 Analysis of the results, which breaks down the
level of turnout by both the outcome in 1999 and 2001,
suggests that both may have had an influence. Turnout
was lowest in those seats where the winner’s majority
36
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had been over 10% in both elections. The highest turnout
was on average in those seats where the result had been
close in 2001 but not in 1999.
3.83 At first glance, the pattern of turnout in 2003 is
strikingly similar to that in 1999. The four constituencies
with the lowest turnout on the first vote this time around also
provided four of the five lowest turnouts four years ago.
Similarly, the four constituencies with the highest turnouts
in 2003 featured among the top dozen turnouts in 1999.
Just one constituency bucked the trend; Wrexham, where
John Marek had been elected as a Labour AM in 1999 but
sought re-election as an Independent. Curtice and Fisher’s
analysis shows that, overall, the correlation between the
turnout in 1999 and that in 2003 was as high as 0.9.
3.84 Even so, the difference in turnout between those
seats with the highest turnout and those with the lowest
was less than it was four years previously. Turnout dropped
on average by two percentage points more among the
constituencies with the 20 highest turnouts in 1999 than it
did among those with the 20 lowest. As Table 5 shows,
whatever the difference in turnout between predominantly
rural areas and the rest of Wales in 2003, it was somewhat
less than it had been four years previously. Thus, turnout
fell more compared with 1999 in rural seats, those with a
high proportion of fluent Welsh speakers, and those with
an above average proportion of routine manual workers
than it did in more urban seats, those with fewer Welsh
speakers and those with more routine manual workers.
Table 5

Rural
Mixed
Urban/suburban
Proportion fluent in Welsh
Above average
Below average
Proportion routine manual workers
Above average
Below average

Change in % valid turnout since
2001
1999
-21.0
-9.2 (12)
-23.8
-7.9 (22)
-24.4
-7.7 (6)
-21.9
-24.1

-9.0 (20)
-7.5 (20)

-23.7
-22.4

-7.8 (20)
-8.7 (20)

Figures in brackets represent number of constituencies.

The need for more convenient methods
of voting
3.85 Our opinion research shows that greater choice
in voting method and increased convenience would
encourage some non-voters to vote. Legislation is
already in place to permits trials of different voting
methods – for example, fully postal ballots or electronic
methods of voting – at local council elections. However,
there were no such innovative methods of voting at the
National Assembly election as no legislation is yet in
place that would enable it.
3.86 A number of potential changes to the voting system
were put to people in our opinion research to get an
indication of the extent to which they might further
encourage people to vote in Assembly elections. About 4
out of 10 respondents said that they would have been more
likely to vote in the Assembly elections if they could have
done so by means of either postal or telephone voting
although, of course, this includes many people who did
actually vote on 1 May. Moreover, postal voting on demand
was in fact available at this election and so the responses
suggest that far from everyone was aware of this.
3.87 Local promotion of postal voting on demand is a
factor which analysis of the results shows did impact on
turnout. Analysis shows that what best accounts for the
variation in the incidence of postal voting across Wales
is the degree to which local authorities do or do not
promote the availability of postal voting on demand.
Improved turnout where postal voting has been
promoted reinforces the fact that convenience is
a factor in voter participation.
3.88 The research undertaken for us by academic
analysts Prof. Curtice and Dr Fisher contains an analysis
of the impact of postal voting on turnout and the key
points from their findings follow.
3.89 In total, 4.2% of the electorate actually cast a valid
vote by post, only slightly more than those voting by post,
3.9%, in 2001. As a proportion of those voting, however,
postal votes constituted 10.9% of the total valid vote,
up from 6.3% in 2001.
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: voter turnout
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Table 6
Postal votes

2003

2001

155,426

110,900

98,415

91,395

Deemed valid

92,695

86,862

Returned/issued

63.3%

82.4%

Valid/returned

94.2%

95.0%

Issued
Returned

that voting should be made possible by those means. In
general, there was a sense that voting had failed to move
with the times, and was not customer-focused:
They should start having more relaxed places,
rather than being such a formal thing where you go
in to a village hall and you stand behind a box and
tick a piece of paper. Maybe it should be done on
the Internet.

No information on the number of votes deemed invalid is available for
Caernarfon and Meironnydd Nant Conwy and thus the figures for 2003
slightly overstate the number of valid postal votes cast.

3.90 Postal voters were therefore more likely to vote
than were the electorate as a whole. Just over 63% of
those who had a postal vote returned their ballot papers.
However, even among those registered to vote by post,
turnout was lower than it was in 2001 when 82% of postal
voters returned their ballot paper. As the fall in turnout
among postal voters, at 19 points, came close to
matching the 23 point drop across the electorate as a
whole, it can be concluded that the availability of postal
voting on demand does not help insulate the electorate
against those forces that produce rises and falls in
turnout among the electorate as a whole.
3.91 Both the level and the increase in postal voting since
2001 was far from uniform across Wales as a whole. For
example, in Alyn & Deeside just 1.6% of the electorate was
issued with a postal vote, in Neath no less than 12.5%. In
Torfaen, as much as 20.7% of the valid vote was cast by
post, in Blaenau Gwent just 3.4%. Meanwhile, there was a
14.1 percentage point increase in the proportion of the valid
vote cast by post in Newport West, while at the other end of
the spectrum there was actually a 2% fall in Cardiff West.
3.92 We make a recommendation on the local promotion
of postal voting in our analysis of the administration of
the election in Chapter 5.
3.93 According to our opinion research, weekend and
internet voting would have had a modest impact on
turnout, if available, but were most appealing to the 25–34
year old age group. Familiarity with making purchases and
interacting with various institutions by means of the
internet and SMS prompted many in the groups to suggest
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: voter turnout

You can vote in Big Brother by phone or text, why
can’t you do that in the election? They have all
these fancy electronic swingometer things on TV
but you still have to go to some school hall miles
away and use a pencil.
Differential voter, Llanelli, male

3.94 We consider it a priority that voters and electoral
administrators in Wales have the opportunity to sample
innovative methods of voting. One hundred and thirty-two
pilot schemes had taken place by May 2003 in local
government elections, mainly in England. We consider
it of particular importance that voters and electoral
services teams in Wales have the opportunity to sample
innovative methods before these are rolled out large scale
in a national election. Our statutory evaluation of the local
government pilot schemes undertaken in the May 2003
elections37 has mapped a way forward and in particular
has recommended that all local government elections
be run as all-postal ballots, unless there are compelling
reasons why an all-postal ballot would be inappropriate
or disadvantageous for a group or group of electors.
3.95 We have, however, recommended that all-postal
voting should not progress beyond pilot status until our
wider detailed recommendations on integral components
of postal balloting are in place. We have also made a
number of robust recommendations for the future
development of electronic voting and counting – in contrast
to all-postal balloting, still in its infancy. We believe the
electoral pilot programme is critical to the modernisation of
electoral services. In taking forward this programme, we are
looking in particular at issues of equal access and security.
37
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We recommend to the UK Government and the National
Assembly that legislation be introduced to enable the
introduction of all-postal ballots at Assembly elections
and to enable pilot schemes involving innovative
methods of voting at Assembly by-elections.

Emphasising the positive
3.96 Despite the gloomy turnout figures, there are positive
findings from our opinion research. Interest in politics
shows little evidence of a decline. Despite the modest
turnout, rather more than half of the sample (59%) said
that they were very/fairly interested in politics – interest
was highest among men, middle-aged and older
respondents and those in middle-class homes. This result
is similar to the 57% in the 2001 British Election Study38
Welsh sample who said that they had a great deal of/
quite a lot of/some general interest in politics. These
findings do give support to the suggestion that interest
in politics in not declining, in contrast with turnout.
3.97 This suggests that interest in issues is stronger than
interest in elections and that politicians and others need
to make better connections between issues which affect
people’s daily lives and voting in an election. It was clear
from our focus groups that people often feel strongly
about public service issues, within the province of the
Assembly’s responsibilities, that impact on their own
lives and work. They may feel dissatisfied, but do not
necessarily see participating in a National Assembly
election as a way of expressing that dissatisfaction or
as likely to bring about a solution to their problems.
3.98 There were significant differences in terms of interest
by gender and age. Men said they were more interested in
politics than did women (65% compared with 54%) and
interest was considerably higher among the over-45s than
among younger respondents (69% compared with 49%).
3.99 People with some knowledge of the Welsh language
were more likely to be interested in politics (67%) than
were non-Welsh speakers (54%). It is worth noting that
general election surveys do not suggest the same kind of
split in interest by language groups, so these differences
38
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are likely again to reflect the particular nature of the
Assembly election.
3.100 Unsurprisingly, those with the least interest in politics
were the group least likely to have voted in the Assembly
election (only 15% of them turned out to vote on 1 May).
3.101 Well over the half the sample (61%) agreed with
a statement that they felt it was their duty to vote in the
election. Agreement increased markedly with age and
was particularly strong among the over-65s (75%).
There was a virtually even split on agreement with
regard to believing that voting would not make much of
a difference – non-voters were much more likely to agree
in this respect, 59% compared with 29% of those who
turned out to vote in May.

What can be done?
3.102 Does it matter that low turnout was the biggest
story of the National Assembly for Wales election, after
the political outcome? The Electoral Commission
certainly believes so. Without the engagement of citizens
in the processes of decision-making about the society in
which they live, no democracy can be regarded as truly
healthy. Academic theories on electoral participation
also point out that the election of members to some form
of parliament or constituent assembly is generally viewed
as a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for a
properly democratic society; and this was the heart of the
case for the establishment of a democratically elected
National Assembly for Wales.39 There is, therefore, no
room for complacency.
3.103 Lest there be any doubt about the seriousness of
the case, consider again the turnout of younger people
at this election. As we point out in reviewing ‘youth’ turnout
(hardly an appropriate phrase in this case) above, there is
a danger that a habit of not voting will develop among a
cohort of voters who are more cynical and sceptical about
party politics than a generation ago. The habits of this
cohort may replace the current decreasing numbers for
whom voting is regarded as a civic duty. It cannot be
39
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assumed that when younger people acquire settled jobs,
mortgages and families, that is, more of a stake in political
issues which affect them personally, they will necessarily
acquire the habit of voting. The fact that very low
participation rates extended particularly at this election,
not just to the under-25s but those up to the age of
around 35, argues against that assumption.
3.104 What is clear from this analysis of turnout is that
there are a number of factors which together depressed
turnout at the National Assembly election in 2003, with
no single factor dominant over another. Some factors
were ‘one-offs’, notably the dominance of coverage of
the Iraq War in the UK media – but global or major events
or disasters can impact on any election. Age and
demographic factors are unlikely to change during the
course of one election campaign but youth participation
must be addressed in the long term to maintain the
future health of democracy in Wales.
3.105 Equally, it is clear that campaign factors and
the nature of the campaign in 2003 did impact on voter
participation. So did the information deficit and the
comparatively low levels of public awareness. These
are factors which can be addressed, along with the
need for more convenient methods of voting.
We exhort all those involved in elections and the electoral
process, especially election candidates, politicians and
political parties and the National Assembly itself, to look
very carefully at the need to engage with the electorate
in Wales and at the factors in voter participation which
can be addressed, both in the short- and long-term.
3.106 From The Electoral Commission’s point of view,
we outline in Chapter 4 what measures we are taking
to promote public awareness. We are recommending
means of introducing more convenient methods of
voting. We are also considering undertaking comparative
research (drawing upon international and domestic
case studies), with the aim of identifying best practice
examples of political parties engaging with the public
and will liaise with the political parties on this.
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We are also considering undertaking comparative
research with the aim of identifying best practice
examples of political parties engaging with the public
and will liaise with the political parties on this.

Summary of recommendations
We recommend to the UK Government and the National
Assembly that legislation be introduced to enable the
introduction of all-postal ballots at Assembly elections
and to enable pilot schemes involving innovative
methods of voting at Assembly by-elections.
We exhort all those involved in elections and the electoral
process, especially election candidates, politicians and
political parties and the National Assembly itself, to look
very carefully at the need to engage with the electorate in
Wales and at the factors in voter participation which can
be addressed, both in the short- and long-term.
We are also considering undertaking comparative
research with the aim of identifying best practice
examples of political parties engaging with the public
and will liaise with the political parties on this.
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Public awareness
and the media
Sources of public information
The importance of information
4.1 NOP’s public opinion research for the Commission
provision has been highlighted
assessed how well the election campaign had
repeatedly in this report. This chapter succeeded in reaching the electorate, and explored
how members of public obtained information about
explores the issues in more detail,
the election. Nearly 90% said that they had received
Assembly political leaflets or letters through their
looking in particular at the impact
letterbox. More than half the sample also remembered
of the media – a key source of
seeing election coverage or broadcasts on television
or could recall the Commission’s adverts encouraging
information for the public – and the
Commission’s own public awareness people to vote in the election.
Table 7: During the Assembly election campaign which of
campaign. Our analysis draws on
the following, if any, applied to you?
independent research on the role
All %
of the media in the election, which
Had any political leaflets or letters put through your letterbox
89
Saw
any
of
the
election
coverage
on
TV
65
represents the most comprehensive
Saw any party election broadcasts on TV
60
survey of election coverage
Saw any of The Electoral Commission’s adverts
60
Discussed the election with friends or family
49
undertaken to date in Wales.
Read any of the election coverage in newspapers

47

Heard any of the election coverage on the radio

29

Received a personal call from a representative of a party

16

Used the internet to access information on the election

5

None of these

1

Base: all = 1,153

4.2 There are some revealing contrasts between these
findings and the results of the 2001 election research
for the Commission at the time of the general election.
For example, the percentage who had seen election
coverage on television was 24% lower in the Assembly
election than at the last Westminster poll. There was a
similarly marked drop in the numbers who had read
election coverage in the newspapers. The fact that recall
of door-drop election leaflets was the same in 2003 and
2001 suggests that the media were treating the second
Assembly election in a notably less comprehensive way
than a general election.

Welsh newspaper coverage of the National Assembly for Wales election.

4.3 Overall, the focus groups felt that media coverage
of the election was limited and had not given a sense
of build-up or anticipation of the election.
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It was a low profile one really, normally when
it comes about something like this I realise the
gravity of it. We weren’t given all the accurate
information on it, it was very poor. We had a few
leaflets through the door and that’s the end of it.
There’d be a lot more coverage on the BBC of
a General Election as well, so you’d know more
of what was going on.
Non-voter, Caernarfon, female

The role of the media in the election
4.4 The media has a multi-faceted role in any election.
It provides a key source of information for the public,
and securing attention in the media is central to political
party campaigning. Politicians both during and after
the National Assembly election campaign accused the
media of both neglecting the campaign and spending
too much of their coverage concentrating on low turnout.
In considering questions of voter participation and
turnout, it is impossible to ignore the role of the media.
4.5 So was the public well-served by the media during
the election campaign? We commissioned research on
coverage of the National Assembly election to seek to
answer this and related questions about the role of
the media. James Thomas, John Jewell and Stephen
Cushion of the Wales Media Forum at Cardiff University
School of Journalism undertook an extensive research
study for The Electoral Commission.
4.6 Their analysis was based on monitoring media
coverage of the election, initially from 1–13 April and
more extensively between the period 14 April–2 May.
Their research was based on quantitative content
analysis and more detailed qualitative analysis of media
coverage, combined with a broader survey of the
academic and other literature and use of official industry
audience statistics to provide an up-to-date summary
of the audience base. Over 900 news items about the
election were included in the research. All UK and Welsh
television and UK and national newspapers were monitored
during the period, along with other newspapers on a
selective basis to secure a maximum geographical,
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circulation, content and language spread. There was also
a focused study of radio, covering the key public service
and commercial news bulletins in Wales. The research
reported on the extent, quality and diversity of news
available to and consumed by audiences in Wales on
a UK, national and local level.

Key findings
4.7 The following key points are based on the research
undertaken by Thomas, Jewell and Cushion. A full report of
the research is available on www.electoralcommission.org.uk
or on request from the Commission’s Wales Office.
Sources of news about the election
4.8 Television was far and away the key source of news
for the election. The post-election opinion research
undertaken by NOP for The Electoral Commission 40
found that television was used by 65% of the electorate
in Wales for election news, compared with 47% for
newspapers, 29% for radio and just 5% for the internet.
A separate poll commissioned by the BBC and
conducted independently by Beaufort Research Ltd
found that 42% got their election news from BBC 1
Wales, followed by 25% from HTV. Daily morning
newspapers were used less, with 9% for the Welsh
Mirror, 7% for the Western Mail and 5% for the Daily
Post, while BBC Wales radio use was also low (6%).
BBCi Wales, the internet service, was used by just
over 1% while use of Welsh language media was also
confined to a small minority even of Welsh language
speakers, with just 9% of Welsh speakers using S4C
as a source of news. Ceefax and Teletext were both
used by 4% of the population.
A seven-day media campaign
4.9 The media treated the campaign as a ‘second–order
election’ which was, for the most part, given low
prominence. Until the Easter weekend, the UK press was
dominated by coverage of the Iraq war. After that, across
many media, the ‘Blair effect’ was visible in a seven-day
media campaign. The Prime Minister’s visit to Wales a
week before polling day produced a doubling of the
40

A full report of the findings is available on www.electoralcommission.org.uk.
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number of election stories and, following that visit,
coverage nearly doubled compared with the period prior
to it. The low prominence of the election was also visible
in the limited number of headline or prominent stories
throughout the campaign. The election featured in just
15% of lead stories on television or in the daily Welsh
press during the period 14 April–1 May.

consumption in Wales (now reaching 57% of people)
especially digital satellite. The result is that viewers
automatically get news from the postcode areas that they
live in, and receive BBC Wales rather than the English
bulletins they might have been consuming when
receiving terrestrial television. Nevertheless, viewers
in multi-channel homes tend to watch less news.

Structural features of the media in Wales

4.15 Current BBC estimates, based on independent
BARB data, suggest that the proportion of people in
Wales that now have Welsh news services has
increased from 75% to 88%.

4.10 The low prominence of the election was further
exacerbated by the underlying structural features of
the media system in Wales. In a general news climate
of ‘plenty’, where it is easy to bump into the news, news
about Wales and Welsh politics is easily avoidable.The
UK daily press dominates the Welsh market while Welsh
newspapers, for all their virtues, have limited circulation
and resources.
4.11 Recent years have seen a decline in the audience for
the main Welsh news bulletins, growth of multi-channel
penetration (now reaching 57% of people), the expansion
of commercial radio that contains little news, while
internet use as a source of news is confined to a minority.
4.12 Many people get their news from UK-based sources
and considerable numbers of people simply do not
consume news about Wales. UK-wide newspapers carried
very little news about the National Assembly election.
4.13 One more specific area that has caused concern
in the past has been the fact that about 35–40% of the
population in Wales live in television transmitter overlap
areas that can also pick up English television. The main
overlap areas are South East Wales, where viewers can
receive BBC and ITV service from the West of England
transmitter, North East Wales where viewers can receive
Granada and BBC North West and parts of the borders
of mid-Wales.
4.14 Determining precisely what people do in those
overlap areas where there is potential to tune out of
Wales is something more difficult to pin down.
Broadcasters today suggest that the situation is less
bleak than it was, because of the rise in multi-channel

4.16 At the same time, there is an absence of a
competitive, all-Wales national press. There are two
publications that are essentially regional in readership.
The Western Mail’s circulation is based in the south
and the Daily Post’s is overwhelmingly concentrated in
the north. The absence of a strong-agenda setting set
of newspapers can be compared to Scotland, where
over 85% of papers that are produced there are
consumed there. In Wales, over 85% of papers bought
are produced elsewhere.
4.17 Our media researchers reviewed the coverage of the
election by the Welsh Mirror and concluded that, whatever
might be said of its coverage, perhaps the most important
thing about the Welsh Mirror was simply that it exists, as
a popular UK-based publication that contained some
coverage of Welsh politics. It is unfortunate then that, since
our media research was undertaken, Trinity Mirror have
announced the end of the Welsh Mirror on cost grounds.
4.18 The result of these structural features of the media
and the low prominence of the campaign, meant that it
was quite easy to avoid election news even if you were
a relatively heavy consumer of general news. This is
reflected in the fact that at least a third of the electorate,
and probably more, did not seem to use any news
sources at all for information about the election.
Limited prominence – but extensive coverage
4.19 Despite the campaign’s generally low prominence,
a considerable amount of election news was available
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: public awareness and the media
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for electors. On television BBC Wales regularly devoted
a third of its main early-evening bulletin to the election.
S4C news, which was also produced by the BBC, gave
the campaign even greater space. ‘BBC Wales Today’s’
bulletin carried two and a half times more election news
than HTV, although the latter proved more willing to
feature election news more prominently and its coverage
increased considerably to around 25% of its bulletins
during the final seven days.
4.20 Both channels also broadcast two current affairs
programmes per week during the election and ran
special election results programmes on the night of the
election. Among newspapers the Western Mail provided
the greatest amount of coverage, followed by the Daily
Post. The evening daily papers all offered a reasonable
amount of coverage, coverage in the weekly local English
language press in Wales varied, while the Welsh
language press also gave the election considerable
attention. The Welsh Mirror offered limited but lively
and colourful coverage that increased substantially in
the campaign’s final stages. There was also a large
amount of radio news available on the BBC – although
not commercial radio. HTV, Trinity Mirror and most
notably the BBC also provided quite impressive
online news services.
Opinion polls
4.21 The only organisation that commissioned opinion
polls to test public support for the different parties
during the campaign was HTV and these provided highprominence stories for their bulletins and generated
wider coverage. Further polling would have increased
the prominence of media coverage. BBC policy in
London determined that BBC Wales should not
commission any voter-intention polls. Our researchers
concluded that this centralised policy arguably restricts
the scope and flexibility of BBC Wales to engage fully
with the unique demands that devolution requires
in informing and engaging local audiences. This is
particularly true in Wales given the organisation’s
very dominant position within the media system here.
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Look who’s talking
4.22 Assembly election coverage repeated previous
patterns in devoting more coverage of the actual
campaign itself than to outlining party policies. Forty-four
percent of stories were about policies, compared with
54% about the campaigning process. Health, followed
by the economy, education and the environment, were
the policies that were given greatest coverage. Coverage
was unsurprisingly dominated by the four main parties
and the four party leaders.
4.23 Despite the electoral advance of women and even after
excluding the four (male) party leaders, male politicians
(77%) were quoted far more than female politicians (23%).
Among members of the public represented in media
coverage, the Welsh press granted greater prominence to
men (65%), but television news featured women (53%) more
than men. In terms of ethnicity, despite some important
exceptions, the images of Welsh citizens and Welsh politics
in media coverage remained almost exclusively white and
devoid of Wales’s ethnic minority communities.
An election for PJs not BBs
4.24 Another area of particular interest to the
Commission and for anyone concerned about voter
participation is how to re-engage the disengaged – how
to reach those who are turned off by the election. A key
question is the extent to which the media reaches the
disengaged and transmits these messages.
4.25 A recent Hansard Society report (2003) said two
broad groups could be identified among the electorate,
the Political Junkies (PJs) who watch ‘Newsnight’ and the
‘Big Brother’ fans (BBs) who are turned off from the
existing party system and news programmes but are not
necessarily turned off from politics. Certainly coverage in
the Assembly election was almost entirely for the PJs.
When the Wales Media Forum explored if stories were
serious or light-hearted, they found that around 95%
were serious and there were, generally speaking, very
few more populist, satirical or tabloid styles of coverage
available for readers or viewers.
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4.26 There was also very little ‘personality’ information
about the main party leaders. Arguably the situation is
even more traditional in terms of coverage in Wales
compared with the UK, where television political satire,
for example, is emerging as a key source of news for
younger people turned off from how the conventional
media ‘does’ politics.41 For some the absence of this style
of media in Wales offers much needed reassurance that
media coverage has not trivialised the election debate.
4.27 But the bottom line is that this type of coverage
simply does not engage a very significant percentage
of people. The qualitative research undertaken for The
Electoral Commission by NOP found that coverage was
not considered attractive or engaging to any but those
most interested in politics. Younger people in particular
felt that election coverage and coverage of the Assembly
in general lacked interest for them, while many felt that
they had not extracted information which would help
them have a view on the election. There was a perception
that television coverage was boring and difficult to
understand due to the language used and was perceived
as for the elite rather than ordinary people. As one focusgroup member argued: ‘get people like us, who sound
like us, not in a suit. Somebody who’s been on the dole,
who’s experienced real life’.
4.28 One problem already identified elsewhere in this
report is that people feel that they do not know much
about how the Assembly works or what it does. NOP’s
qualitative research in focus groups reinforced the
findings of Wales votes? – that is, a perception
among people that they have a low knowledge and
understanding of the Assembly as result of the lack
of information available. They found that there was a
strong need for a source of ‘hard’ information on what
are the main activities of the Assembly, and a breakdown
of its responsibilities and areas of expenditure.

about the political scene that is not shared by large
numbers of people. Such a complaint has long been
made about UK television news and partly explains the
popularity of the children’s news programme ‘Newsround’
among adults (70% of its audience are over 1642), in
which every report assumes no level of knowledge
among the audience.
4.30 Creating a younger audience for news and current
affairs programmes has been the concern of UK
broadcasters in recent years. This is not least because
of the decline in the number of younger people watching
the news (even if the real problem is that they have
simply never watched news programmes in large
numbers anyway). The broadcasters in Wales have
experimented with new current affairs programmes
like HTV’s ‘First Past the Post’, which aimed to find
an election candidate among ‘ordinary people’.
4.31 The new, slightly more youthful, BBC Sunday lunch
time ‘Politics Show’ also has a 20 minute Wales version
that is presented by Rhun ap Iorwerth, while ‘Dragon’s
Eye’ offers a more populist style of politics to its viewers.
BBC Wales offered several election innovations on radio
that it is considering developing for television in future
elections. ‘The People’s Champion’, a regular feature on
the popular morning programme ‘Good Morning Wales’,
sought to articulate the grass-roots concerns of people
by getting them to contact the programme’s journalists,
who then carried their agenda to the politicians. Radio
Wales News also developed a profile ‘The Street’ which
used inhabitants of a street in Swansea to illustrate key
issues during the campaign.

4.29 In this sense, the Wales Media Forum researchers
conclude that the real problem is not that coverage of
Welsh politics is ‘dumbed down’ but that it is not ‘dumb
enough’. It assumes an ‘insider’-like level of knowledge

4.32 But it remains the case that these programmes, and
the Welsh media in general, is speaking largely to the
converted. The media is essentially informing those who
are already relatively politically informed and interested.
It is doing less well in reaching those considerable
numbers (arguably the majority of the Welsh electorate)
that are outside this loop. If the existing system is only
catering for the more prosperous and better educated
groups, public service broadcasting (for this is

41

42

I. Hargreaves and J. Thomas (2002) New news, Old news. ITC/BSC.

Ibid.
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realistically where any initiative will and can come from)
needs to reach out beyond this circle to ensure that
greater numbers are informed about Wales and Welsh
politics. Current affairs programmes like HTV’s consumer
advice programme ‘The Ferret’ have been successful in
attracting high audiences. The task is to transfer this
success to politics.
4.33 How to re-engage with the majority of the Welsh
electorate who are not well informed or interested
remains a huge task for all those involved in elections
and in politics in Wales. The evidence from our research
strongly suggests that broadcasters should not allow
allegations of ‘dumbing down’ from those already
informed to deter them from reaching those who are
not and in complementing their traditional coverage with
more populist, basic, personalised, tabloid and satirical
styles and approaches where appropriate.
‘Apathy’, the media and the electorate
4.34 ‘Apathy’ was a key theme of election coverage,
accounting for about 10% of all stories and being a
sub-theme of many more. It should be noted, however,
that the use in the media of the term ‘apathy’ itself is
loaded. Talk of voter ‘apathy’ implies blame on voters
for their lack of participation in an election, rather than
on politicians for their failure to engage the electorate. In
order to understand the true causes on non-participation,
it is important to distinguish between the truly apathetic
(i.e. lazy) and those who are open to being inspired and
persuaded to vote.
4.35 Whatever the semantics, references to apathy
abounded in media coverage. Whether the media
helped ‘stir up apathy’ has been the subject of some
controversy, to which there is no straightforward answer.
An example – identified by our researchers – of a typical
style of reporting in the election can be seen from one
BBC TV constituency report from the Vale of Glamorgan
that contained a sub-section on electoral interest
featuring vox-pops comments from the public.
Comments included: ‘I don’t take a great deal of interest
in the Assembly and what goes on’, ‘I should think that

98% of people suffer from complete and total apathy’.
Similarly HTV news reported from Ebbw Vale market that
the ‘sale pitches’ there were ‘proving more tempting than
the election promises of the politicians’.
4.36 ‘BBC Wales Today’ reported from Brecon to find
out if voters could identity the party candidates. Rhodri
Morgan was the best recognised and Nick Bourne fared
the worst – ‘no idea’ said one man – while those voxpopped showed little knowledge when questioned about
the precise responsibilities of the Welsh Assembly.
Their reporter also went to Assembly Road in Wrexham
to canvass views. These reports did feature a range of
views, from complaints about the neglect of North Wales,
feelings that ‘they don’t listen to the normal, common
people’ and more positive comments that ‘if you don’t
vote, you don’t get your point across’.
4.37 At times, all media channels appeared to lapse
into a predetermined apathy story that closed down
alternative viewpoints on the election. One woman
canvassed on ‘BBC Wales Today’ replied, to the apparent
surprise of the reporter, that she would vote, was
then immediately asked, not about her motivation or
issues important to her but, ‘Why... why do you think
people are going to not bother to vote?’. One Daily Post
edition in the election contained a page about the
election, which was entirely composed of three separate
stories, all taking voter apathy as the theme, with the
main feature recycling a two-week old opinion poll as
a news story. The same concentration was visible
across the other media sampled.
4.38 Such emphasis, as the BBC’s Political Editor David
Williams noted during the campaign, provoked
accusations from politicians that journalists were guilty
of going round the country ‘stirring up apathy’.43 But
reflecting on the dilemma of ‘How do you report apathy
without being accused of stirring it up’, Williams
dismissed as a nonsense the view that saying the people
were apathetic would make people more so and pointed
out that the truly apathetic wouldn’t be watching anyway.
43
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4.39 From this angle, it could be argued that television’s
coverage of apathy simply reflected it, indeed in many
respects understated it. Ten percent of reports about
disengagement is arguably a considerable underconcentration on the theme given that 63% of the
population did not vote. The idea that consuming
media somehow ‘makes’ people apathetic is also based
on a patronising notion of media effects on ‘the masses’
that offers little understanding of the complex way in
which people interact with media messages.
4.40 The debate between the politicians and the media
also reflects a broader discussion within the academic
literature about the media’s relationship with politics and
voting. A highly prominent popular and academic
argument in recent years has been that a ‘dumbed down’
media sensationalise and entertain rather than inform.
The argument runs that they undermine citizens’ faith in
democracy through cynical and negative ‘attack
journalism’ and are responsible for much of the apathy,
alienation, cynicism and distrust that pervades popular
attitudes to modern politics. In this analysis, modern
mass communication leads to what has been called a
‘mediamalaise’ of apathetic, misinformed citizens and has
created a democratic ‘crisis of public communication’.
4.41 Yet it is possible to suggest precisely the reverse –
that the media has a positive rather than a negative role
to play in improving citizen engagement and democratic
accountability. Modern mass communication that allows
citizens access, at low cost, to a greater quantity and
quality of political news than ever before, has the effect
of educating and mobilising citizens politically. In this
alternative analysis, media tune people onto election news,
reinforce the interest of people in their subject creating a
‘virtuous circle’ of informed citizens. They have less power
to create a negative ‘vicious circle’ that reinforces the views
of misinformed citizens simply because the latter are less
likely to be paying much attention.
4.42 The findings of NOP’s opinion research suggests a
clear and positive connection – although not a causal link
– between media use and voting. If you read, listened or
watched news about the election, you were more likely
to vote rather than less likely.

4.43 Seventy-eight percent of voters surveyed watched
election coverage on television, compared with only 57% of
non-voters. Those who read election news in newspapers
were even more likely to vote than those who didn’t. All this
proves is a correlation between voting and media use rather
than a causation. Whether voters are simply more likely to
tune into election news, or whether election news mobilises
people to vote remains an open question, although the
most plausible answer is that both processes happen.
4.44 But there were several points that might be made
about the media’s focus on the apathy story. There was
certainly some lack of context that sometimes implicitly
presented a wider problem of citizen disengagement as
somehow unique to Wales or solely due to the failure of
Welsh politicians or the devolution project to engage the
country. Secondly, it is doubtful whether the underlying
focus on this issue was one that was likely to engage the
electorate. Coverage may have reflected a wider mood of
disengagement, but it remains doubtful whether telling a
population how apathetic or misinformed they were would
do much to make them any less apathetic or ignorant.
4.45 A greater focus on precisely why the electorate
did feel this way and what could be done to overcome
it would have been much more difficult, but might have
also been more productive. There were few discussions
of the popular mood that sought to address more
positively what people did actually want from their
politicians. Perhaps this can be explained by the fact that
running an apathy story was cheap, easy to do without
even talking to those supposedly apathetic and fitted
the dominant media frame about popular attitudes to the
political process that was at least partially supported by
opinion poll evidence. Finding out what people wanted,
or what could be done to overcome their disengagement
was much more difficult, took longer and went against
the flow of the story. As we have discussed in Chapter 3,
non-voting was attributed in NOP’s focus groups
primarily to lack of knowledge and information rather
than apathy or discontent with the devolution system.
4.46 The Wales Media Forum researchers conclude that
media coverage may not only have reflected voter
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apathy, but also have helped fuel it by drawing attention
to the perceived lack of importance of the election and
reinforcing and shaping the perception that non-voting
was socially acceptable. However, they conclude that if
this is the case, it owes as much, if not more, to the way
‘the apathy story’ has dominated how all UK politics has
been covered from the 2001 campaign onwards.

What can be done?
4.47 We commissioned research on media coverage of
the election in order better to inform understanding of the
role of the media in relation to voter participation and to
consider whether the public was well-served by media
coverage of the election. There is no quick fix answer
to these questions but we put this summary of the key
findings of the research into the public domain for action
by all whom it concerns.
4.48 In particular, election candidates and agents,
political parties and politicians, the National Assembly
and their respective media managers need to take
account of the issues identified in this report in future
campaigns – and not just at election time, but in the
long term. The message on voter participation at this
election is clear: the electorate needs hard information
about the Assembly, its powers and responsibilities and
that information needs to be conveyed in ways that are
readily understood, through means that appeal and that
reach potential voters.
We recommend that all politicians, political parties,
candidates and agents in Wales review their
communications strategies, including key messages
and media strategies, to address the need to engage
the electorate and to promote voter participation. Such
strategies should take account of the need to engage
the electorate not just at election time but also in the
long term, between elections. Further, such strategies
should take account of the need particularly to promote
participation in Wales among those under the age of 35.
4.49 There are particular challenges to achieving this
in elections in Wales, as a result of structural features in
the media here. Concerns about the extent to which the
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media stirs up apathy should not overshadow the fact
that, in Wales, the UK press dominates the Welsh market
and Welsh newspapers have limited circulation,
resources and limited impact. The Wales Media Forum,
in their research for us, pointed out that it is quite easy
to avoid election news even if you were a relatively heavy
consumer of general news. Add to this their conclusion
that the media is speaking to the converted, essentially
informing those who already relatively politically informed,
and it is clear there is a major public information task to
be undertaken.
We will organise a seminar of interested parties and the
media in Wales, in order to encourage strategic reviews
by the media of their rationale in providing information
to the public on elections in Wales.
4.50 We believe the whole process of election coverage
could benefit from greater transparency; this would
improve public information but could also aid political
parties, candidates and agents in their campaign
strategies and attempts to engage with the electorate.
We recommend to the media in Wales that they set out in
advance of any election the service they plan to provide
to their viewers, readers or listeners and, in broad terms,
how they intend to cover that election.

The Electoral Commission and
public awareness
4.51 As briefly outlined in Chapter 2, The Electoral
Commission developed a public awareness campaign
to address the information deficit which our research
Wales votes? had identified. The key message which
was drawn from the research to underpin the advertising
campaign was the need for more public information
about the purpose of voting in the Assembly elections.
Our research suggested that, in Wales, it was a lack of
awareness of the Assembly, rather than opposition to the
principle of devolution, that was likely to affect turnout.
4.52 The campaign was planned around the theme ‘if you
care, show it’ and highlighted the key issues that voters in
Wales have the power to influence, such as healthcare,
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education and the environment. High-impact billboard
posters, radio and television advertisements carried the
message that if voters care about the issues that have a
direct effect on their daily lives, they should make their
voices heard at the ballot box. The message we sought to
convey through the campaign was a straightforward one:
voting is the most effective way of showing how voters
feel about Assembly policies in Wales.
4.53 The campaign had three phases:
• Newspaper advertisements to draw attention to the
need to register to vote. This phase of the campaign
rolled out in late February and early March, in advance
of the 11 March deadline for additions or amendments
to the electoral register to be made.
• Newspaper and billboard advertisements on postal
voting, running at the end of March and in early April,
to draw attention to the facility for voters to apply for
a postal vote.
• A ‘vote now’ phase, in the three weeks before the
election, including newspaper, billboard, radio and
television advertising. The television advertisements
ran in English on HTV Wales and in Welsh on S4C.
Advertisements were run in both English and
Welsh separately.
4.54 The campaign was supported in Wales by a public
relations strategy. This aspect of the campaign took the
form of editor and journalist briefings, press releases,
material and interviews for newspaper and broadcast
features and editorials and publicity for events such as
a young person’s design competition on the theme
‘Votes are Power’.
4.55 In addition to the advertising and public relations
campaigns, the Commission produced public
information leaflets: ‘Your vote’ and the ‘Easy guide to
voting’. ‘Your vote’ in English and Welsh was distributed
widely to households across Wales inside local free
newspapers and by hand in areas not covered by free
newspapers. It was also available in branches of Tesco
supermarkets across Wales. ‘Your vote’ highlighted the

powers and responsibilities of the National Assembly and
described the voting process. Over a million copies were
distributed. The ‘Easy guide to voting’, in graphic format,
aimed to describe the voting process to first time voters
and adults with learning difficulties. This was distributed
in public places such as colleges, libraries and doctors’
surgeries. Both leaflets could be ordered free from the
Commission by Returning Officers for local distribution
and were available in a variety of community languages
and in other formats such as Braille and audio tape.
4.56 The Electoral Commission advertising campaign
was constrained by the same structural weaknesses in
the penetration of Welsh newsprint and Wales television
among the electorate that impacted upon news coverage
of the election, identified above. The campaign was
intended to compensate for these difficulties by
increasing the amount of billboard advertising, for
example, where it is known that viewing of Wales
television broadcasts is comparatively lower.
4.57 We are well aware, in any event, that advertising
campaigns alone are not sufficient to increase voter
participation. Although 60% of those in NOP’s opinion
research sample recalled seeing the advertisements,
this did not translate into votes in similar numbers.
4.58 Our research on youth engagement also tells
us that younger people are less likely to respond to
advertising campaigns calling on them to vote; they are
the most media-savvy and cynical of all sections of the
electorate and unlikely to respond, for example, to tactics
such as celebrity endorsements.44 Much more work
needs to be done in the long term to improve levels
of public awareness. We intend to build on the findings
of the media and opinion research in developing further
our own public awareness strategy.
4.59 The Commission has developed an outreach
strategy and is appointing a team of outreach officers to
work in each of our offices in London, Cardiff, Edinburgh
and Belfast. We intend to develop and deliver outreach
activities in local communities, working ‘on the ground’
44
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The Commission’s awareness campaign ran throughout the period leading up to polling day.

with partners, with existing networks and developing new
ones. Our initial target for this work is the 16–24 year olds.
We will also undertake promotional work within the
education sector through national networks to ensure
that education professionals are aware of The Electoral
Commission’s own role and take advantage of the
outreach programme which we are developing.
4.60 We have also established a New Initiatives Fund to
provide financial support for innovative projects which are
aimed at raising public awareness and understanding. We
are keen to encourage applications for project grants from
organisations or all sizes and small number of projects are
already underway in Wales as a result of our grant funding.
For example, the Council for Education in World Citizenship
Cymru, the Boys and Girls Clubs, the British Deaf
Association and the Hansard Society ‘Assembly Members
in Schools’ all have innovative projects underway.
4.61 The major work programmes are supported by
other initiatives, such as an annual design competition
for young people, which in 2002/3 was on the theme
‘Votes are Power’. We will continue to review and develop
our public awareness strategies and work with all our
partners in Wales in taking this forward.
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: public awareness and the media

Summary of recommendations
We recommend that all politicians, political parties,
candidates and agents in Wales review their
communications strategies, including key messages
and media strategies, to address the need to engage
the electorate and to promote voter participation. Such
strategies should take account of the need to engage
the electorate not just at election time but also in the
long term, between elections. Further, such strategies
should take account of the need particularly to promote
participation in Wales among those under the age of 35.
We will organise a seminar of interested parties and the
media in Wales, in order to encourage strategic reviews
by the media of their rationale in providing information
to the public on elections in Wales.
We recommend to the media in Wales that they set out in
advance of any election the service they plan to provide
to their viewers, readers or listeners and, in broad terms,
how they intend to cover that election.
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The administration
of the election
We place the interests of voters and Introduction
5.1 Public confidence in the administration of elections
the electorate at the centre of our
in the UK has traditionally been high; our electoral
processes and procedures are generally devoid of
assessment of the administration
politicisation experienced by many countries of
of the election. The smooth running the
the world; lacking in allegations of fraud, breaches
of security or vote-rigging, and generally perceived
of an election is a key element in
to be well-managed. All this is true of the May 2003
maintaining public confidence in
elections to the National Assembly for Wales.
the electoral process. Electoral
5.2 The lead agency for election observations, the OSCE/
arrangements should also create
ODIHR, commented in its official report of the election:
the best possible conditions for
The UK has a long tradition of sound democratic
elections. Voters, candidates and parties have an
political parties and candidates
extremely high level of confidence in the honesty
to engage with the electorate.
and integrity of the electoral process, born from over
a century of good practice... As a consequence of
the very high levels of trust in the electoral system,
there is little concern over some procedures that
would be problematic in other countries.45
5.3 At the same time, it was an election that saw little
innovation and the estimated 50% of those voting who
were aged 45 or over46 will have seen minimal change
to their polling station experience over the years. The
backdrop to the administration of the election was a
widely talked-about expected fall in turnout. There were
also particular concerns, profiled not least in the National
Assembly’s own Equality of Opportunity Committee,
about the accessibility of polling stations. An element of
each of these issues is the extent to which the electoral
process has the interests of voters at the forefront.
5.4 The cost of any major election runs into millions
of pounds of public money. We review expenditure
on this election later in this chapter. In considering the
administration of the election, it is important to review
whether that money was efficiently and effectively
spent. In this context, we have considered efficiency
improvements as well as areas where more
investment would be well spent.
45
46

Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, Warsaw, 28 May 2003.
Based on a sample of 1,153 adults surveyed in an NOP opinion poll for
The Electoral Commission, May 2003.
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Planning for the election
5.5 Planning for the election was initiated and coordinated
by officials of the Welsh Assembly Government. A planning
group was established, comprised of officials representing
relevant sections of the Welsh Assembly Government,
the Secretary of State for Wales’ Office, the former Lord
Chancellor’s Department, the Returning Officers, the
electoral administrators through the Association of
Electoral Administrators, and The Electoral Commission.
5.6 The group met at regular intervals during the year
prior to the election. This provided an effective forum
for planning, in particular, for reviewing legislative issues;
reviewing election costs and charges; considering matters
of electoral practice; identifying potential problems at an
early stage and generally providing a forum for discussion
among the key players in electoral management. A
‘critical path’ analysis, specifying actions to be undertaken,
relevant dates and events, assisted in planning.
5.7 The Electoral Commission in Wales has established
a Political Parties Panel, comprised of the political parties
represented in the National Assembly and broadly
replicating the structure of the statutory Political Parties
Panel with which the Commission works at Westminster.
The Wales Political Parties Panel also provided a forum
for discussing election issues with the political parties
in which any relevant issues could be raised and
addressed. Despite their political differences, there are
many issues in which there is a commonality of interest
among political parties and this is, not surprisingly,
particularly true of electoral law, process and practice.
5.8 The existence of the two separate forums meant that
relevant issues raised in either could be fed back, via
Electoral Commission representatives, to the other. This
proved particularly effective, for example, in the context
of training for election staff, in that the political parties
were able to have input.
5.9 We consider that planning for the election at this
macro level was effective and appropriate for the tasks
in hand. All representative organisations welcomed the
accessibility and approachability of key government
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officials through this forum. Planning problems occurred
beyond this, such as has already been identified in the
very late introduction of the Order governing the conduct
of the election. It is also one thing to undertake high level
planning and another for practice to be implemented
consistently at local level.
5.10 For example, local authority electoral administrators
meet periodically at Wales branch meetings of the
Association of Electoral Administrators. However, that
forum provides limited opportunity for coordination,
which tends to be on an issue-by-issue basis, and by
no means all administrators in Wales attend meetings.
Some neighbouring local authorities follow similar
practices and this is also true of local authorities within
electoral regions. Nevertheless, a large measure of local
discretion is the norm in Wales. A lack of consistency on
certain electoral matters was a feature of this election,
a theme which is expanded upon below and which a
number of our recommendations seek to address. It is
important to recognise, however, that Returning Officers
are constitutionally independent and not bound to follow
direction from any organisation or body other than the
courts and as prescribed by law. Nor are they required
to be consistent with each other on all matters.

The election timetable
5.11 The timetable for elections to the National Assembly
for Wales in 2003 was determined through the provisions
of the National Assembly for Wales (Representation of
the People) Order 2003. Where no time is specified the
deadline was midnight on that day. A Returning Officer
has no discretion in law to extend any deadline.
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Table 8: The election timetable
Event

Day

Registering to vote: Deadline to register to vote on May 1 2003

Tuesday 11 March

Notice of election: Not later than

Monday 24 March

Last date to register a political party: Not later than

Monday 24 March

Delivery of nomination papers: Not later than noon on

Tuesday 1 April

Last day for withdrawals of candidature: Not later than noon on

Thursday 3 April

Notice of appointment of election agents: Not later than noon on

Thursday 3 April

Publication of statement of persons nominated and notice of poll: Not later than noon on

Friday 4 April

Applications to change a postal vote to a proxy vote, or vice versa, or to have a postal ballot
paper sent to a different address, or to cancel a postal or proxy vote: Not later than 5pm on

Friday 11 April

Applications to be treated as postal or proxy voter for a particular election: Not later than 5pm on

Wednesday 23 April

Notice of appointment of polling or counting agent: Not later than

Tuesday 29 April

Polling day: Between 7am and 10pm

Thursday 1 May

Verification and count of the National Assembly for Wales elections
As soon as possible after close of poll on

Thursday 1 May

Last day for the receipt of return and declaration of election expenses:
Declaration of result before midnight on polling day

Thursday 5 June

Declaration of result after midnight on polling day

Friday 6 June
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Training
5.12 We regard it as crucial to the integrity and
effectiveness of the electoral process to ensure that
all staff involved in elections adopt a consistent and
professional approach. At a time when turnout across
all elections in the UK has been falling, we believe it is
of key importance that the public face of elections is both
professional and voter-friendly. Much happens behind
the scenes at election time, but the public experience
is shaped at polling stations and by Presiding Officers
and Poll Clerks. As part of The Electoral Commission’s
development of best practice, therefore, we provided
a training and support package for the May elections
planned for Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland for
those involved in electoral administration.
5.13 Those involved included Returning Officers,
elections office staff, Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks.
The Commission secured funding of £300,000 for
delivery of this training programme across Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland. The Commission is not a
training provider as such and so the contracts for the
work were outsourced under tender arrangements.
5.14 In the event, the contract for the training in
Wales and Scotland was awarded to two separate
but coordinated teams from SOLACE Enterprises Ltd
(The Society of Local Authority Chief Executives)
and the Association of Electoral Administrators.
5.15 The materials produced were as follows:
• guidance manuals for Returning Officers and
election staff;
• guidance manuals for Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks;
• quick guides for Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks;
• a one-day training seminar for Returning Officers
and election staff;
• a video for Presiding Officers;

5.16 The Commission developed the content of the
training materials, consulting on drafts with the members
of the National Assembly’s elections planning group. The
shape of the training seminar was similarly the result of
consultation with representatives of all the relevant players.
5.17 The National Assembly agreed to fund the costs of
Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks attending local training
sessions. This was an important factor in delivery of the
training, since without reimbursement it is most unlikely
that staff recruited on a casual basis to undertake these
roles would have attended training sessions.
5.18 The aim of the training plan and materials was both
to provide briefing material for Returning Officers and
elections staff and to provide a template and materials
suitable for cascade training at local level to Presiding
Officers and Poll Clerks.
5.19 A one-day training seminar, held in Builth Wells on
14 March, was well attended, with every local authority
in Wales sending representatives.
5.20 The outsourced training contract included provision
for monitoring and evaluation of the training by those
who took part in it. The contractors’ evaluations show
that 95% of participants in the training described it was
very useful or useful.
5.21 As a matter of good practice, we also arranged to
have the training in Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
independently evaluated.47 The evaluation was largely for
internal purposes, including as it did a review of
tendering and procurement documentation, project
plans, reporting mechanisms and so on. The evaluation
has proved valuable in identifying areas where lessons
might be learnt from the process of letting contracts,
managing their delivery to ensure consistently high
standards of deliverables. We have recently appointed
a National Development Manager for training services
to take forward our training strategy.

• a Powerpoint presentation for Presiding Officers.
47
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Although the National Assembly of Northern Ireland elections have been
postponed, training materials and plans have nevertheless been produced
in readiness.
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5.22 A number of suggestions for improvements to the
Commission’s training materials for the future have been
made by elections staff and we will take account of as
many of these improvements as possible in developing
further our training strategy and materials. In particular,
we acknowledge that there were some textual errors that
were not rectified in time before printing. Getting the
balance between providing materials which are helpful
to experienced and new staff alike is a complex task
but feedback from elections staff about these materials
were generally positive.
5.23 All but one of the 22 authorities made use of some,
or all, of the materials which the Commission provided to
Returning Officers and Electoral Services Managers free
of charge. One local authority chose to produce their
own training materials at their own cost, although already
in receipt of those provided free by the Commission, on
the grounds that locally produced material was preferred.
Of those that did use the materials, some made minor
alterations or used additional material to allow for local
circumstances and others used them with no
supplements or revisions.
5.24 The OSCE/ODIHR team, the lead agency in Europe
in the field of election observation and observing the May
elections in Wales and Scotland, reported that:
The Electoral Commission has no authority
over Returning Officers or the actual conduct
of elections. It has, however, undertaken an
impressive effort to improve the training of
election officials.48

Voter registration
Background
5.25 The Commission views electoral registration as
the lynchpin of the electoral process. Unless properly
registered, a citizen cannot vote. The voter registration
process is also a key element of electoral security and
the prevention of fraud. It has the potential to facilitate
electronic voting. It needs to be accessible and
‘voter-friendly’.

5.26 The opinion research undertaken by NOP which we
commissioned for this election identified that a very large
number of non-voters (89%) said that they were actually
registered to vote. Of the 1,153 adults who took part in
the sample survey, only 5% of the total said they were
not registered. However, this includes 17% of the 18–24
year olds compared with only 1% of the over-55s.
Exactly the same level of non-registration was claimed in
a pre-election survey.49 Notable from the opinion research
focus group discussions was that there was an element
of misunderstanding among voters and non-voters
about the registration process, with people in both
groups wrongly believing that registration was automatic
on payment of council tax. The Commission intends
to commission further research on the extent of
under-registration and the reasons for that, to help tackle
under-registration among particular groups in society.
5.27 This election was the first election to the National
Assembly for Wales where ‘rolling registration’ was
available to the electorate. The process of rolling
registration was introduced in February 2001 and now
provides a means of enabling potential voters to register
for an Assembly election at any time during the year. The
introduction of this process means that the current system
of electoral registration is now based on a combination of
annual household registration and individual registration.
Rolling registration provides a means by which entries can
be added to the register or deleted throughout the year,
at the initiative of an individual. Its impact in practice has
been limited; although evidence is largely anecdotal,
changes to the register affect only very small percentages
of the electorate every month. The Commission is to
undertake research to establish more effectively the
extent of such changes.
5.28 Our review of the electoral registration process50
contains proposed reforms including the introduction of
true continuous registration. For example, the cut-off date
by which a person entitled to vote is effectively some six
or seven weeks before polling day. The date is always
49

50
48

OSCE/ODIHR Assessment Report, 28 May 2003.

National Assembly for Wales Election 2003 Opinion research, NOP World,
July 2003, www.electoralcommission.org.uk.
The Electoral Commission (2003) The electoral registration process: report
and recommendations.
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ahead of the notice of election being published, which
marks the formal beginning of the campaign; in this
election, the registers closed on 11 March. We have
proposed reforms to allow the last date of registration
to be closer to the election – it is clearly unfortunate that
by the time many people realise an election is coming
it is too late for them to register to vote if they have not
already done so or to register a change of address.
There is no reason why the public should be aware of
the cut-off date of 11 March, unrelated as it is to any
date or event in the public consciousness.
5.29 Effective promotion of voter registration, in an election
year, has to be a priority. We have published and
disseminated best practice recommendations on the
promotion of electoral registration that could have been
taken into account in time for this election. In particular,
we have been concerned that electoral registration
should be effectively promoted at local level and Making
an impact: the local promotion of electoral issues51
provides best practice guidance for local authorities.
Public awareness of electoral registration
5.30 We have already described our own series of
advertisements across Wales designed to remind
people of the need to register to be able to use their vote
in the elections on 1 May, as part of our public awareness
strategy in advance of the elections. This campaign was
concentrated in February 2003, in advance of the 11
March deadline. We also ran a campaign and series of
advertisements aimed at young people across the UK
in September 2002, at the time of the annual canvass,
under the banner ‘Votes are Power’.
5.31 National advertising campaigns and national initiatives
can only reach so far. Promotion of electoral registration is
also necessary at local level. It is therefore notable that,
other than The Electoral Commission’s campaign, there
was no consistent approach across Wales in terms of
encouraging voter registration prior to this election. Some
local authorities took proactive measures to try and
maximise awareness of the forthcoming election while
51

The Electoral Commission (2002).
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others, in this election year, took little action at all beyond
the usual autumn annual canvass exercise.
5.32 The number of those Electoral Registration Officers
(EROs) who reported to us undertaking promotional
initiatives was small, but there were examples of good
practice. One large urban authority reported substantial
anecdotal success from advertising on buses, though
the outcomes were not formally evaluated. The ERO
considered it was a cost effective way of conducting
an awareness campaign focused within the relevant
constituencies and provided good exposure to a
maximum number of local people. One ERO in a
predominantly rural area opted to use local press feature
articles, paid for as advertisements, to deliver a similar
message. A Valleys ERO used promotional materials on
rolling registration, such as ‘Are you on a roll?’ posters,
‘X rated’ 18th birthday cards and ‘Welcome to your new
home’ leaflets, using local voluntary organisations to
help with distribution. A North Wales ERO sent out
rolling registration information out with council tax forms,
to libraries, unemployed workers’ centres and used the
local press for publicity.
5.33 Electoral administrators commented that the voter
registration process is a complex one; some considered
it difficult to explain in an accessible way and lacking in
incentives to encourage people to register. Administrators
commented that this was particularly the case in regard
to youth engagement across Wales. It is unfortunate,
however, given that only an estimated 16% of those
under 25 voted and 17% of the same group said they
were not registered to vote, few concerted attempts
appear to have been made at local level to encourage
young people in Wales to register to vote. As we reported
in Making an impact, there are existing good practice
examples of the promotion of electoral registration
which can be drawn upon.
5.34 We have also found some evidence in this election
of a tension in a small number of local authorities, at a
political level, over the active promotion of electoral
registration in advance of the National Assembly election.
We have noted that a small number of local authorities
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had no plans to promote electoral registration in the year
2002/3 but do have such plans for 2003/4, when the
local government elections in Wales will take place.
5.35 We consider that the plans of EROs for the
promotion of electoral registration would benefit
from annual review. Further, these plans should be
transparent and published annually.
5.36 We have already proposed to undertake research
on registration rates across localities and identify the
extent of under-registration in particular communities.
We will draw on this research, and other research on
reasons for under registration, in order to develop
best practice guidance on tackling under-registration.
We have also proposed a national framework for
monitoring electoral registration rates in tandem with
wider recommendations for the introduction of national
performance standards for electoral services. We have
proposed improved data gathering to advance the
accuracy of electoral registration, and to draw on that
to give further best practice guidance to EROs.
We recommend that Electoral Registration Officers in
Wales review annually and then publish their promotional
strategies for electoral registration. In reviewing
strategies, EROs should consider examples of best
practice endorsed by the Commission. We recommend
that such strategies should particularly take account of
the need to encourage under 25s to register to vote.

Advice for candidates and agents
5.37 The Commission produced guidance for
candidates, agents and for political parties in the
election. This was a guide to standing as a candidate
in the National Assembly election and gave details on
how to comply with the various legal requirements on
candidates’ expenses and other issues. The guide was
produced on similar lines to those also available to
candidates in the Scottish Parliament elections and in the
English local government elections. Party representatives
on the Commission’s Wales Political Parties Panel were
consulted on the draft. We published the guidance on
our website in January and distributed copies on request.

The guide was also publicised to Electoral Services
Managers locally who could point local candidates to it.
5.38 The Commission also published guidance for
political parties on national campaign expenditure.
The expenditure of regional candidates is set against
national party spending and the guidance explained
the detail of this.
5.39 Feedback on the guide was positive and it proved
to be one of the most popular documents produced by
the Commission in the run-up to the elections. Only
one local authority out of the 22 reported not referring
candidates and agents to the guidance at all. One
authority commented that they would like to see the
Commission complement this guidance in future with
a simple aide memoire for candidates and agents to be
used during the nominations process. Some authorities
reported that they complemented the Commission’s
candidates and agents guidance with materials, mainly
forms, purchased from other sources. One authority
used only commercially supplied candidates and agents
forms. Some materials commercially supplied materials
contained errors, notably in the election timetable, and
these caused a degree of confusion.

Electoral forms
5.40 Representatives of the main political parties
reported to us that there were more sources of advice
available to candidates and agents in this election than
ever before. Although they welcomed the Commission’s
advice, they lamented the potential for confusion to arise
as a result of contradictory advice with no one definitive
source. Representatives of the main political parties seek
consistency of approach. This is understandable; from
their perspective, wherever a candidate seeks nomination
or election in Wales, the processes he or she encounters
should be the same.
5.41 In practice, political parties perceive that different
Returning Officers follow different practices. This seemed
to be a particular problem to candidates and agents in
relation to the use of the electoral forms that they are
required to complete. Returning Officers use various
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: the administration of the election
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forms, some commercially produced, some produced
by the relevant Returning Officer and some based on
The Electoral Commission’s models in our candidates
and agents guidance.

5.45 We have also received constructive suggestions
from electoral administrators about the need for
additional guidance from the Commission on matters
of detail.

5.42 A case was made out by the main political parties
in this election for standardisation in the use of forms
used in the election. This need not be met necessarily
by greater statutory prescription but could be met by
best practice guidance.

We intend to facilitate, in future elections in Wales, more
detailed, seminar style discussions among Returning
Officers and election staff, on matters of detailed
electoral process and practice, with a view to achieving
consistency of approach and agreeing best practice on
common issues, at the same time as recognising the
context of local decision-making.

We propose to prepare templates of all the necessary
forms required for National Assembly for Wales elections
and recommend that these be used by Returning
Officers, with a view to achieving consistency of practice
throughout Wales.

Consistency of practice
5.43 As to the consistency of decision-making and
practice by Returning Officers and electoral services
staff which the political parties and candidates seek, it
is a feature of elections in Wales as in the UK generally
that Returning Officers are independent and have a
measure of local discretion in decision-making. They
are required to act according to the relevant law for
which they are responsible in the courts. Nevertheless,
within the parameters of allowing for local discretion, it
should be possible to achieve consistency of practice
on commonly occurring issues, such as those which
arise in nomination procedures.
5.44 For example, more detailed seminar style discussions
among Returning Officers across Wales and election staff
in advance of the election, to seek to anticipate questions
which would arise, may assist, as may more planned
discussions with the representatives of the main political
parties. Such issues as decisions on the nomination
process could be addressed in this manner. Having the
relevant legislation in place well in advance of an election
would also enable issues to be identified and addressed –
in 2003, the late appearance of the relevant elections order
did make planning advance planning difficult for Returning
Officers and election staff. We have already addressed this
matter in an earlier recommendation.
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We also propose to review our training provision and
guidance materials, in consultation with political parties,
Returning Officers and election staff, to seek to identify
aspects which would benefit from more detailed agreed
guidance for future elections, with a view to promoting
best and consistent practice.
Briefing meetings for candidates and agents
5.46 Most Returning Officers arranged some form
of meeting with candidates and/or agents in the
constituencies they managed. However, again, there
was not a consistent approach across Wales. So where
one Returning Officer arranged a series of up to four
briefings with agents to inform them how electoral
processes would run, others offered no formal meetings
at all. Nevertheless, it was generally made known that
an ‘open door’ policy operated for all candidates and
agents should they need advice.
5.47 Based on the feedback received from both political
parties, candidates and agents and electoral
administrators we do believe there are tangible benefits
in briefing meetings being arranged between electoral
services staff and candidates and/or agents in each
constituency. Briefing meetings have the benefit of a
consistent and equitable approach being offered to
each candidate and of transparency. It is also of benefit
to identify issues in advance which may be difficult for
candidates or agents to understand or cause uncertainty,
thereby pre-empting problems, rather than addressing
them when they occur.
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5.48 Election candidates and agents, particularly new or
inexperienced ones and those without the support of a
substantial party machine, can find electoral processes
complex and intimidating. Some party representatives
have commented to us that they feel some electoral
services staff treat them as the (politically) ‘dirty’ side of
elections, there to create difficulties. This is certainly not
the approach of all and there is much good practice to
build on. One electoral administrator commented to us
that he saw his role as facilitating the democratic process
and helping potential candidates find their way through
the relevant forms and processes to stand for election,
not putting obstacles in their way. We commend that
approach and believe there is benefit for all concerned
in structured dialogue.
As a matter of best practice, we recommend that
Returning Officers organise constituency briefing
meetings between Returning Officers, electoral services
staff, and candidates and agents, for the purposes of
outlining key electoral processes.
The nominations process in practice
5.49 Nomination of candidates for election to the
National Assembly for Wales are made by two distinct
processes. Firstly, candidates are nominated and elected
in ‘first past the post’ elections for 20 individual Assembly
Member constituencies and, secondly, candidates are
nominated and elected from political party lists or as
individual regional candidates in five regions of Wales,
each returning four Assembly Members.
5.50 Nominations for the two different types of candidacy
are different. In the constituency election, the agent for a
constituency candidate or candidate him/herself submits
nomination papers to the Returning Officer signed by one
subscriber. Self-nomination is therefore possible. In the
regional election, regional list candidates are selected
by the political party for a place on that party’s list. The
proportion of votes the party receives in any one region
will lead to members being elected in the order on which
they were placed on the regional list at nomination. The
political parties’ nominating officers make nomination of
candidates for the regional list and it is their responsibility

to ensure nomination papers are delivered to each of
the five Regional Returning Officers.
5.51 The process has knock-on effects for the calculation
of candidate and political party expenditure limits. Election
campaign expenditure by regional list candidates forms
part of the national party campaign expenditure and
operates within that limit. Constituency candidates have
their own expenditure limits and submit their expenditure
to their local Returning Officer, independent of the party’s
overall spend. The Returning Officer has an obligation to
submit that information to the Commission.
5.52 For most elections in the UK, candidates seeking
election must collect a given number of subscribers in
support of their nomination. Subscribers have been a
feature of the nominations process in the UK since 1872.
Along with the deposit system, the requirement for
subscribers on nomination papers is intended to ensure
that those people who present themselves for public
office do so in a responsible manner.
5.53 The 2003 Order governing the conduct of the
National Assembly election made provision for one
subscriber on constituency candidates’ nomination
papers.52 Candidates, agents, political parties and
administrators universally welcomed this. Compared
with the nomination process for Westminster elections,
which requires 10 signatures, the process was
considered to be more straightforward to operate for
all involved. It provided a simpler process for candidates
and agents and meant that self-nomination was possible.
The self nomination procedure is very acceptable
to candidates; avoiding the requirement for them
to obtain 10 signatures as is the case in
Parliamentary and local elections. Consideration
should be given to extending this process to
other elections... this system also reduces the
administrative process.
Electoral services manager

52

Schedule 5, section 4(4) 2003 Order.
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5.54 Some confusion was reported over the precise
nature of a subscriber as opposed to a witness. Some
candidates and agents were not clear that a subscriber
does not need physically to witness the signature of the
prospective candidate on nomination papers. This was
not a significant problem and would be resolved by
clarification on the nomination papers provided to
candidates and agents.
5.55 In our report on the candidate nomination
system, Standing for election in the UK: Report and
recommendations53 we reviewed the different systems
used for nomination of candidates in Westminster
elections, elections to the Scottish Parliament and
elections to the National Assembly for Wales. As a result
of our research and consultation, the Commission has
recommended that a standard system for all elections
be introduced. The Commission’s preferred model is to
abolish both deposits and subscribers entirely, as we
believe that the disadvantages of the system outweigh
the benefits. However, our alternative recommendation
– in the event that our preferred option is not favoured –
is to follow the Scottish Parliament model, and allows
for self-nomination with one witness. Experience in the
Assembly elections demonstrates that such reform
would be very broadly welcomed.
5.56 The deposit required for constituency candidates
at an Assembly election is £500, to be returned if the
candidate receives more than one twentieth of the total
valid votes cast in that constituency. The deposit for each
political party or individual candidate in the regional ballot
is £500. This is to be returned if the candidate wins over
one twentieth of the valid votes in the region or if the
candidate is allocated a regional seat, despite having less
than one twentieth of the valid votes within that region.
Deposits are lodged with the relevant Returning Officer.
No issues were raised with the Commission by political
parties, candidates or electoral services staff about the
operation of the system of deposits in this election.

Political party names and emblems
5.57 In this election, as in previous general elections
and the previous elections to the National Assembly
for Wales, a limit of six words was placed on the names
of political parties used on nomination papers.
5.58 The 2003 Order had the effect that, in order to be
nominated in this election as constituency candidate
representing a registered political party, an individual
had to provide the Returning Officer with a form containing
his or her full name and address; the political party
description the candidate intended to use, or the word
‘independent’ or, in Welsh, annibynnol, or both,54 between
24 March and 1 April 2003 inclusive. Any association in the
nomination papers between a candidate and a political
party had to be accompanied by a certificate, prescribed
in the 2003 Order, signed by the party’s nominating officer.
5.59 There was no prescribed nomination form, though
most Returning Officers used the sample from the 2003
Order, or used forms supplied commercially. The
candidate’s name and political party, as written on the
nomination papers submitted by the candidate, would
be shown in exactly the same form on the ballot paper
on polling day. In addition candidates were permitted –
at the Returning Officer’s discretion and provided the
nominating officer endorsed it – to use a description that,
while not the exact registered party name, did associate
them with the party and did not lead to confusing their
candidature with that of a candidate of another party
standing on the ballot. For example, the ‘Welsh Socialist
Alliance’ party were able to use the ‘Welsh Socialist
Alliance against the War’.
5.60 Returning Officers interpreted the provisions of the
Order as being inclusive of a Welsh translation of the
party name, that is, the limit of six words was interpreted
to apply to a political party name used on a nomination
form in both English and Welsh.
5.61 It is notable that this has not caused difficulty for the
four main political parties in Wales, who all use versions
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of their names totalling no more than six in English and
Welsh. For example, ‘Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales’
is six words in total. However, other political parties
fielding candidates in the election considered that this
had the potential to disadvantage parties whose name,
when presented bi-lingually, totalled more than six words.
This was a particular problem, for example, for the United
Kingdom Independence Party. It meant that they were not
able to present their name bilingually on the nomination
and ballot papers, which they told us they saw as an
electoral disadvantage. They were not the only party
caught by the interpretation of the limit. The problem
was particularly acute for smaller parties, some of them
only fielding one candidate or a handful of candidates –
without an effective political party machine to rely upon
they were unlikely to have been aware of the problem
until attempting to nominate candidates.
5.62 Further confusion was caused by an apparent
anomaly in the 2003 Order, in that the six word limit did
not apply to candidates in the regional list. Regional list
candidates could therefore use party names in English
and Welsh on nomination forms and ballot papers
without any limitation.
5.63 The legislation on this point for Parliamentary and
local government elections is clear. Only political parties
registered with the Commission may use a word other
than independent or annibynnol and those words used
should not exceed six words.55 We have already made
the recommendation that independent candidates
are permitted the same word limit as those from
political parties.56
5.64 The Secretary of State for Wales’ Office has clarified
that it was the intention of the 2003 Order to allow the use
of both English and Welsh party names in nominations
for candidates to the National Assembly for Wales
elections. In view of the uncertainty over this issue, a
review of the issue is an appropriate way forward, based
55
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on consultation with relevant stakeholders and including
seeking the advice of the Welsh Language Board.
We propose to review, in consultation with relevant
stakeholders and the Welsh Language Board, the current
legislative provisions placing a six word limit for names
of political parties of candidates standing for election
to the National Assembly for Wales and to make
recommendations for legislative clarity on bilingualism.
5.65 Political parties’ emblems, for use by Returning
Officers in preparing ballot papers after they have received
nominations, are held centrally by the Commission and can
be downloaded from the Commission’s website. Some
Returning Officers reported encountering problems with the
Commission’s website when trying to access these
emblems. This resulted from the fact that registered political
parties sought to register new emblems at the time of
submitting nominations and there was a time lapse before
these could be processed and appear on our website.
These technical problems have now been resolved.
The Commission recognises the problems caused for
some Returning Officers relating to accessing party
emblems on our website and has taken steps to ensure
that in future elections the matter is not repeated.

Postal voting
5.66 These elections were the second in Wales and the
first Assembly election where postal voting was available
to all on request. Postal voting on demand was introduced
in advance of the general election in 2001. Since the
introduction of postal voting on demand, there has been
a proportionately greater uptake of postal voting in
Wales. At the 2001 general election postal voting proved
most popular in Wales where nearly 5% of the electorate
were issued with a postal vote, compared with around
4% in England and less than 3% in Scotland.
5.67 The Commission regards it as essential that
electoral services staff should be empowered to
carry out effective promotion of absent voting. We do
not see any reason why Returning Officers, EROs and
their staff should not actively encourage participation in
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: the administration of the election
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our democratic processes – exactly as the Commission
is required to do under the Political Parties, Elections and
Referendums Act 2000. To this effect the Commission has
already recommended to the government that the position
of EROs in relation to funding publicity encouraging
participation should be clarified and outstanding
uncertainty removed through explicit legislative change.
We have also reviewed best practice in the promotion of
postal voting and produced guidance on ‘what works’ at
local authority level in the 2002 report Making an impact.
5.68 The Commission also published a report and
recommendations on the law and practice relating to
postal and proxy voting in March 2003.57 In that report, the
Commission identified the promotion of postal voting as a
critical issue in increasing awareness and participation in
the democratic process. We were therefore looking to see
how far this recommendation had been implemented in
advance of the National Assembly elections.
5.69 The second phase of our public awareness
campaign across Wales in the period before the
elections focused on reminding people they could
opt to use a postal vote. As with the first stage of our
campaign, highlighting the need to register to vote, this
was the only coordinated promotional strategy in Wales
on postal voting. A number of Returning Officers opted
to promote postal voting in material included with their
annual canvass, on poll cards or, in a few cases, through
the local press. However, seven reported undertaking no
promotion of postal voting at all.
5.70 Analysis of the statistics shows a wide variation
between Welsh constituencies in the uptake of postal voting
in the general election. This related in no small part to the
level of local promotion of postal voting. Cardiff North and
Cardiff West were in the top 10 of all UK constituencies for
number of postal votes issued (16% and 15% respectively)
and numbers returned (84% and 81% respectively)58
following a promotional campaign undertaken by Cardiff
Council in advance of the general election.
57
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5.71 Seven percent of the electorate in Wales was issued
with a postal vote for the National Assembly election in
2003. Those Returning Officers and local authorities who
undertook direct promotion of the availability of postal
voting on demand, such as in Neath Port Talbot, showed a
clear increase in requests for a postal vote. Constituencies
who have reported no particular promotional campaign
locally to encourage postal voting, in general, showed a
much lower uptake. This analysis of the uptake of postal
votes across constituencies in Wales leads to the inevitable
conclusion that the promotion of postal voting at local level
does impact upon turnout. The return of postal votes, as a
factor in turnout, is analysed in Chapter 3 above.
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Table 9: Uptake of postal voting
Constituency

Percentage of electorate
requesting a postal vote 2001

Percentage of electorate
requesting a postal vote 2003

Aberavon

3.9

11.5

Alyn and Deeside

2.2

1.6

Blaenau Gwent

2.8

2.2

Brecon and Radnorshire

4.8

7.2

Bridgend

4.1

7.4

Caernarfon

3.9

6.4

Caerphilly

2.8

8.1

12.8

8.9

Cardiff North

15.9

12.2

Cardiff South and Penarth

11.2

8.5

Cardiff West

15.1

11.5

Cardiff Central

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

5.2

5.0

Carmarthen West and South Pembrokeshire

4.0

3.1

Ceredigion

3.6

3.0

Clwyd South

3.1

5.7

Clwyd West

3.8

5.1

Conwy

4.3

4.2

Cynon Valley

3.1

10.5

Delyn

2.5

1.7

Gower

4.3

8.0

Islwyn

2.5

7.8

Llanelli

4.3

4.1

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

4.5

4.1

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

3.1

4.3

Monmouth

5.6

4.7

Montgomeryshire

3.8

6.1

Neath

5.4

12.5

Newport East

2.0

8.4

Newport West

3.0

11.8

Ogmore

2.8

7.1

Pontypridd

2.5

8.5

Preseli Pembrokeshire

4.3

3.3

Rhondda

4.9

12.1
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We therefore use this opportunity to reiterate the
recommendation from our report Absent voting and
expand upon it:
We recommend that Returning Officers and EROs review
their promotional strategies and adopt the best practice put
forward in the Commission’s 2002 report Making an impact.
We further recommend that Returning Officers and EROs
in Wales review and report publicly on an annual basis
their promotional strategies in relation to absent voting.
5.72 One Returning Officer commented that though they
did not promote postal voting in their constituency, one
of the main political parties did. From the information
available to us from reports received, our own constituency
visits, and our questionnaires, it is clear that Returning
Officers around Wales adopted varying approaches on
the question of political parties directly promoting postal
voting. For example, some local political parties
requested postal vote application forms to distribute
locally. Some Returning Officers did not meet these
requests, while others did. The reasons for refusal appear
to be that all the parties should be treated equally and
the promotion of postal voting by one party could be an
electoral advantage. There were also concerns that it
could raise allegations of fraud – for example, if political
party activists were seen to be pressurising individuals
into completing the postal application while the party
worker waited for it to be completed. In the event, we
are aware of no such allegations at these elections.
5.73 Representatives of the main political parties and
candidates and agents have told us that that they would
welcome a consistent approach from Returning Officers
on this point. As with issues which arose in the
nomination process, there is a strong argument for
consistency on the grounds that wherever a candidate is
standing for election in Wales, similar conditions should
apply both in law and practice. Particularly with regard to
postal vote applications, voters would no doubt have
similar expectations of equitable practice.
5.74 Our report Absent voting in Great Britain addressed
this issue. We noted that it had increasingly become
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: the administration of the election

common practice for party workers to canvass residents
to encourage them to complete postal voting application
forms and then subsequently encourage them to return
postal ballot papers, with the risk that they might be
tempted to act as a witness to the declaration of identity
in the process. We are clear that the genuine efforts of
political parties to improve turnout are obviously to be
encouraged but there would be serious concerns if party
workers sought to exert pressure.
5.75 Following the results of our consultations on this
issue, we concluded that candidates, agents and local
party workers should not handle ballot papers. However,
we do not regard the handling of postal or proxy voting
applications as warranting discouragement; indeed, quite
the reverse. Political parties can play a crucial role in
encouraging participation by promotion of the availability
of absent voting methods and facilitating applications by
both providing electors with the necessary forms to apply
and collecting completed application forms.
We have also proposed to identify best practice in
relation to the handling of postal vote applications and
ballot papers by representatives of political parties and
develop a Code of Practice in conjunction with the
political parties. Absent voting in Great Britain contains
the following statement:
The Commission proposes to identify best practice in
relation to the handling of postal vote applications and
postal ballots by representatives of political parties and
develop a Code of Practice in conjunction with political
parties. The Code would reflect the Commission’s view
that candidates, agents and local party workers should
not handle ballot papers. However, if self-regulation does
not work, there might need to be legislation in the future.
In the light of experience in Wales this year, we also now
make the following additional recommendation:
The Commission recommends to parties that they agree
to abide by the voluntary Code of Practice to be
produced by the Commission in relation to the handling
of postal votes.
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5.76 In the meantime, we would commend the
conclusions of Absent voting in Great Britain to
Returning Officers and election staff in Wales.
We recommend that Returning Officers and Electoral
Registration Officers in Wales review their practice in
relation to the handling and promotion of postal voting
applications by political parties, candidates and agents
in the light of the Commission’s recommendations in
Absent voting in Great Britain and publish statements of
their practice in advance of any election campaign.
Postal votes overseas
5.77 A number of people eligible to vote may find
themselves overseas at any one election, such as those
working abroad for a period. In such situations, those
electors who are not able to vote in person are entitled to
an absent vote, either through a postal vote or by using a
proxy. A postal vote may be sent to an overseas address.
5.78 An anomaly in the 2003 Order governing the conduct
of elections, compared with the postal voting provisions
introduced in 2001 and applying to other UK elections,
meant that those voters who had requested a postal vote
and were overseas at the time were not entitled to receive
their ballot at an address outside the UK. When this
oversight came to light, the Commission issued suitable
guidance to Returning Officers and electoral administrators.
Three Electoral Services Managers told us they took the
initiative and reminded electors affected of their right to
use a proxy as an alternative. To give an idea of the scale
of those involved, in one local authority where three
constituencies were involved, less than 20 voters were
affected. The majority of electoral administrators who
reported to us on the matter were not approached by
any voters requesting a proxy alternative. In practice,
the anomaly will have affected comparatively very small
numbers of the electorate.
We recommend to the Secretary of State for Wales and
the National Assembly that legislation governing the
conduct of National Assembly elections be amended so
as to provide for postal votes to be sent to addresses
outside the UK on request.

Return of postal votes
5.79 No notable problems were reported on the delivery
and return of postal votes. The majority of Returning
Officers sought to make special provisions with the
Royal Mail in preparation for the election. Just under a
third made no particular arrangements. Of those, one
authority, covering a relatively small geographic area,
opted to use its own staff to distribute postal votes and
did not make use of the Royal Mail. We consider it best
practice for contact to be made with postal service
providers and planning to be undertaken in order that
the impact on postal votes is minimised by any potential
disruption to postal services.
5.80 We have some information from a sample of
electoral administrators in July 2003 to assess the
proportion of postal votes which were returned late, that
is, after polling day. Although there was a degree of
variation in the sample, approximately 50–75 votes in
each constituency appeared to have been returned late.
There was no clear pattern to where and when these
ballots were returned, indeed small numbers were still
being received in a couple of electoral services offices
across Wales at the end of June 2003.
We recommend that Returning Officers, as a matter
of best practice, make contact with their postal service
providers well before the election and for contingency
planning to be undertaken in order that the impact on
postal votes is minimised by any potential disruption
to postal services.
Opening of postal votes
5.81 Prior to opening, returned postal votes are placed
in their envelopes in sealed postal ballot boxes. Before
postal votes can be counted, they need to be opened
and verified, essentially a process of validation. To be
valid, postal votes need to be accompanied by a valid
declaration of identity (see further below).
5.82 Returning Officers are required to give candidates and
agents at least 48 hours notice of the opening of postal
votes and candidates and agents are entitled to be present
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to observe the process. Opening of postal votes may
take place any time after the sixth day before polling day,
which is the last day for despatch of postal votes.
5.83 Opening of postal votes takes place at local
discretion. In constituencies with large numbers of postal
votes, such as the Cardiff constituencies, opening of
postal votes takes place on a daily basis after the sixth
day prior to polling day. Other constituencies with smaller
numbers of postal votes typically opened these the day
before the election.
5.84 Some Returning Officers faced queries from
candidates and agents at the verification of postal votes
prior to polling day on the issue of whether postal votes
should be verified face up or down. There is no specific
legislative provision on this point and the matter is for
decision by the Returning Officer. However, any attempt
to undermine the secrecy of the ballot by reading and
recording the marks on individual ballot papers by anyone
present would be likely to be regarded as unlawful. Some
electoral administrators reported concerns that candidates
and agents who saw votes verified face up may be able
to estimate the number of votes in their favour.
5.85 The Commission’s best practice guidance for
electoral administrators, in partnership with the
Association of Electoral Administrators, recommends
that ballot papers should be verified face down and we so
advised in response to queries received. Further, as part
of our statutory evaluation of the electoral pilot schemes
which took place in local government elections in England
in May 2003, published in July 2003, we recommend the
introduction of legislation to resolve the issue.59

Declaration of identity
5.86 The Commission recognises that the declaration
of identity is one of the most contentious issues in the
context of postal voting. The witness declaration currently
required in law was introduced to deter fraud. However,
experience in particular in the all postal voting electoral
pilot schemes evaluated by the Commission in other
parts of the UK have raised questions about the efficacy
of the declaration as a means of preventing fraud.
5.87 Experience in the Assembly elections reinforced
that encountered in other elections. Confusion was
reported among voters on completion of the declaration
of identity. For example, one intending voter wrote, ‘I am
93 years of age and I do not understand’ on an invalid
ballot paper returned with a blank declaration of identity.
5.88 The number of postal votes deemed invalid
suggests that there were no notable improvements in
voter understanding of the postal voting system between
2001 and 2003. Postal votes are declared invalid if they
are not accompanied by a valid declaration of identity.
In 2001, 4.9% of postal votes returned in Wales were
rejected. In 2003, a proportionately similar number
were also rejected: 5,720, or 5.8% of the total returned,
a difference of less than 1%.
5.89 In our report Absent voting in Great Britain,60 we made
a number of points relating the declaration of identity and
noted the different options for improving this element of
postal voting. Our final recommendations on the future of
the declaration of identity are included in our statutory
evaluation of electoral pilot schemes which took in the
English local elections in May 2003, published in July
2003.61 We have recommended that the current declaration
of identity be replaced with a new security statement to
accompany postal ballots, whether in the context of all
postal ballots or not.
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Our recommendation in The shape of elections to come is:
The current declaration of identity should be replaced with
a new security statement to accompany postal ballots,
whether in the context of postal elections or otherwise.
This security statement should:
• require the voter to sign a statement that he/she is the
individual to whom the ballot paper was addressed;
• not require any form of witness signature;
• include a clear explanation of the role and use of the
declaration, in particular that it will be separated from
the ballot paper before counting can begin and that
failure to complete the statement will render a ballot
paper invalid;
• be designed and printed to make it obvious to the
voter that this separation will occur.

declaration of identity was included as part of the return
envelope it decreased confusion among postal voters
and led to a decrease in the number of invalid postal
ballots returned in those constituencies. For example,
Table 10 shows the position in South East Wales.
5.91 The National Assembly told us that they received
a considerable number of postal votes delivered to their
offices. This seemed to be because voters used the
envelope containing the National Assembly ballot papers
as their reply envelope, which was then returned to the
Assembly. Again, this suggests that voter understanding
of the postal voting system is less than it might be and
that measures such as use of the one-piece mailer may
help to reduce confusion.

Delivery of candidates’ election leaflets

5.90 In the elections to the National Assembly for Wales
we did receive a number of positive comments regarding
a ‘one-piece mailer’ used by Returning Officers in
Caerphilly, Wrexham, Powys and Neath Port Talbot.
These were welcomed by both electoral administrators
and representatives from political parties. The electoral
administrators concerned undertook an analysis of postal
ballot papers declared invalid because of an invalid
declaration of identity in light of the trial of this one-piece
mailer. The analysis suggests that because the

5.92 At an election to the National Assembly for Wales,
each individual candidate and each group of political party
list candidates is entitled to send either one unaddressed
postal communication free of charge via any universal
postal provider or one postal communication addressed
to each elector. This constitutes the election address.62
5.93 A number of election addresses due for distribution
by Royal Mail were found not to have been distributed
before the election. More than one political party was
affected in Wales as a whole, but the situation was
particularly acute for Plaid Cymru in their addresses

Table 10: Analysis of invalid postal votes
South Wales East Electoral Region, 1 May 2003
Constituency

Electorate

Issued

Blaenau Gwent

52,927

1,159

% Electorate
2.19

Received
824

% Received
71.1

Rejected
151

% Rejected

Caerphilly

68,151

5,536

8.13

3,421

61.8

152

4.44

Islwyn

51,167

3,998

7.81

2,627

65.7

111

4.23

18.33

Merthyr/Rhymney

53,763

2,390

4.4

1,527

63.8

99

6.48

Monmouth

62,459

2,918

4.67

2,022

69.3

76

3.76

Newport East

59,408

4,771

8

2,546

53.4

141

5.54

Newport West

67,161

7,222

10.8

4,160

57.6

261

6.27

Torfaen

60,749

7,535

12.4

4,264

56.59

219

5.14

Totals

475,785

35,529

7.3

21,391

62.41

1,210

62
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to the constituencies of Ogmore, Swansea West and
Conwy and some of the addresses for the South West
Wales regional list. Plaid Cymru also reported addresses
were not delivered in specific parts of Merthyr Tydfil,
Cynon Valley, Gower, Port Talbot, Preseli Pembrokeshire,
Brecon and Radnorshire, Wrexham, Vale of Clwyd, and
Clwyd South. A number of leaflets were delivered later by
Royal Mail in the campaign period. However, the problem
caused considerable concern to the candidates and
agents involved. This was particularly the case in Conwy,
where the successful candidate won by a very narrow
margin of 72 votes. Plaid Cymru estimated a high
proportion of their 35,000 addresses had not been
delivered until, at best, the day before polling day and
in many cases not at all.
5.94 Election addresses provide a vital service, not just in
informing the electorate of the candidates’ policy platforms,
but also in encouraging democratic participation in
general.63 They increase awareness of the election taking
place. The opinion research conducted for us at this
election shows that political leaflets were the biggest
source of information for voters about the election,
with 89% of our sample recalling having seen these.
5.95 A service level agreement with the Royal Mail
regarding the delivery of election addresses at Assembly
elections is not yet in place. The negotiation of such an
agreement by the relevant parties is important as it will
provide a degree of parity across the democratic
process for all candidates and political parities.
5.96 The Commission has been involved in drawing up
a new service level agreement with the Department of
Constitutional Affairs and the Royal Mail to cover the
delivery of election addresses. This will create more
robust performance monitoring systems and will penalise
a mail delivery service provider for not meeting specified
service level targets. The new agreement will be in place
at the time of the next elections to the National Assembly
for Wales in May 2007.
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Fraud and security
5.97 The Commission’s recommendations for electoral
reform have as one of their key objectives the need to
build public confidence in the integrity of the electoral
process. The central issue which is invariably identified
by voters in relation to voting, especially new methods,
is security. We noted in Voting for change the security of
existing voting methods is to a considerable extent based
on perception and confidence borne of familiarity rather
than the existence of significant protections against
security breaches – it depends more on the honesty of
the voter than on systematic measures to prevent fraud.
5.98 Voter concerns stem in particular from fears that
fraudulent voting becomes easier once the voter moves
out of the controlled environment of the traditional polling
station and votes are cast from home or elsewhere.
At the Assembly elections in 2003, this possibility was
only available to those voting by post (although it also
arises in relation to elections via the internet or via the
telephone). Elections must not only be fair, but be
perceived to be fair to maintain public confidence in the
system. We have already made various recommendations
to Government in our previous report on Absent voting in
Great Britain and elsewhere in relation to enhancing the
security of the electoral process.
5.99 At the Assembly elections in May 2003, there were
no innovative methods of voting, such as all postal
ballots, voting electronically, by internet or text messaging.
Currently these are only enabled by legislation applying
to local government elections. As we have reported in
relation to postal voting, we are aware of no reported
allegations or concerns about fraudulent practices. As
part of our review of the election, we asked Returning
Officers, election staff and representatives of political
parties for any allegations of fraud or matters regarding
security in these elections in general. None were reported.

Election day activity
5.100 The streets of many parts of Wales on 1 May, for
an election day, were widely reported to be comparatively
quiet. Many members of the public who recall election
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days with lively local activity, such as candidates calling
for votes from vans with loud hailers and several party
workers knocking at their door, would have been
disappointed. While this may have been unhelpful to
encouraging voter participation, from an administrative
point of view, it meant there were very few problems.
More than one electoral administrator commented to
us that low turnout meant a smoothly run day.
5.101 Political parties report to us increasing difficulties
in recruiting local party workers, particularly as polling
station ‘tellers’. ‘Tellers’ have no legal status but
traditionally attend polling stations to estimate levels of
local party support. They seek to identify likely supporters
who have not voted so that they can urge them to vote
before the close of poll. However, there is no obligation
on any elector to give their name or elector number, or
answer any other questions put to them by tellers.
5.102 Some political parties fared better than others in
recruiting tellers but generally speaking there were few
tellers on 1 May, many polling stations having none or
just one. Not surprisingly, there were few reports of
conflicts between tellers and voters or elections staff.
Nevertheless, relations between election staff, Presiding
Officers and tellers varied considerably. We have already
recommended that briefing meetings between Returning
Officers, Electoral Services Managers, and candidates
and their agents is good practice and the role of polling
station tellers is one issue that can be assisted by prepolling station discussions.

to situations where in part of the constituency it is
permissible to put up placards while in other areas it is
not. While accepting the need for road safety entirely,
the Commission believes that the permitted use of
placards under strict rules is a useful addition to the
electoral process in that it creates part of the backdrop
of the election and heightens awareness of the event
taking place. The Commission intends to take up this
issue with the Welsh Local Government Association,
and seek to encourage councils to permit the placing
of placards on street furniture during elections within
an agreed set of rules.

Number of ballot boxes
5.105 In Wales, in contrast to Scotland, the decision
was made to use one ballot box for both the regional
and constituency ballot papers. The choice between
these two options is a choice between using one ballot
box and minimising voter confusion, or using two ballot
boxes with the potential advantage of speeding up the
ballot paper verification process (avoiding the need
to sort ballot papers) and allowing more space in those
boxes in the event of high turnout. In Scotland on 1 May,
there were in fact three ballot boxes, as the Scottish
Parliament election was combined with local
government elections.

5.103 The same is true of posting of political campaign
material on local authority street furniture, another area
where the political parties plead for a more consistent
approach. Currently this is permitted by some councils
(it is not in the gift of the Returning Officer) while not by
others. In order to avoid such placards becoming a roadtraffic danger, councils which permit their display lay down
strict rules which, if not followed, lead to the taking down of
the placards and the parties being charged accordingly.

5.106 The majority view from Returning Officers and
electoral services staff we received in post-election
feedback was to favour the continued use of the single
ballot box. Although sorting ballot papers was slowed
as a result of using one ballot box, on balance this was
preferred rather than causing voter confusion in polling
stations. In view of this preference and the lack of any
real case for change, we see no good reason to revise
current practice in Wales. The Commission’s report on
the elections in Scotland on 1 May concludes that the
current practice of using three ballot boxes in Scotland
should continue. Our differing conclusions in the case of
Scotland and Wales reflect local practice, circumstances,
and experience in each case.

5.104 Some confusion does arise when the boundaries
of a constituency cross over those of councils leading

5.107 We address the issue of the count and verification
process as a separate issue below.
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The Commission recommends to Returning Officers
that the practice of using one ballot box for National
Assembly for Wales elections should continue.

the intention to vote, they did so regardless of whether or
not they had a full understanding of the electoral system
or voting process.

Spoilt ballot papers and the voting process

The count

5.108 More votes were spoilt at this National Assembly
election than at the last general election. Overall, the
proportion of votes cast which were spoilt was over
double that in 2001: 0.56% of all votes in 2001 were spoilt,
compared with 1.36% and 1.39% in the constituency
and regional votes respectively in 2003. One possible
explanation for this rise is lower understanding of the
electoral system and the two votes. This might logically
lead to a significantly higher number of spoilt votes on
the regional ballot, which was not the case.

5.112 Counts took place at a wide range of venues
across Wales, including leisure centres, city halls, civic
buildings, theatres and, in one case, an aircraft hanger.
Votes were counted during election night immediately
after the close of poll. The count at any election can be
a tense affair, with the fortunes of parties and candidates
determined in the small hours of the morning.

5.109 Caution should be exercised in drawing
conclusions from these figures. The difference was in
reality slight and not uniform across all constituencies.
For example, in Ogmore, 122 more votes were spoilt in
the regional ballot, while in Cardiff West, 155 more people
spoilt their constituency ballot than in the regional ballot.
A possible reason in the latter case may be the desire to
vote for a particular party or individual candidate standing
only for the regional election. The increase in spoilt ballot
papers could also reflect intentional action to register
disillusionment with the election or issues in it.
5.110 NOP’s public opinion research for the Commission64
has indicated that there were relatively low levels of
knowledge about the voting process. Only 40% of our
sample felt they knew a great deal or a fair amount about
the voting system for elections to the Assembly (only 10%
knew a great deal) and 58% said they knew just a little or
hardly anything. Electoral administrators also reported
varying levels of understanding from voters in polling
stations about the electoral system or voting process.
5.111 Given the relatively small differences between the
number of spoilt ballot papers in the regional and
constituency elections, and despite the indications of the
opinion research and reports from polling stations, it can
be concluded that, if voters went to the polling station with
64
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5.113 The counting process first involves the separate
verification of the constituency and regional ballots. This
is followed by the count itself where votes are sorted by
candidate for the constituency vote and by political party
or individual candidate for the regional vote. Unclear or
spoilt ballot papers are set aside. These are presented
to the candidates and agents with the Returning Officer’s
decision on the validity of those votes. Only after the full
process is complete is the result declared.
5.114 The results for the regional list are reported to the
regional counting centre, usually a separate room at the
Regional Returning Officer’s count centre. Once all the
Constituency Returning Officers have reported the results
for their regional ballots the Regional Returning Officer
conducts the D’Hondt calculation. This allocates the 20
additional members seats to whichever political parties
or individual candidates on the regional ballot paper are
elected (see Chapter 2 for a fuller explanation of the
voting process and regional calculation).
5.115 Different Returning Officers managed their counts in
different ways. Decision-making on how to run the counting
process relied largely on past experience of general
elections and the 1999 elections to the National Assembly
for Wales. Returning Officers had taken the decision at an
early stage not to conduct the regional and constituency
count in the same order in all constituencies – in contrast
with their counterparts in Scotland. In Scotland,
Returning Officers decided to conduct the constituency
count first and, once completed, undertake the regional
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count. Some nevertheless did begin to verify the regional
ballot papers while completing the constituency count.
In Wales, some Returning Officers counted constituency
votes first, others opted to count the constituency vote
and verify simultaneously the regional ballot papers.
5.116 Returning Officers have made clear to us that
local discretion is important to them in deciding how to
manage the count. However, representatives of all the
main political parties have unanimously said to us that
they would like to see the same systems across Wales
for managing the counting process. Broadcasters and
journalists echo the same point. We recognise the
importance of allowing for local needs in managing
the count, but can understand the political parties,
candidates and agents wish for a consistent approach
across Wales. While the needs of the media cannot be
a determinant in election practice, it is also the case that
the media are the prime source of public information on
election night and have a key role to play in encouraging
public interest in the election. We believe count practices
would benefit from recommendations on best practice.
We intend to develop and publish best practice guidelines
on counting procedures for regional and constituency
ballots in National Assembly for Wales elections.
5.117 Elections managers across Wales reported that
the counting process went well, and despite a number
of constituency seats decided on narrow margins, there
were few reports of recounts or any significant problems
with the counting process. There were one or two reports of
communication problems between Constituency Returning
Officers trying to convey results to Regional Returning
Officers in the dawn hours. There were no electoral
petitions challenging any of the results. Nevertheless,
we are aware of a number of points which could pose
significant risks to the smooth running of counts at future
elections to the National Assembly for Wales.
5.118 The majority of constituency results were declared
between 1am and 2.30am on 2 May. The regional count
took much longer to complete, with the final declaration
at approximately 7.30am on the morning of 2 May. Some

elections staff commented that had turnout been higher
it was unlikely that the regional count could have been
completed during the night. Many counting staff had
worked all day in polling stations as Presiding Officers
and Poll Clerks. Electoral Services Managers felt that staff
fatigue would have meant temporarily halting the count
and returning the following day had turnout been higher.
5.119 Some administrators considered that it would
have been appropriate to count the following day as in
the previous election – at that election, local government
elections had taken place on the same day. In Scotland,
where elections were combined this year, the Scottish
Parliament elections were counted overnight and staff
returned later the following day to count the local
government election. The length of the count also impacted
significantly on media coverage of election night, with
election night specials being obliged to conclude before
all the results were in. Again, media coverage does
impact upon public interest in the election.
5.120 The counting process, particularly the regional
count, would be greatly aided by electronic counting.
At the time of writing this report, legislation is not in place
to enable electronic counting to be rolled out at a major
election. Nor has any local authority in Wales yet had the
opportunity to undertake any form of piloting of electronic
voting or counting for any type of election. However,
electronic counting has been piloted successfully in local
government elections and is to be used at elections to the
Greater London Assembly in June 2004. We have reported
on the use of electronic counting, for example, in our
strategic review of the pilot schemes at local government
elections held in May 2003.65 We believe that legislation
should be introduced which would enable the use of
electronic counting in future National Assembly elections.
We recommend to the Government, the Secretary of State
for Wales and the National Assembly that legislation be
introduced which would enable electronic counting of votes
at future elections to the National Assembly for Wales.

65
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5.121 A number of concerns were raised about the regional
ballot paper from a variety of sources. Comments were
passed on by Presiding Officers, poll clerks and party
workers about concerns from members of the public, also
made directly to Commission representatives during our
constituency visits, about the size of the regional ballot
paper. In some cases they were too big to sit comfortably
on the desk space given in small polling booths. They had
to be folded more than once in order to go in the ballot box
and this caused some problems, for example, with people
with certain types of disabilities and some elderly people.
At the verification stage election managers reported that,
owing to their size and thickness, unfolding regional papers
became time consuming and impacted on the counting
process. Ballot papers were sourced locally and not
directed centrally, such as from the National Assembly’s
elections planning group. On future occasions, there may
be advantages to common sourcing of ballot papers or
greater sharing of sourcing. There may also be advantages
gained to reviewing the design. In Scotland, regional ballot
papers are printed with political parties listed vertically;
in Wales, the ballot papers are printed horizontally. It may
be that improvements could be made by comparing
experiences and practices in Scotland.
We will review, in consultation with relevant stakeholders,
regional ballot paper design for National Assembly for
Wales elections, taking account of the potential
introduction of electronic counting.

Election result service
5.122 One of the idiosyncracies of electoral practice in the
UK is that there has never been any official publication of
major election results at national or UK level on election
night. To find a record of the National Assembly results in
1999, the most accurate source appears to be the BBC.
The Commission concluded that it was appropriate to
develop – on a pilot basis – a means of publishing National
Assembly results ‘live’ on election night on its own website,
and to make these available as a public record afterwards.
The election data pilot enabled the Commission to trial
methods of collecting and displaying election data before
committing to carrying this out on a UK scale. The project
was implemented in a very short period of time, but had the
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: the administration of the election

support of key stakeholders from the academic, media
and electoral services communities. The primary planned
outputs were a database of election data derived directly
from Returning Officers’ records and an interactive
website module made available to the public via the
Commission’s website on election night and beyond.
5.123 Ultimately, the project was successful in achieving
these goals. However, the project also highlighted key
issues which would need to be addressed if the project
was to be repeated or ‘scaled up’ for future elections or
referendums. The key problems which were encountered
resulted largely from the very tight timetables allowed
to the project and the complexity of the software
development. These included:
• Website development work was not carried out by
external contractors to the agreed timetables meaning
that release of the site was late. Although testing was
carried out by some key members of the Project Team,
there was insufficient time for ‘end user’ testing by
electoral administrators to take place, although this
had been the original intent.
• The database and website were designed so that the
name of the political party to which each candidate was
affiliated would be displayed in association with the
candidate’s name on the website. After initial
consultation, it was decided to display political party
names as they appear on the register of political parties.
On releasing the module, however, feedback from
administrators was that the system should allow for
variants of party names to be displayed, to mirror the
descriptions written on the nomination forms submitted
by candidates. The site was withdrawn to allow further
development. A contingency plan was put in place to
enable administrators to submit nomination information
by fax. The nominations were temporarily displayed in a
spreadsheet on the website until the necessary
modifications were made.
• The project was heavily reliant on the good will of
electoral administrators. Although the majority were
helpful, we are aware that some felt that this
represented an additional burden on election staff.
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5.124 The Commission is currently reviewing whether,and
if so, how to develop the pilot for future elections, and will
seek the views of administrators in taking forward any
further initiatives in this field.

Staffing and funding
5.125 The 22 Returning Officers across Wales employed
6,889 Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks. The smooth
running of an election is a complex administrative process
and the training and remuneration for the staff members
involved are crucial to the smooth running of the process.
We have surveyed the numbers of staff working on election
day, issues concerning their recruitment and the extent
to which their input is used to develop best practice in
managing future elections.
Finance and staffing
5.126 There was a wide variation in the number of staff
employed in different constituencies in line with the
numbers of polling stations in those constituencies.
About one third of local authorities in Wales reported
difficulty in recruiting staff of sufficient quality.
The National Assembly for Wales (Returning Officers’
Charges) Order 2002 provided for Returning Officers to
recover charges for their services in the 2003 election.
The order specified the maximum recoverable amounts
for these services.
5.127 These charges generally marked an inflation rate
increase over those set for the 2001 general election
with the additional funds for costs related to the regional
elections. The notable exception to this was the increase
Table 11

Returning Officer
Each Presiding Officer

Constituency ballot
reimbursement

Regional ballot
reimbursement

£2,077

£1,082

£141

£37

One Presiding Officer
in a dual polling station

£8

£8

Each Poll Clerk

£84

£21

£10,000

£9,000
+£46 for every
75 voters

Administration
of the postal ballot

in funds available to cover the administration of postal
voting in 2003. In 2001 these charges were set at
£9,500, but were increased for the 2003 National
Assembly for Wales election in light of the increases
in postal vote requests.
5.128 As in 2001 no maximum amount was set for the
recovery of travelling or overnight expenses; the printing
of ballot papers, poll cards and their delivery; renting
rooms; expenses for temporarily adapting any building
or room; providing ballot boxes; ballot papers; large print
ballot papers or stationery.
5.129 The Charges Order was the subject of constructive
consultation between the Assembly and Returning
Officers, electoral administrators and The Electoral
Commission on the level of fees. Following the election,
the Commission requested comments from Returning
Officers on the level of fees for which the 2002 National
Assembly’s Charges Order provided. In feedback to
us, only two authorities responded that they felt that
payments for staff in general on polling day were
inadequate and should be increased for the next election.
However, a number did comment that they felt that the
fees for Poll Clerks are becoming inadequate and that
this should be addressed before the next general
election, or election to the National Assembly for Wales.
5.130 One Election Services Manager commented that
a fixed fee for counting staff would assist in recruitment.
No provision is made in legislation for paying counting
staff and the rate is decided locally. This means that
different Returning Officers can opt to pay at different
rates with consequences for recruitment in the event
that one authority pays more than its neighbour.
5.131 There is little consistency across different
authorities in Wales in terms of other incentives to
encourage council staff to be either Presiding Officers
or Poll Clerks. Of those who responded to our
questionnaire on this point, the majority of authorities
do not require their own council staff to take a day’s
leave to do election work, but the majority also do not
allow staff a day’s leave on the day after polling day.
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Many elections staff have a genuine interest in
the electoral process but the majority welcome
the opportunity to earn some extra income. If the
council’s staff had to take annual leave to perform
these duties I believe we would have problems
(with recruitment).

We recommend that core funding for electoral
services (i.e. funding for staffing, training, infrastructure,
registration services and UK elections and referendums)
should come from the Consolidated Fund via The Electoral
Commission so that the funding can be matched with
national standards which the Commission would set.

Electoral Services Manager with 95% of elections
staff recruited from council employees

In the context of future Assembly elections, we have
recommended in Voting for change that:

5.132 In Funding electoral services,66 we reviewed the fact
that practice differs across the UK as to whether council
staff employed on election day are required to take annual
leave or not. Allowing staff to work on election duties
without taking leave clearly means that the authority is
incurring costs through lost working hours. Tensions can
also arise when they are on duty alongside other election
staff who are not council employees and have been
required to take leave. On the other hand, in areas where
staff have traditionally been paid to undertake election
duties without taking annual leave, it is clear that Electoral
Services Managers would face recruitment problems if
staff had to take a day’s leave to do election duty. Funding
electoral services recommends a pragmatic response:
We recommend that it should become standard practice
that local council employees are not required to take
annual leave in order to fulfil election duties, in order to
ensure that the Returning Officer is able to rely on
sufficient staff to deliver an effective election service.
5.133 We consider it essential that electoral administrators
are given the resources they need to manage effective
polling day operations on a consistent basis. Funding
electoral services shows how the present arrangements
for funding electoral services have developed in an ad
hoc fashion, without any clear underpinning rationale or
principles. We have concluded that they are not ‘fit for
purpose’ and suffer from a number of structural weaknesses
as well as ‘Cinderella service’ status within local authorities.
We have already made recommendations for a major
restructuring of the financial arrangements, moving away
from local budgets for core services and national elections
as a minimum. Funding electoral services states:
66
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Further discussions should take place with central
government, the devolved legislatures and representatives
of local government (including parish councils and
community councils) to identify the most efficient and
effective funding arrangements for sub-UK elections,
to complement the structural changes to funding of core
services and UK elections which we have proposed.67

Calculating the cost of the election
5.134 It is possible to estimate the expenditure on the
election by the National Assembly for Wales, based on
the costs it is required by law to meet. As explained above,
the Assembly is required to meet the costs of Returning
Officers as specified in the Charges Order 2002. Further,
the Assembly is required by the National Assembly
elections Order 2003 to meet the costs of the universal
postal service provider, in this case the Royal Mail, in
delivering candidates’ election addresses to the electorate.
• Returning Officers’ costs, based on claims received,
are estimated by the National Assembly to be
approximately £2.5 million.
• The cost of delivering candidates’ elections addresses
is estimated to be approximately £2.2 million.
• The Electoral Commission spent approximately
£100,000 in providing training and training materials
to Returning Officers, electoral services staff,
Presiding Officers and Poll Clerks.
• This gives a total estimated expenditure of £4.8 million.
With a registered electorate of just over 2.2 million,
this gives an estimated unit cost per elector in Wales
of around £2.20.
67
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Meeting the needs of voters
5.135 In polling stations, the needs of voters are
paramount. There is some evidence that voting habits
are coloured by first-time voting experiences 68 and it
is important that the polling station experience is not
intimidating, staff are welcoming and the process is
straightforward for first-time voters. The Commission is
keen to encourage a ‘customer services’, voter-friendly
approach at elections. At an election where turnout
among young people was so desperately low, it is
important that the younger voters who did vote were
not turned off by the experience. Going some way to
achieving this means providing suitable training, pay
levels which are sufficient to recruit staff of suitable
calibre and establishing procedures for monitoring
and evaluation. All these need to be within a clear
framework for quality standards, including
accountability for meeting those standards.
5.136 Improvements to service delivery can be informed
by monitoring and evaluation procedures, including
feedback from staff on the ground. It is therefore good
practice to seek feedback from polling station staff. There
was no consistent approach across Wales to surveying
polling day staff opinion on the ground to assist in making
improvements to polling station practice in the future,
although there are examples of good practice. Twelve local
authorities reported that they requested formal feedback
questionnaires from all or most Presiding Officers on the
day. One authority distributed questionnaires to a random
sample of staff after the election and one held structured
feedback interviews with selected staff after the election.
Eight authorities did not distribute formal questionnaires
although some of those held optional meetings with staff
or operated an ‘open door’ policy for people to bring
comments to them; some of these authorities
acknowledged that they would like to do more.
Structured feedback is a nice idea but not
practical in a small and busy office.
Electoral Services Manager

68

5.137 As we comment in Voting for change, electoral
services are becoming increasingly professional and
the ethos of performance improvement that applies
across the public sector is equally applicable to electoral
services. In Voting for change, we have recommended
that national performance standards should be
introduced to provide a clearer framework of quality
standards and establish accountability for meeting
those standards. Local delivery is one of the strengths
of electoral services in the UK. We have called for
national standards for service delivery while retaining
local discretion on exactly how these standards are met.
5.138 Experience in the National Assembly for Wales
elections in May 2003 demonstrates that there are many
instances of good practice in electoral administration in
Wales. But the theme which emerged from all our sources
of information and research is lack of consistency and
varying approaches to different issues. Improvements to
process and electoral arrangements alone cannot increase
voter turnout or democratic participation. But electoral
arrangements and process can create the best possible
conditions for political parties and candidates to engage
with the electorate. And electoral arrangements need to
have the interests of the voter and electorate at their centre.
It is with these principles in mind that the recommendations
arising from this report and those of our published electoral
reform programme have been made.

Summary of recommendations
We recommend that Electoral Registration Officers in
Wales review annually and then publish their promotional
strategies for electoral registration. In reviewing
strategies, EROs should consider examples of best
practice endorsed by the Commission. We recommend
that such strategies should particularly take account
of the need to encourage under 25s to register to vote.
We propose to prepare templates of all the necessary
forms required for National Assembly for Wales elections
and recommend that these be used by Returning Officers,
with a view to achieving consistency of practice
throughout Wales.

The Electoral Commission (2002) Voter engagement and young people.
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We intend to facilitate, in future elections in Wales, more
detailed, seminar style discussions among Returning
Officers and election staff, on matters of detailed electoral
process and practice, with a view to achieving consistency
of approach and agreeing best practice on common
issues, at the same time as recognising the context of
local decision-making.

We recommend that Returning Officers and Electoral
Registration Officers in Wales review their practice in
relation to the handling and promotion of postal voting
applications by political parties, candidates and agents
in the light of the Commission’s recommendations in
Absent voting in Great Britain and publish statements of
their practice in advance of every election campaign.

We also propose to review our training provision and
guidance materials, in consultation with political parties,
Returning Officers and election staff, to seek to identify
aspects which would benefit from more detailed agreed
guidance for future elections, with a view to promoting
best and consistent practice.

The Commission recommends to parties that they
agree to abide by the voluntary Code of Practice to
be produced by the Commission in relation to the
handling of postal votes.

As a matter of best practice, we recommend that
Returning Officers organise constituency briefing
meetings between Returning Officers, electoral services
staff with candidates and agents, for the purposes
of outlining key electoral processes.
We propose to review, in consultation with relevant
stakeholders and the Welsh Language Board, the
current legislative provisions placing a six word limit
for names of political parties of candidates standing for
election to the National Assembly for Wales and to make
recommendations for legislative clarity on bilingualism.
The Commission recognises the problems caused
for some Returning Officers relating to accessing party
emblems on our website and will ensure that in future
elections the matter is effectively addressed.
We reiterate the following from Absent voting in Great Britain:
The Commission proposes to identify best practice in
relation to the handling of postal vote applications and
postal ballots by representatives of political parties and
develop a Code of Practice in conjunction with political
parties. The Code would reflect the Commission’s view
that candidates, agents and local party workers should
not handle ballot papers. However, if self-regulation does
not work, there might need to be legislation in the future.

We recommend that Returning Officers and Electoral
Registration Officers review their promotional strategies
on the promotion of absent voting and publish annual
statements on such strategies. In reviewing their
strategies, Returning Officers and EROs should consider
examples of best practice endorsed by the Commission.
We recommend to the Secretary of State for Wales
and the National Assembly that legislation governing
the conduct of National Assembly elections be amended
to provide for postal votes to be sent to addresses
outside the UK on request.
We recommend that Returning Officers, as a matter
of best practice, make contact with their postal service
providers well before the election and for contingency
planning to be undertaken in order that the impact on
postal votes is minimised by any potential disruption
to postal services.
We reiterate our recommendation from The shape of
elections to come:
The current declaration of identity should be replaced
with a new security statement to accompany postal
ballots, whether in the context of postal elections or
otherwise. This security statement should:
• require the voter to sign a statement that he/she is the
individual to whom the ballot paper was addressed;
• not require any form of witness signature;
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• include a clear explanation of the role and use of the
declaration, in particular that it will be separated from
the ballot paper before counting can begin and that
failure to complete the statement will render a ballot
paper invalid;

community councils) to identify the most efficient and
effective funding arrangements for sub-UK elections, to
complement the structural changes to funding of core
services and UK elections which we have proposed.

• be designed and printed to make it obvious to the
voter that this separation will occur.
The Commission recommends to Returning Officers
that the practice of using one ballot box for National
Assembly for Wales elections should continue.
We recommend to the Government, the Secretary
of State for Wales and the National Assembly that
legislation be introduced which would enable electronic
counting of votes at future elections to the National
Assembly for Wales.
We will review, in consultation with relevant stakeholders,
regional ballot paper design for National Assembly for
Wales elections, taking account of the potential
introduction of electronic counting.
We reiterate our recommendation from Funding
electoral services:
We recommend that it should become standard practice
that local council employees are not required to take
annual leave in order to fulfil election duties, in order to
ensure that the Returning Officer is able to rely on
sufficient staff to deliver an effective election service.
We recommend that core funding for electoral services
(i.e. funding for staffing, training, infrastructure,
registration services and UK elections and referendums)
should come from the Consolidated Fund via The
Electoral Commission so that the funding can be
matched with national standards which the Commission
would set.
We reiterate our recommendation in Voting for change that:
Further discussions should take place with central
government, the devolved legislatures and representatives
of local government (including parish councils and
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Equal access for all
Public opinion research identified
that 10% of those aged over 65
who did not vote in the National
Assembly election said that did not
do so because they were disabled,
ill or could not get to their polling
station. Equal access for all the
electorate is a key element of
voter participation.

Introduction
6.1 The Commission believes that in a healthy
democracy all should be able to participate in and
contribute equally to the democratic process. We
believe that equal access to the electoral process is
necessary to ensure high levels of voter participation
from all sections of the community. We have already
made recommendations to improve access in our
report Equal access to democracy.69 We considered it
a priority to undertake an independent review of access
to the electoral processes of the National Assembly
for Wales for people with disabilities.
6.2 The National Assembly’s Equality of Opportunity
Committee has also highlighted concerns about access
to polling stations and has been keen that the issue be
addressed. After a competitive tendering process, the
Commission asked SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru to conduct
the survey of equal access. At the same time, the Welsh
Assembly Government supported Polls Apart Cymru in
its survey of the accessibility of polling stations. The
reviews were combined and our conclusions and
recommendations in this report on accessibility are
informed by the findings of the surveys. Polls Apart
Cymru and the Disability Access Review were
developed together and share the same research
data and general conclusions.

Research methodology
6.3 SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru undertook their evaluation
of the accessibility of the National Assembly for Wales
elections on 1 May 2003 using four methods.
Principally, a sample user evaluation was conducted
where questionnaires were completed by disability
campaigners when they voted. Secondly, SCOPE
Cwmpas Cymru conducted an audit of the accessibility
of election material. Thirdly, a small number of informal
interviews were conducted with disability campaigners
and local politicians who brought specific local issues
to the team’s attention. Finally the research team
contacted each local authority to request examples
69
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of best practice that the Commission could publish
and disseminate to other stakeholders.

Access to registration
6.4 We place a high importance on access to the
registration process for people with disabilities. Volunteers,
responding to SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru’s review of
disability access, reported that only a quarter of Electoral
Registration Officers made registration materials easily
available in a variety of accessible formats. This was,
in fact, the most common criticism of the registration
process from SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru’s volunteers.
SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru’s volunteers specifically stated
that they would have liked Braille, large print forms and
audio tape. Their research team requested examples of
good practice from all 22 local authorities on improving
access to the registration process. None were received.
When we register for the electoral roll there
ought to be an opportunity to ask for material
in large print, Braille, audio and the language
of our choice.
SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru volunteer comment

6.5 In our report on Equal access to democracy, we
reviewed this issue in the light of these needs and in the
light of comments received from electoral administrators
about the practical problems. We are aware that some
electoral registration forms are already produced in very
small print, because of the need to accommodate the
amount of information needed on the form.

be included. We have recommended that the electoral
registration form be redesigned to make it more userfriendly. Our electoral registration review has also
recommended measures which would broaden access
to registration, including registration online and extended
opportunities for telephone registration.

Equal opportunity to stand as a candidate
6.7 Some candidates, political party representatives
and Electoral Services Managers have commented on
the various issues which may discourage individuals
from standing as election candidates. Personal
circumstances can often discourage candidacy and
may impact disproportionately on those with disabilities
or family responsibilities. Equally, there can be a difficult
conflict between the demands of full time employment
and candidacy.
6.8 A number of suggestions have been put forward
to combat such situations arising and to encourage
democratic participation.
Allowing extended hours for the delivery of
nominations, enabling candidates to deliver
nominations during the evenings or at weekends,
by appointment, as we currently do for local
elections (would make the nominations process
more accessible in National Assembly for Wales
election). This may serve to encourage candidates
who work or those with childcare commitments
to enter the democratic process.
Electoral Services Manager

The following is our recommendation from Equal access
to democracy:
The existing legal provisions for electoral pilot schemes
should be extended to allow for piloting of schemes
which involve Electoral Registration Officers asking for
the individual access needs of electors at the point of
registration, in order to meet those needs at election times.
6.6 We recognise that the current electoral registration
form itself can be a barrier to registration. It is currently
prescribed by statute, including the detail of what must
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6.9 A local Job Centre Plus provided support for one
deaf candidate throughout the campaign period. He was
assisted with funding for an interpreter to allow him the
opportunity to make his case to members of the public
with whom he could not otherwise communicate.
We commend these examples of good practice and
encourage Returning Officers and electoral administrators
to consider means of facilitating access to the electoral
process such as extending hours by appointment for
delivery of nominations.
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Equal access to the voting process for
people with disabilities
6.10 Polls Apart Cymru is an evaluation of the accessibility
of the polling stations used on 1 May 2003 for elections to
the National Assembly for Wales. Polls Apart is a campaign
to make polling stations accessible to disabled voters
throughout the UK. Previous Polls Apart research has
looked at Welsh constituencies but this was the first time
an all-Wales evaluation has taken place.
6.11 SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru research volunteers
surveyed 322 different polling stations covering every
constituency, forming roughly 10% of the total number
of polling stations across Wales. An average of 14 polling
stations in a range of environments were surveyed in
each local authority. The campaign volunteers were
gathered from a wide cross-section of the community.
These ranged from Assembly Members and Members
of Parliament to grassroots campaigners. The Disability
Rights Commission Wales and SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru
sent the survey to everyone on their mailing lists and the
campaign was promoted in the press. Volunteers could
download surveys and the guidance notes or input their
results directly online.70 All material was also produced
on paper, bilingually and in alternative formats.
6.12 SCOPE also contacted all Returning Officers and
electoral administrators in Wales to further inform their
research. They requested examples of good practice
which could be published as part of this report and
possibly encouraged across Wales in future elections.
Six Returning Officers responded to that request.
6.13 As in all Parliamentary, local and European elections in
the UK, Returning Officers for the elections to the National
Assembly for Wales had to ensure that the processes they
were using were accessible to all. Specifically they had to
make sure they were compliant with the:
• Disability Discrimination Act 1995;
• Human Rights Act 1998;

Failure to ensure that an election is accessible, and
that disabled people can vote in secret, constitutes
a serious breach of this legislation.
6.14 The Representation of the People Act 1983 placed an
obligation on local authorities, as far as practicable, to only
designate polling places at locations which are accessible
to disabled people.71 From October 2004 the majority of
polling stations in Wales will also be covered by Disability
Discrimination Act 1995 regulations concerning the
physical access to buildings. As a result of provisions in this
legislation service providers will have a legal obligation to
overcome physical barriers to access, or provide reasonable
means of avoiding obstacles to access in those places.
This would mean that responsibility to ensure access lies
with the person hiring a venue, for example to use as a
polling station, rather than with the hiree, for example a
Returning Officer hiring a hall for use as a polling station.
6.15 Though electoral services in themselves are not
explicitly covered by the new legislation the Disability
Rights Commission has suggested that polling stations
should comply with its requirements. The Commission
too has taken the view that Returning Officers should
interpret the legislation as covering the services they
provide and reasonable accessibility should be
available to all polling stations.
6.16 We recognise that disabled people are not a
homogeneous group, and different people encounter
very different access barriers. In looking at barriers to
access SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru urge consideration
of the needs of the following groups:
• visually impaired people including people with
some vision;
• hearing impaired people including people with
some hearing;
• people with communication impairments such
as dyslexia, limited speech or no speech;

• Provisions in the 2003 Order relating to access.

• people with learning disabilities and people with
low literacy levels;

70

71

www.pollsapartcymru.org.uk and www.etholiadauneithrio.org.uk.

Representation of the People Act (1983), section 18 (2) (a).
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• people with coordination and or mobility impairments;
• people with neurological impairments including those
with aphasic (loss of speech) conditions.
6.17 In conducting their survey of access across
Wales for the Commission, SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru’s
volunteers reviewed each polling station visited. A polling
station was judged to be accessible if it met six tests:
1. Is there is level access into it?
2. If there is a ramp to improve access is it
appropriately designed?
3. Is there level access inside the polling station?
4. Is there enough room for a disabled person to
move around?
5. Is there a low-level polling booth?
6. Is there a large print version of the ballot paper
on display?
Previous Polls Apart research also required polling
stations to be adequately signposted. This test was
removed as previous research indicated that the vast
majority of polling stations were adequately identified.

Consultation with local disability
access groups
6.18 As part of our consultation with Returning Officers
and elections staff, we asked how many had contacted
local access groups or disability organisations with a
view to informing improvements to access to polling
stations in their constituencies. Eight Returning Officers
reported to us that they had done so for this election.
6.19 SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru and The Electoral
Commission believe it is important that Returning
Officers take the opportunity to consult proactively with
their local disability access groups wherever possible.
In our report Equal access to democracy we made the
following recommendation:
We recommend that the law which currently applies in
Northern Ireland should be extended to the rest of the
UK, imposing an obligation on Returning Officers to
The National Assembly for Wales elections 2003: equal access for all

review the accessibility of all polling stations in their
area over a four-year period.
In the meantime, we would encourage all Returning
Officers as a matter of good practice to carry out
reviews of the premises that they use on a regular basis.
We also recommend that Returning Officers should
involve local groups of disabled people in their reviews
and that the review process should be as transparent
and open as possible.
6.20 These four-yearly reviews and new powers should
encourage the phasing out of caravans and similarly
inappropriate polling stations, and replacement of
temporary ramps with safer permanent ones, as also
recommended by SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru in their report.
In the meantime we consider it good practice, though
not a matter for legislative change, that Returning
Officers maintain a list of polling stations which details
how accessible those polling stations are. This list would
be of use to electors and in planning changes to polling
stations, and in informing reviews of access. We shall be
providing further advice on this issue in our forthcoming
good practice guidance.72

Getting to the polling station
6.21 Transport and distance to the polling station can
be important when considering overall accessibility. The
mountainous nature of much of Wales, the availability of
public transport (or lack of it) in rural areas and the lack
of modern, accessible public buildings particularly in rural
locations are often cited as limitations on polling station
accessibility. Much of Wales is sparsely populated and
there can be problems with distances people have to
travel to vote. The Polls Apart Cymru survey asked about
how people got to the polling station and how far they
had to travel. This was the first time a Polls Apart survey
had asked these questions. Polls Apart Cymru found that,
of those people with disabilities surveyed, just 1% used
public transport, 68% travelled to the polling station by
car and 31% went on foot or in their wheelchair.

72

Ibid.
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Location of polling stations
6.22 The Polls Apart Cymru survey asked campaign
volunteers to specify what type of building the polling
station was in.
Table 12
Type of building (UK)

2003 (%)(Wales)

2001 (%)

School

24

26

Community centre

41

38

2

1

Town hall
Library
Place of worship
Portacabin
Other

1

3

12

10

3

3

17

19

The results from Wales in 2003 broadly mirrored
the types of building used across the UK.
6.23 ‘Other’ buildings used as polling stations included
Young Farmers halls, art centres, working men’s clubs,
leisure centres, a college of further education, a ‘rundown
entertainment facility’ and a bowling green meeting
room. There were also a large proportion of church
and village halls. SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru noted that
some authorities have continued to use touring caravans
as polling stations. It is highly unlikely a touring caravan
could meet the six accessibility tests described here
and we would encourage Returning Officers to seek
alternative polling stations to these caravans if at all
possible. Although permanently accessible buildings are
the only real long-term answer, Portakabins are available
as mobile polling stations, with suitable ramps, and used
to good effect in many localities.
6.24 Based on the information received from their
volunteers SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru concluded that,
of those polling stations surveyed, one in four failed
one or more of their six accessibility tests. Commission
staff and Commissioners who were present visiting
constituencies across Wales on polling day also noted
a number of polling stations with very poor facilities for the
disabled. In some cases it would have been difficult for
anyone with a significant mobility problem, wheelchair or

pushchair to get into the polling station, for example where
a chapel with steep steps or a touring caravan was used.
6.25 We are aware that there were some local issues
which may have exacerbated problems with inaccessibility.
Notably two authorities faced problems when the company
they were using to provide accessible mobile polling
stations was declared bankrupt shortly before the election.
Both of these authorities had advised the Commission
and other interested parties of these difficulties before
the election and of the difficulties this may have caused.
6.26 Full grant funding was available at this election
for the purchase of temporary ramps to make polling
stations accessible. Half the cost was available to
Returning Officers to reclaim from the Department for
Constitutional Affairs, as in other elections, and half
was available to reclaim from the National Assembly for
Wales. We welcome the Assembly’s decision, meaning
that temporary access was fully grant-funded. At the
same time, temporary ramps are only a temporary
solution and only suitable in certain venues. SCOPE
Cwympas Cymru considered that only about 60% of
the temporary ramps seen in their survey improved
accessibility. Further, temporary ramps can be a hazard
in some locations if the top edge of the ramp protrudes
above floor level. In the long term, investment in
permanently accessible public buildings is the solution
and we encourage local authorities and the National
Assembly to look at funding permanent solutions.
6.27 In our report Equal access to democracy, we
considered the question of premises used as polling
stations. We have fully supported the view that every
elector has the right to vote in a fully accessible polling
station, but equally recognise that it would be wrong for
us to ignore the message coming to us from electoral
administrators that there are considerable problems in
finding accessible polling stations. We concluded that
the accessibility of premises, funding and the right to use
polling stations are inextricably linked. Without identifying
sources of funding, we consider that it is not realistic to
expect Returning Officers to supply fully accessible
polling stations. However, if Returning Officers were given
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the right to use any accessible public building, this could
help to reduce the need for funding because Returning
Officers could use premises that had already been
adapted for use by disabled people.
6.28 At present the Returning Officer has no power to
demand the use of a building which meets accessibility
requirements. To help effect improvements in access to
polling stations Equal access to democracy contains
the following recommendation:
Returning Officers should be given statutory powers to
use all accessible publicly owned buildings as polling
stations to enable them to fulfill the requirements of the
Disability Discrimination Act 1995. Given the provisions
of that Act, we do not regard it as necessary at the
present time to create additional legal obligations on
Returning Officers to make polling stations accessible.
However, we will keep this situation under review and
examine progress in two years time.
There should also be a review of the policy and
procedures for obtaining grants to provide access
facilities for disabled people, with a view to making
more funding for permanent alterations as well as
temporary alterations available to Returning Officers.

Access for people with impaired hearing
6.29 In their survey SCOPE noted that several local
authorities brought portable induction loops to polling
stations. One predominantly urban authority has begun
a rolling programme of buying portable hearing loops for
all polling stations as budgets permit. We welcome this
development that could aid the accessibility of the voting
process for people with impaired hearing.
6.30 We consider it to be good practice to make use
of hearing loops though we do recognise that there
can be significant cost implications for local authorities
attempting to purchase them for every polling station.
We will continue to monitor their introduction by those
Returning Officers that do use them and will undertake to
review their use in the context of best practice provision.
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Access for people with impaired vision
6.31 The Representation of the People Act (RPA) 2000
introduced a requirement that a device that enables
people with impaired vision, or who are blind, to vote
unaided be available at each polling station. This ‘tactile
template’ is placed over the ballot paper. Each candidate
is assigned a number in Braille and the voter is able
to cast their vote having been advised of the order
of candidates.
6.32 The RPA 2000 also requires that at least one large
print version of the ballot paper be displayed inside each
polling station to assist partially sighted voters. It also
enables a companion to assist a voter who is either blind,
disabled or who cannot read.
6.33 Electoral administrators knew of only a handful of
instances where members of the electorate used the
tactile template. As part of their work SCOPE Cwmpas
Cymru surveyed whether the template was available.
In the polling stations they looked at, they believed it
was present in 82% of them; SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru’s
volunteers reported that it was not available in 18% of
the polling stations surveyed.
6.34 SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru noted that one
predominantly rural authority helpfully provided a visual
aid on the top of the ballot box to assist people with
impaired vision. All ballot boxes had the area around the
slot where votes were placed painted white, to provide
a contrast against the black ballot box. Luminous tape
is even more effective. We commend such examples
of good practice and would encourage all authorities
to consider similar helpful and simple measures.

Elections staff and access for people
with disabilities
6.35 The Polls Apart Cymru survey asked their volunteers
about their experiences in polling stations. SCOPE
Cwmpas Cymru found that an overwhelming majority
of polling station staff, about 90%, were very friendly
and helpful. The survey noted that many elections staff
did what they could to improve access on the day.
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6.36 The Commission’s training materials for Returning
Officers and elections staff provided a number of
elements designed to inform and assist with matters
related to access for disabled people. These were
developed through consultation with the equalities unit
of the Welsh Local Government Association and the
Disability Rights Commission (DRC) Wales and included
a best practice checklist recommended by SCOPE and
the DRC. Some of the training materials were specifically
aimed at Presiding Officer and polling station clerks.
These materials were used by all but one of the local
authorities in Wales. It does appear that the disability
awareness element of this training was of assistance
given how helpful election staff across Wales were
perceived to be on election day.

The Welsh language and access for people
with disabilities
6.37 Like other Welsh speakers, people with disabilities
expect material to be provided in the language of their
choice and for it to be accessible.
6.38 Many people find it difficult or confusing when
Welsh and English are alternated and it is important that
the needs of these people are taken into consideration
when designing materials. In their report to us SCOPE
Cwmpas Cymru have stated a preference for the two
languages to be kept separate and clearly juxtaposed,
either in separate columns or on separate sides of a
piece of paper. We concur with their recommendation.
We recommend that in designing bilingual election
materials and forms consideration be given to voters
with special needs and disabilities. English and Welsh
elements of printed materials and forms should be
clearly defined, either on separate sides of the same
piece of paper or in separate columns with a clear
separation of the two different languages.

Good practice

Officers before the election asking them to ensure
accessible parking was provided for disabled people;
obstructions were removed from polling station entrances;
polling booths and screens were set up in well-lit areas
and ballot boxes were all at a comfortable level for
wheelchair users. Some authorities provided specially
designed ballot boxes for most, if not all, of their polling
stations with low-level access for wheelchair users.
6.40 One rural authority surveyed all polling stations
before the election and where there were problems with
accessibility that could not be resolved endeavoured
to inform voters on their polling card that their ability
to access the polling station might be affected by this.
This letter also reminded voters that they could use
a postal vote.
We have informed the electors of the access
problems (at some of our polling stations) and
asked them if they wish to consider the postal
vote as an alternative. I understand this will not
be acceptable after October 2004 but I would
rather hold my hands up now than face the
problems on the day. This letter went out to
some 15,000 electors and we have had a
really good response to (it).
Election Services Manager

Another authority involved volunteers from a local
disabled persons group in assessing the use of
temporary ramps and drew on their practical experience
in selecting temporary ramps and placing them.

Postal voting and people with disabilities
6.41 The introduction of postal voting on demand at
all elections in Great Britain has meant that it is more
important than ever to ensure that this method of voting
is accessible to all. Proxy voting is also important in
enabling electors who would otherwise face significant
challenges to participation.

6.39 A number of initiatives were taken by local authorities
in Wales to improve access. For example, one urban
authority reported that they provided briefings to Presiding
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In Equal access to democracy we made the following
recommendation:
We recommend that, by law, postal ballot papers should
be accompanied by a ‘Plain English’ guide on the
completion of postal votes containing symbols to explain
how to complete and collate the necessary paperwork.
As a matter of good practice, this should also be
available in other formats – for example, other languages,
a pictorial version and audiotape – on request.
6.42 SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru consider it important that
Returning Officers should take into account that postal
voting did not provide a truly accessible method of
voting. It has several inherent barriers that could prevent
some disabled person accessing it. Visually impaired
people are one such group, but it may also be an
inappropriate method of voting for many people with
communication, neurological, learning and coordination
impairments. Assistance needs to be made available
to such voters in making use of postal votes.
6.43 Opinion research undertaken for the Commission
by NOP found that, of the reasons given for not voting,
10% of non-voting over-65 year olds said that they were
ill/disabled/could not get to the polling station in person.
There are still many people who could benefit from a
postal vote and who may not yet be aware of the
opportunity to have such a vote on demand. This may
be particularly true of older people who have been used
to one set of rules for many years and unaware that
these have been relaxed. We have earlier made
recommendations on the promotion of postal voting.

SCOPE Cwmpas Cymru’s recommendations
6.44 In their report to us, and in Polls Apart Cymru, SCOPE
Cwmpas Cymru made a series of recommendations to
different governmental bodies involved in election
planning and management in Wales which they are
confident could improve access for the electorate.
6.45 These recommendations included a number
of specific points. For example, ensuring simple
accessibility improvements are made; guaranteeing
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the safety of voters in making those improvements; and
publicising the availability of forms, sample ballot papers
and related guidance in a range of accessible formats.
As part of their preparations for future elections SCOPE
Cwmpas Cymru also recommend that local authorities
conduct a full training programme for elections staff on
matters related to accessibility and the use of access
aids; and a survey of all polling stations using the Polls
Apart access checklist.
6.46 At these elections the Commission provided Returning
Officers with a full portfolio of training materials which
facilitated this. These were used in all but one local
authority (see Chapter 5). As part of these materials we
also provided Returning Officers with the Polls Apart
access checklist which was reviewed by the Disability
Rights Commission once more prior to publication. We will
continue to review the use and effectiveness of our training
materials in promoting best practice and raising awareness
of disability and access issues among polling station staff.

Future elections and accessibility
6.47 It is clear from the survey undertaken by SCOPE
Cwmpas Cymru that many disabled people in Wales feel
that electoral processes and practices do not take sufficient
account of their needs and that insufficient improvement
has been made at local level in making polling stations
and electoral registration, accessible to them.
6.48 We commend the examples of good practice in
improving access to all elements of the democratic
process that were brought to our attention during these
elections. We believe it is important that access issues
are given a high priority by Returning Officers in all
elections across Great Britain.
6.49 We recognise that Returning Officers and electoral
administrators point to financial and resource constraints
which limit the capacity for long term improvements,
to the sheer lack of suitable, fully accessible public
buildings available for polling stations, and to practical
issues, such as the need to meet statutory requirements
on the amount of information to be included on electoral
registration forms.
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6.50 Despite the constraints, ways forward need to be
found in which improvements can be made to improve
accessibility for disabled and to be seen to meet the
concerns which have been identified. As our opinion
research identifies, 10% of older non-voters gave being
unable to get to the polling station because of lack of
capacity as the reason they did not vote. A number of the
issues have already been addressed in our report Equal
access to democracy. In the meantime, there is good
practice which needs to be more widely shared and
disseminated. A number of authorities in Wales have
worked with local disability groups and this process can
be mutually beneficial and productive. SCOPE Cwmpas
Cymru have worked with individual authorities in
reviewing polling stations to good effect and some
imaginative solutions have been found.
Some positive, and often low cost, developments have
been taken by some Returning Officers, for example
through offering extended hours of appointment for delivery
of nomination mentioned earlier in this chapter. We will be
publishing best practice guidance to assist and encourage
Returning Officers in spreading these, and other instances
of best practice from elections across Great Britain.
6.51 The issues identified here are relevant to all
elections in Wales and not just National Assembly
elections; in 2004, local government elections and
European Parliament elections will take place. We
consider it of high importance that the all the relevant
partners, particularly Returning Officers, Electoral
Registration Officers, election staff and equal access
groups continue to work together to achieve improved
access. The Commission, for its part, will make all efforts
in Wales to encourage and disseminate best practice.

Summary of recommendations
Equal access to democracy recommends:
The existing legal provisions for electoral pilot schemes
should be extended to allow for piloting of schemes which
involve Electoral Registration Officers asking for the
individual access needs of electors at the point of
registration, in order to meet those needs at election times.

We recommend that the law which currently applies in
Northern Ireland should be extended to the rest of the
UK, imposing an obligation on Returning Officers to
review the accessibility of all polling stations in their
area over a four-year period.
In the meantime, we would encourage all Returning
Officers as a matter of good practice to carry out reviews
of the premises that they use on a regular basis. We
also recommend that Returning Officers should involve
local groups of disabled people in their reviews and that
the review process should be as transparent and open
as possible.
Returning Officers should be given statutory powers to
use all accessible publicly owned buildings as polling
stations to enable them to fulfil the requirements of the
Disability Discrimination Act 1995. Given the provisions
of that Act, we do not regard it as necessary at the
present time to create additional legal obligations on
Returning Officers to make polling stations accessible.
However, we will keep this situation under review and
examine progress in two years time.
There should also be a review of the policy and
procedures for obtaining grants to provide access
facilities for disabled people, with a view to making
more funding for permanent alterations as well as
temporary alterations available to Returning Officers.
We recommend that, by law, postal ballot papers should
be accompanied by a ‘Plain English’ guide on the
completion of postal votes containing symbols to explain
how to complete and collate the necessary paperwork.
As a matter of good practice, this should also be
available in other formats – for example, other languages,
a pictorial version and audio tape – on request.
6.52 Arising from this election we would further recommend:
Some positive, and often low cost, developments have
been taken by some Returning Officers, for example
through offering extended hours of appointment for
delivery of nomination mentioned earlier in this chapter.
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We will be publishing best practice guidance to assist
and encourage Returning Officers in spreading these,
and other instances of best practice from elections
across Great Britain.
We recommend that in designing bilingual election
materials and forms consideration be given to voters
with special needs and disabilities. English and Welsh
elements of printed materials and forms should be
clearly defined, either on separate sides of the same
piece of paper or in separate columns with a clear
separation of the two different languages.
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Appendix 1
Opinion poll research:
composition of focus groups
The table below shows the composition of the focus groups:
Focus group composition
Location

Date

Quotas

Cardiff

12 June 2003

Non-voters (mix of circumstantial and deliberate)

Cardiff

12 June 2003

Differential voters (voted in general election but not in Assembly election)

Llanelli

12 June 2003

Differential voters. Males aged 18–24. Social grade: BC1

Llanelli

12 June 2003

Committed Assembly voters

Mold

11 June 2003

Non-voters (mix of circumstantial and deliberate)

Mold

11 June 2003

Differential voters

Caernarfon

11 June 2003

Non-voters (mix of circumstantial and deliberate)

Caernarfon

11 June 2003

Committed Assembly voters

Mix of males and females aged 25–39. Social grade: C2DE
Mix of males and females aged 35–60. Social grade: BC1

Mix of males and females aged 35–54. Social grade: C2DE
Mix of males and females aged 25–39. Social grade: C2DE
Mix of males and females aged 40+. Social grade: BC1
Females aged 18–24. Social grade: BC1. Group conducted in Welsh
Mix of males and females aged 50+. Social grade: C2DE. Group conducted in Welsh
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Appendix 2
Election data
Explanatory notes

Results tables definitions

Polling date

1. Electorate:

The second set of elections to the National Assembly for
Wales took place on 1 May 2003.
Constituency numbers

the number of electors eligible to vote
on 1 May 2003.

2. Total turnout: the percentage of the electorate
registered to vote at the election that cast
either a valid or an invalid/spoilt vote.

All constituencies are numbered from a press association
listing based on all constituencies in the UK. In tables
published here we have used the press association
numbers in listing each constituency. Please note that
constituencies in Wales are integrated with those in the
rest of Great Britain in this listing and the numbers do
not follow each other consecutively. For example, though
Aberavon is listed number 1 in Great Britain the next
constituency in Wales is Alyn and Deeside, number 10.

3. Valid turnout: the percentage of the electorate
registered to vote at the election that
cast a valid vote.
4. Candidate:

the surname and forenames of the
candidate.

5. Party:

the party affiliation of the candidate.

6. Votes:

the number of votes polled by the
candidate or party.

Voting statistics

7. Share:

The number of votes cast for a candidate or political party
is based on returns made to The Electoral Commission by
Returning Officers.

the number of votes polled by the
candidate or party expressed as a
percentage of the valid votes cast.

8. Change:

the percentage change in the share
of the vote for the party since the 1999
National Assembly for Wales election
or 2001 general election.

Electorate statistics
Under the terms of the Representation of the People Act
2000, a system of rolling registration was introduced to
allow eligible persons to register to vote in an election
in Great Britain at any time of year. The constituency
electorate figures given here are as supplied to us by
Returning Officers for 1 May 2003. Those electorate
figures given for 1999 and 2001 refer to the electorate
on 7 May 1999 at the first set of elections to the National
Assembly for Wales, and on 7 June 2001 at the last
general election respectively. Where figures are quoted
in relation to the general election in 2001 they relate to
Wales only and not to Great Britain as a whole.
Included in the tallies of invalid votes are those cast in
a polling station and those cast by post.73
73

Information on invalid/spoilt votes for the regional election cast in polling stations
was unavailable from Rhondda Cynon Taff County Borough Council for the
constituency of Pontypridd. Information on the number of spoilt postal votes cast
in Caernarfon and Meirionnydd Nant Conwy in 2001 is also unavailable.
This means that the figure for total turnout in 2001 in Wales, North Wales, and
these two individual constituencies will have been slightly underestimated.

Listing of candidates for election to the National
Assembly for Wales, 1 May 2003
A listing is included in this section of all the candidatures
for election to the National Assembly for Wales in the 2003
election. Names appear in alphabetical order of (1) last
name (2) first name. The names of candidates standing
in an election for a constituency member of the National
Assembly for Wales appear first followed by those
standing for election in an election as a regional member
of the Assembly. Candidates who were nominated both
for election as a constituency member and as a regional
members appear in both parts of the list.
Forfeited deposits
A candidate forfeited a deposit of £500 if he or she was
not elected and did not poll more than one twentieth of
the valid votes cast.
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The official results
National Assembly for Wales constituency results, 1 May 2003
Constituency
Aberavon

Electorate Valid turnout as Surname
a percentage
50,208

37.4

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Alyn and Deeside

60,518

24.9

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Blaenau Gwent

52,927

37.4

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Brecon and Radnorshire

53,739

50

1999 result:
Welsh Liberal Democrats

Bridgend

62,540

35.4

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Caernarfon

47,173

45

1999 result: Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales
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Forenames

Party

Boult

Myr

Welsh Conservative Party

Gibbons

Brian

Welsh Labour Party

Owen

Geraint

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Saunders

Gwenno

Independent

Waller

Claire

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Williams

Robert

Socialist Alternative

Brighton

Paul

Welsh Liberal Democrats
Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Coombs

Richard

Crawford

William

United Kingdom Independence Party

Sergeant

Carl

Welsh Labour Party

Wright

Matthew

Welsh Conservative Party

Ab Ellis

Rhys

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Bard

Stephen

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Law

Peter

Welsh Labour Party

O’Keefe

Barrie

Welsh Conservative Party

Thomas

Roger

United Kingdom Independence Party

Bourne

Nicholas

Welsh Conservative Party

Parry

Brynach

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Phillips

Elizabeth

United Kingdom Independence Party

Rees

David

Welsh Labour Party

Williams

Kirsty

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Cairns

Alun Hugh

Welsh Conservative Party

Green

Cheryl Anne

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Jenkins

Timothy Charles

United Kingdom Independence Party

Jones

Carwyn Howell

Welsh Labour Party

Parry

Keith

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Churchman

Stephen William

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Eaglestone

Martin Robert

Welsh Labour Party

Edwards

Goronwy Owen

Welsh Conservative Party

Jones

Alun Ffred

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales
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Votes

Share of vote
percentage

Lost deposit

Change 1999–2003
percentage

1,732

9.2

11,137

59.4

2.3
8.1

3,324

17.7

-4.6

114

0.6

1,840

9.8

608

3.2

18,755

100.0

2,509

16.7

6.8

1,160

7.7

-4.4

826

5.5

7,036

46.7

-4.6

3,533

23.5

5.5

15,064

100.0

Yes
-3.8
Yes

1,889

9.6

-11.6

2,148

10.9

-0.6

13,884

70.2

8.4

1,131

5.7

0.2

719

3.6

19,771

100.0

8,017

29.9

1,329

5.0

1,042

3.9

Yes

5.3
-3.1
Yes

3,130

11.7

-6.0

13,325

49.6

5.1

26,843

100.0

7,066

31.9

2,980

13.5

677

3.1

9,487

42.8

5.6

1,939

8.8

-10.9

22,149

100.0

1,392

6.55

11.7
-2.2
Yes

3.8

5,770

27.2

2,402

11.3

4.4
2.7

11,675

55.0

-10.9

21,239

100.0
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National Assembly for Wales constituency results, 1 May 2003
Constituency
Caerphilly

Electorate Valid turnout as Surname
a percentage
68,152

37.3

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff Central

62,470

33

1999 result:
Welsh Liberal Democrats

Cardiff North

64,528

43.0

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff South and Penarth

65,505

30.7

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff West

60,523

34.2

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

54,110

49.5

1999 result: Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales
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Forenames

Party

Blackman

Anne

Independent

Cuthbert

Jeffrey

Welsh Labour Party

Dafydd-Lewis

Avril

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

Jones

Laura

Welsh Conservative Party

Roffe

Rob

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Vipass

Brenda

United Kingdom Independence Party

Whittle

Lindsay

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Beany

Captain

New Millennium Bean Party

Jeremy

Madeline Elise

ProLife Alliance

Mungham

Geoff Miles

Welsh Labour Party

Piper

Craig Stuart

Welsh Conservative Party

Raiz

Raja Gul

Welsh Socialist Alliance

Randerson

Jennifer Elizabeth

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Thomas

Owen John

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Dixon

John Leslie

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Essex

Susan Linda

Welsh Labour Party

Hulston

Donald Edwin

United Kingdom Independence Party

Jones

Hewel William Wyn

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Morgan

Jonathan

Welsh Conservative Party

Barrett

Lorraine Jayne

Welsh Labour Party

Bartlett

David Charles

Socialist Alternative

Berman

Rodney Simon

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Grigg

Richard Rhys

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Rees

Dianne Elizabeth

Welsh Conservative Party

Bush

Eluned Mary

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Douglas

Heather

Welsh Conservative Party

Gasson

Jacqueline-Anne
(known Jacqui)

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Hughes

Frank Roger Wynne

United Kingdom Independence Party

Morgan

Hywel Rhodri

Welsh Labour Party

Cooper

Anthony

Welsh Labour Party
Welsh Liberal Democrats

John

Steffan

Lloyd Davies

Harry

Welsh Conservative Party

Thomas

Rhodri Glyn

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales
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Votes

Share of vote
percentage

Lost deposit

Change 1999–2003
percentage

1,204

4.7

11,893

46.8

Yes

930

3.7

2,570

10.1

2.4

1,281

5.0

-7.4

2.6
Yes

590

2.3

6,919

27.3

25,387

100.0

289

1.4

Yes

239

1.2

Yes

4,100

19.9

2,378

11.5

541

2.6

11,256

54.6

12.4
-6.0

1,795

8.7

20,598

100.0

3,474

12.5

10,413

37.5

1,295

4.7

Yes
-6.9

-10.1
-0.2
Yes

-3.6
-1.2
Yes

2,679

9.7

-4.1

9,873

35.6

4.2

27,734

100.0

8,978

44.6

585

2.9

3,154

15.7

3.1

2,538

12.6

-4.4

4,864

24.2

5.7

20,119

100.0

2,859

13.8

-0.8

3,583

17.3

2.5

2,914

14.1

5.2

-3.4
Yes

929

4.5

10,420

50.3

Yes

20,705

100.0

8,355

31.2

-0.5

1,866

7.0

0.2

3,576

13.4

4.9

12,969

48.5

-4.6

26,766

100.0

-11.3
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National Assembly for Wales constituency results, 1 May 2003
Constituency
Carmarthen West and
South Pembrokeshire

Electorate Valid turnout as Surname
a percentage
56,403

42.5

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Ceredigion

52,940

49.7

1999 result: Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales

Clwyd South

53,452

34.9

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Clwyd West

54,463

40.6

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Conwy

55,291

37.9

1999 result: Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales

Cynon Valley

44,473

37.5

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party
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Forenames

Party

Griffiths

Llyr Hughes

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Gwyther

Christine Margery

Welsh Labour Party

Megarry

Mary Kathleen

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Thomas

David Nicholas

Welsh Conservative Party

Williams

Arthur Ronald

Independent

Davies

John

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Jones

Elin

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Passmore

Rhianon

Welsh Labour Party

Sheldon

Ian

United Kingdom Independence Party

Williams

Owen

Welsh Conservative Party

Burnham

Derek

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Edwards

Dyfed

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Fox

Albert (known as Albie)

Welsh Conservative Party

Sinclair

Karen

Welsh Labour Party

Theunissen

Edwina

United Kingdom Independence Party

Jones

Marc

John Marek Independent Party

Burnham

Eleanor

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Murray

Peter

United Kingdom Independence Party

Pugh

Alun John

Welsh Labour Party

Ryder

Janet

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Williams

Brynle

Welsh Conservative Party

Bebb

Guto ap Owain

Welsh Conservative Party

Idris Jones

Denise

Welsh Labour Party

Jones

Gareth

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Rees

Graham

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Chapman

Christine

Welsh Labour Party

Humpreys

Robert Owen

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Thomas

Daniel Clive Byron

Welsh Conservative Party

Walters

David Alun

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales
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Votes

Share of vote
percentage

Lost deposit

Change 1999–2003
percentage

7,869

32.8

3.0

8,384

35.0

-0.2

2,222

9.3

2.6

4,917

20.5

2.5

580

2.4

23,972

100.0

Yes

7,265

27.60

-2.2

11,883

45.1

-4.2

3,308

12.6

940

3.6

2,923

11.1

26,319

100.00

-5.6
Yes
-0.1

1,666

8.9

-5.8

3,923

21.0

-6.0

3,548

19.0

4.8

6,814

36.5

501

2.7

2,210

11.8

18,662

100.0

1,743

7.9

715

3.1

3.8
Yes

-2.6
Yes

7,693

34.8

0.8

4,715

21.2

-6.0
4.8

7,257

32.8

22,123

100.0

5,152

24.6

6.1

6,467

30.9

0.8

6,395

30.6

0.0
-2.6

2,914

13.9

20,928

100.0

10,841

65.0

19.4

1,120

6.7

-0.3

984

5.9

1.1

3,724

22.3

-20.1

16,669

100.0
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National Assembly for Wales constituency results, 1 May 2003
Constituency
Delyn

Electorate Valid turnout as Surname
a percentage
54,426

31

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Gower

60,523

39.2

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Islwyn

51,170

40

1999 result: Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales

Llanelli

57,428

40.3

1999 result: Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales

Merionnydd Nant Conwy

33,742

45

1999 result: Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

55,768

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party
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Forenames

Party

Isherwood

Mark

Welsh Conservative Party

Lloyd

David

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mewies

Sandra Elaine
(known as Sandy)

Welsh Labour Party

Rowlinson

Paul

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Caiach

Sian

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Hart

Edwina

Welsh Labour Party

James

Stephen

Welsh Conservative Party

Lewis

Richard

United Kingdom Independence Party

Tregoning

Nicholas

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Hancock

Brian

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

James

Irene

Welsh Labour Party

Matthews

Terri-Anne

Welsh Conservative Party

Price

Huw

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Taylor

Paul

Tinker Against The Assembly

Jones

Gareth

Welsh Conservative Party

Jones

Helen Mary

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Rees

Kenneth

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Thomas

Catherine

Welsh Labour Party

Elis-Thomas

Dafydd

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Francis

Lisa

Welsh Conservative Party

Harris

Kenneth

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Woodward

Edwin

Welsh Labour Party

Ault

John

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Cox

Alun

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Greer

Neil

Independent

Lewis

Huw

Welsh Labour Party

Prosser

John

Welsh Conservative Party
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Votes

Share of vote
percentage

Lost deposit

Change 1999–2003
percentage

4,896

29.0

7.0

2,880

17.1

4.1

6,520

38.6

-6.1

2,588

15.3

-5.0

16,884

100.0

3,502

14.8

-9.2

10,334

43.6

8.2

4,646

19.6

5.5

2,444

10.3

2,775

11.7

23,701

100.0

-0.1

3,926

19.2

-22.8

11,246

54.9

15.4

1,848

9.0

2.2

1,268

6.2

-3.6

2,201

10.7

20,489

100.0

1,712

7.4

9,895

42.7

0.5

1,644

7.1

-3.2
3.0

0.8

9,916

42.8

23,167

100.0

8,717

57.4

2,485

16.4

4.9

1,100

7.2

-0.1

2,891

19.0

1.6

15,193

100.0

-6.4

1,324

7.2

0.5

2,988

16.2

-10.9

1,423

7.7

11,148

60.5

16.6

1,539

8.3

3.4

18,422

100.0
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National Assembly for Wales constituency results, 1 May 2003
Constituency
Monmouth

Electorate Valid turnout as Surname
a percentage
62,451

44.5

1999 result:
Welsh Conservative Party

Montgomeryshire

45,598

42.7

1999 result:
Welsh Liberal Democrats

Neath

56,759

39.1

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Newport East

56,563

30.2

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Newport West

61,238

35

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Ogmore

49,565

33.8

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party
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Forenames

Party

Davies

David Thomas Charles

Welsh Conservative Party

James

Sian Catherine

Welsh Labour Party

Thomas

Stephen Vaughan

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Willott

Alison Leyland

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Bates

Michael

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Clarke

Rina

Welsh Labour Party

Davies

Edward

Welsh Conservative Party

Mills

Robert

Independent

Rowlands

David

United Kingdom Independence Party

Senior

David

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Ilwelyn

Alun

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Jones

Helen

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Smart

Chris

Welsh Conservative Party

Thomas

Gwenda

Welsh Labour Party

Asghar

Mohammad

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Evans

Matthew Robert Hatton

Welsh Conservative Party

Griffiths

Albert John

Welsh Labour Party

Reynolds

Neal John

United Kingdom Independence Party

Townsend

Charles Edward

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Butler

Rosemary Janet Mair

Welsh Labour Party

Graham

William

Welsh Conservative Party

Hobson

Phylip Andrew David

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Moelwyn Hughes

Hugh

United Kingdom Independence Party

Morse

Richard

Welsh Socialist Alliance

Salkeld

Anthony Michael

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Davies

Janet Marion

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Gregory

Janice

Welsh Labour Party

Herriott

Christopher

Socialist Labour Party

Hill

Richard John

Welsh Conservative Party

Radford

Jacqueline

Welsh Liberal Democrats
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Votes

Share of vote
percentage

15,989

57.5

7,479

26.9

1,355

4.9

Lost deposit

Change 1999–2003
percentage
16.7
-5.4

Yes

-1.3

2,973

10.7

27,796

100.0

-3.9

7,869

40.4

-8.0

2,039

10.5

-1.8

5,572

28.6

5.9

985

5.1

1,107

5.7

1,918

9.8

19,490

100.0

-6.7

6,386

29.3

-7.0

2,048

9.4

-0.6

2,011

9.2

2.0

11,332

52.0

5.6

21,777

100.0

1,555

9.1

4,157

24.3

-4.7
1.5

7,621

44.6

-4.8

987

5.8

2,768

16.2

17,088

100.0

10,053

46.9

6,301

29.4

1.2

2,094

9.8

-1.9

1,102

5.1

198

0.9

2.2

-0.7

Yes

1,678

7.8

21,426

100.0

-4.8

3,370

20.1

9,874

58.9

410

2.4

1,532

9.1

2.6

1,567

9.4

2.4

6,753

100.0

-6.9
10.8
Yes
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National Assembly for Wales constituency results, 1 May 2003
Constituency
Pontypridd

Electorate Valid turnout as Surname
a percentage
63,204

38.6

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Preseli Pembrokeshire

55,195

41.4

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Rhondda

50,463

45.6

1999 result: Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales

Swansea East

57,252

30.4

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Swansea West

58,749

33

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Torfaen

61,264

31.9

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party
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Forenames

Party

Bowen

Delme Ifor

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Cowan

Jayne Louise

Welsh Conservative Party

Davidson

Jane Elizabeth

Welsh Labour Party

Gracia

Peter Manuel

United Kingdom Independence Party

Powell

Michael John

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Davies

Paul Windsor

Welsh Conservative Party

DunwoodyKneafsey

Moyra Tamsin

Welsh Labour Party

Jobbins

Sion Thomas

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Warden

Michael Ian

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Andrews

Leighton

Welsh Labour Party

Davies

Geraint

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Gregory

Jeff

Independent

Rajan

KT

United Kingdom Independence Party

Watkins

Veronica

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Williams

Paul

Welsh Conservative Party

Black

Peter

Welsh Liberal Democrats
Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Evans

Dewi

Lloyd

Val

Welsh Labour Party

Morris

Peter

Welsh Conservative Party

Robinson

David Alan

United Kingdom Independence Party

Thomson

Alan

Welsh Socialist Alliance

Davies

Andrew David

Welsh Labour Party

Day

Arthur Michael
(known as Michael)

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Evans

David Charles

United Kingdom Independence Party

Lloyd

David Rees
(known as Dai)

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Richards

David Leigh

Welsh Socialist Alliance

Rowbottom

Dorian (known as Gerald)

Welsh Conservative Party

German

Michael

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Neagle

Lynne

Welsh Labour Party

Preece

Aneurin

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Ramsay

Nicholas

Welsh Conservative Party

Rowlands

David

United Kingdom Independence Party
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Votes

Share of vote
percentage

5,286

21.7

-11.6

2,438

10.0

1.5

12,206

50.0

1,025

4.2

3,443

14.1

24,398

100.0

6,741

29.5

Lost deposit

Change 1999–2003
percentage

11.4
Yes
-3.1

6.9

8,067

35.3

1.0

5,227

22.9

-2.0
0.8

2,799

12.3

22,834

100.0

14,170

61.6

6,216

27.0

909

4.0

21.1
-21.7
Yes

524

2.3

Yes

680

3.0

Yes

-1.7

Yes

-0.6

504

2.2

23,003

100.0

4,224

24.3

5.2

2,223

12.8

-14.7

8,221

47.2

1.6

1,135

6.5

-1.5

1,474

8.5

133

0.8

17,410

100.0

7,023

36.2

1.5

3,510

18.1

3.1

1,040

5.4

4,461

23.0

272

1.4

3,106

16.0

19,412

100.0

Yes

-3.5
Yes
0.6

2,746

14.0

3.1

10,152

51.9

14.0

2,092

10.7

-0.2

3,188

16.3

7.3

1,377

7.0

19,555

100.0
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National Assembly for Wales constituency results, 1 May 2003
Constituency

Electorate

Vale of Clwyd

49,319

Valid turnout as Surname
a percentage
36.3

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Vale of Glamorgan

68,947

40.4

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Wrexham

50,508

34.4

1999 result: Welsh Labour Party

Ynys Môn

49,998

50.5

1999 result: Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales

Total

2,229,545
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Forenames

Party

Evans

Malcolm

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Feeley

Robina

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Jones

Margaret Ann
(known as Ann)

Welsh Labour Party

Millar

Darren

Welsh Conservative Party

Franks

Christopher

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Hutt

Jane

Welsh Labour Party

Melding

David

Welsh Conservative Party

de Silva

Nilmini

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Finch Saunders

Janet

Welsh Conservative Party

Griffiths

Susan Lesley
(known as Lesley)

Welsh Labour Party

Marek

John

John Marek Independent Party

Ripperth

Tom

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Ryder

Peter

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Bennett

Nicholas

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Jones

William

Welsh Labour Party

Rogers

Peter

Welsh Conservative Party

Wykes

Francis Charles

United Kingdom Independence Party

Wyn Jones

Ieuan

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales
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Votes

Share of vote
percentage

Lost deposit

Change 1999–2003
percentage

2,516

14.1

-5.3

1,630

9.1

2.9

8,256

46.2

8.5

5,487

30.7

8.1

17,889

100.0

3,921

14.1

12,267

44.0

9.1

9,614

34.5

2.4

2,049

7.4

-1.6

27,851

100.0

2,228

12.8

-2.9

5,566

32.0

-21.0

6,539

37.6

1,707

9.8

-6.1

1,329

7.7

-7.6

17,369

100.0

2,089

8.3

3.1

6,024

23.9

0.9

7,197

28.5

481

1.9

9,452

37.4

25,243

100.0

-9.9

9.2
Yes
-15.1
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National Assembly for Wales electoral regional results, 1 May 2003
Region: Mid and West Wales
Constituency

Electorate

Cymru
Annibynnol/
Independent
Wales

Welsh Liberal
Democrats

Green Party

Welsh Labour
Party

Mid and
West Wales
Pensioners

Brecon and Radnorshire

53,739

151

8,999

1,107

4,385

509

Carmarthenshire East and Dinefwr

54,110

188

1,859

1,018

7,810

848

Carmarthenshire West and
South Pembrokeshire

56,403

205

2,240

957

7,451

675

Ceredigion

52,940

208

5,437

1,417

3,802

404

Llanelli

57,428

150

1,648

659

9,761

461

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

33,742

91

1,321

685

2,964

185

Montgomeryshire

45,598

164

6,211

835

2,497

470

Preseli Pembrokeshire

55,195

167

2,462

1,116

7,781

416

409,155

1,324

30,177

7,794

46,451

3,968

Mid and West Wales
AMs elected
Nicholas Henry Bourne

Welsh Conservative Party

Edward Glyn Davies

Welsh Conservative Party

Helen Mary Jones

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Elizabeth Ann Francis

Welsh Conservative Party

National Assembly for Wales electoral regional results, 1 May 2003
Region: North Wales
Constituency

Electorate

Communist
Party

Cymru
Green Party
Annibynnol /
Independent Wales

John Marek
Independence
Party

Plaid Cymru
– The Party
of Wales

Clwyd South

53,452

52

102

391

2,850

3,604

Wrexham

50,508

35

57

223

5,163

1,833

Alyn and Deeside

60,518

89

65

556

656

1,610

Delyn

54,426

59

85

464

661

2,549

Vale of Clwyd

49,319

53

80

410

394

2,674

Clwyd West

54,463

43

102

387

358

4,987

Conwy

55,291

79

130

725

408

5,283
10,335

Caernarfon

47,173

54

760

535

299

Ynys Môn

49,998

58

171

509

219

8,765

475,148

522

1,552

4,200

11,008

41,640

North Wales
AMs elected
Brynle Williams

Welsh Conservative Party

Mark Allen Isherwood Welsh Conservative Party
Eleanor Burnham

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Janet Ryder

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales
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Plaid Cymru –
The Party
of Wales

Prolife
Alliance

UK
Independence
Party

Vote 2
Stop the War

Welsh
Conservative
Party

Total votes

Rejected
ballot
papers

1,761

49

1,156

113

8,453

26,683

282

11,021

51

644

103

3,253

26,795

239

6,427

42

691

101

5,094

23,883

292

10,358

70

888

101

3,589

26,274

189

8,136

60

396

75

1,830

23,176

227

7,241

37

193

48

2,416

15,181

166

2,574

32

1,164

81

5,344

19,372

250

4,356

42

813

94

5,587

22,834

313

51,874

383

5,945

716

35,566

184,198

1,958

Prolife
Alliance

Welsh Labour
Party

UK
Independence
Party

Welsh
Conservative
Party

Welsh Liberal
Democrats

Total votes

Rejected
ballot
papers

26

6,057

451

3,524

1,571

18,628

230

16

5,331

401

2,269

1,865

17,193

294

26

6,062

573

3,397

1,993

15,027

120

93

6,184

445

4,207

2,151

16,898

203

19

7,175

363

5,122

1,664

17,954

534

34

6,510

669

6,869

2,065

22,024

344

30

6,462

549

4,671

2,575

20,912

273

33

5,127

433

2,459

1,238

21,273

259

33

6,342

616

6,025

2,381

25,119

239

310

55,250

4,500

38,543

17,503

175,028

2,496
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National Assembly for Wales electoral regional results, 1 May 2003
Region: South Wales West
Constituency

Electorate

Cymru
Annibynnol /
Independent Wales

Welsh
Liberal
Democrats

Green Party

Plaid Cymru
– The Party
of Wales

Prolife
Alliance

Aberavon

50,208

217

1,934

678

3,242

Bridgend

62,540

181

2,863

901

2,608

50

Gower

60,523

206

2,857

1,406

3,825

62

58

Neath

56,759

212

1,891

1,001

5,740

88

Ogmore

49,565

258

1,569

452

3,198

39

Swansea East

57,252

145

3,462

687

2,484

25

Swansea West

58,749

127

3,170

1,571

3,702

33

395,596

1,346

17,746

6,696

24,799

355

South Wales West
AMs elected
Peter Black

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Alun Cairns

Welsh Conservative Party

Janet Davies

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

David Lloyd

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

National Assembly for Wales electoral regional results, 1 May 2003
Region: South Wales Central
Constituency

Electorate

Welsh
Labour Party
Party

Plaid Cymru
– The Party

Welsh
Conservative
of Wales

Welsh Liberal
Democrats
Independent

Communist
Party

Cymru
Annibynnol/

Cardiff Central

62,470

4,866

2,099

2,656

8,435

45

56

Cardiff North

64,528

8,732

2,942

9,182

3,795

67

95

Cardiff South

65,505

7,754

2,485

4,437

2,726

76

139

Cardiff West

60,523

8,568

3,041

3,947

2,604

68

125

Cynon Valley

44,473

9,329

3,454

1,001

1,238

75

123

Pontypridd

63,204

11,306

4,783

2,692

2,862

100

138

Rhonnda

50,463

13,746

5,204

813

1,023

91

164

Vale of Glamorgan
South Wales Central

68,947

10,068

3,948

8,676

2,243

55

178

480,113

74,369

27,956

33,404

24,926

577

1,018

AMs elected
Leanne Wood

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Owen John Thomas

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Jonathan Barrie Robert Winston Morgan

Welsh Conservative Party

David Robert Michael Melding

Welsh Conservative Party
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Socialist
Labour Party

Welsh
Labour Party

UK
Independence
Party

Welsh
Conservative
Party

Total votes

Rejected
ballot
papers

572

9,769

509

1,599

18,578

348

370

7,790

713

6,470

21,946

319

458

7,972

1,788

4,967

23,541

335

405

10,286

510

1,903

22,036

381

749

8,859

290

1,463

16,877

303

463

7,480

1,263

1,323

17,332

364

429

5,910

1,040

3,256

19,238

460

3,446

58,066

6,113

20,981

139,548

2,510

Green
Party
Independent Wales

Prolife
Alliance

Socialist
Labour Party

940

198

279

950

107

233

766

93

389

991

41

255

392

31

824
407

UK
Independence

Vote 2
Stop the War

New Millennium
Bean Party

Total votes

Rejected
ballot
papers

694

226

168

20,662

285

1,361

148

109

27,721

328

867

176

199

20,107

423

952

151

146

20,889

274

522

314

71

86

16,636

345

47

538

999

70

52

24,411

19

710

568

65

88

22,898

777

37

291

1,165

106

179

27,723

172

6,047

573

3,217

6,920

1,013

1,027

181,047

2,221

Not reported
394
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National Assembly for Wales electoral regional results, 1 May 2003
Region: South Wales East
Constituency

Electorate

British
National
Party

Cymru
Annibynnol /
Independent Wales

Green Party

Plaid Cymru
– The Party
of Wales

Prolife
Alliance

Islwyn

51,170

337

144

656

3,516

50

Caerphilly

68,152

326

280

613

5,893

96

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

55,768

175

252

436

2,965

77

Torfaen

61,264

336

129

618

1,913

73

Newport West

61,238

603

69

715

1,809

47

Newport East

56,563

563

80

567

1,470

76

Blaenau Gwent

52,927

379

161

480

2,219

61

Monmouth

62,451

491

111

1,206

1,599

82

469,533

3,210

1,226

5,291

21,384

562

South Wales East
AMs elected
Jocelyn Davis

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mike German

Welsh Liberal Democrats

William Graham

Welsh Conservative Party

Laura Jones

Welsh Conservative Party
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Socialist
Labour Party

Welsh Labour
Party

Welsh
Conservative
Party

UK
Independence
Party

Welsh Liberal
Democrats

Total votes

Rejected
ballot
papers

524

10,874

2,283

415

1,607

20,406

316

549

11,956

2,895

863

1,907

25,378

316

599

10,317

1,515

507

1,529

18,372

228

438

9,353

3,070

934

2,512

19,376

335

304

8,149

6,332

1,007

2,381

21,416

453

404

6,969

3,894

686

2,650

17,359

239

469

12,003

1,273

573

2,087

19,705

300

408

6,901

12,969

964

2,988

27,719

294

3,695

76,522

34,231

5,949

17,661

169,731

2,481
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Turnout
Turnout by constituency
Press
assoc.
no.

Constituency

Electorate Electorate Electorate Total turnout Total Valid turnout Valid
Total
Total
Total
2003
2001
1999
constituency turnout constituency turnout valid votes valid votes
number
vote 2003 regional vote 2003 regional constituency regional
of valid
vote
vote
vote 2003 vote 2003 and invalid/
2003
2003
spoilt
constituency
votes 2003

1

Aberavon

50,208

49,524

49,656

38.0

37.7

37.4

37.0

18,755

18,578

19,092

10

Alyn and Deeside

60,518

60,478

59,230

25.1

25.0

24.9

24.8

15,064

15,027

15,184

68

Blaenau Gwent

52,927

53,353

53,802

37.9

37.8

37.4

37.2

19,771

19,705

20,065

86

Brecon and
Radnorshire

53,739

53,247

51,024

50.4

50.2

50.0

49.7

26,843

26,683

27,107

92

Bridgend

62,540

61,496

60,108

35.8

35.6

35.4

35.1

22,149

21,946

22,417

111

Caernarfon

47,173

46,850

47,092

45.7

45.6

45.0

45.1

21,239

21,273

21,540

112

Caerphilly

68,152

67,300

65,785

37.7

37.7

37.3

37.2

25,387

25,378

25,699

123

Cardiff Central

62,470

59,785

57,700

33.5

33.5

33.0

33.1

20,598

20,662

20,931

124

Cardiff North

64,528

62,634

61,253

43.4

43.5

43.0

43.0

27,734

27,721

28,031

125

Cardiff South
and Penarth

65,505

62,627

60,996

31.4

31.3

30.7

30.7

20,119

20,107

20,548

126

Cardiff West

60,523

58,348

57,582

34.9

35.0

34.2

34.5

20,705

20,889

21,134

128

Carmarthen East
and Dinefwr

54,110

54,035

53,488

50.0

50.0

49.5

49.5

26,766

26,795

27,049

129

Carmarthen West
and South
Pembrokeshire

56,403

56,518

55,489

43.0

42.9

42.5

42.3

23,972

23,883

24,234

133

Ceredigion

52,940

56,125

55,183

50.1

50.0

49.7

49.6

26,319

26,274

26,527

149

Clwyd South

53,452

53,680

53,707

35.2

35.3

34.9

34.8

18,662

18,628

18,834

150

Clwyd West

54,463

53,962

53,826

41.1

41.1

40.6

40.4

22,123

22,024

22,402

157

Conwy

55,291

54,637

55,056

38.4

38.3

37.9

37.8

20,928

20,912

21,222

175

Cynon Valley

44,473

48,639

47,508

38.3

38.2

37.5

37.4

16,669

16,636

17,024

180

Delyn

54,426

54,732

53,910

31.4

31.4

31.0

31.0

16,884

16,898

17,087

278

Gower

60,523

58,935

58,351

39.7

39.4

39.2

38.9

23,701

23,541

24,043

342

Islwyn

51,170

51,230

50,446

40.5

40.5

40.0

39.9

20,489

20,406

20,725

381

Llanelli

57,428

58,148

58,220

40.8

40.8

40.3

40.4

23,167

23,176

23,422

399

Meirionnydd
Nant Conwy

33,742

32,969

32,843

45.5

45.5

45.0

45.0

15,193

15,181

15,361

401

Merthyr Tydfil
and Rhymney

55,768

54,919

55,676

33.4

33.4

33.0

32.9

18,422

18,372

18,625

409

Monmouth

62,451

62,200

61,841

44.9

44.9

44.5

44.4

27,796

27,719

28,070

410

Montgomeryshire

45,598

44,243

43,279

43.2

43.0

42.7

42.5

19,490

19,372

19,694

415

Neath

56,759

56,001

55,956

39.8

39.5

39.1

38.8

22,187

22,036

22,586

424

Newport East

56,563

57,219

53,973

30.6

31.1

30.2

30.7

17,088

17,359

17,333

425

Newport West

61,238

59,345

56,990

35.6

35.7

35.0

35.0

21,426

21,416

21,810

443

Ogmore

49,565

52,185

51,885

34.2

34.7

33.8

34.1

16,753

16,877

16,934

460

Pontypridd

63,204

71,768

64,426

39.1

*

38.6

38.6

24,398

24,411

24,718

465

Preseli
Pembrokeshire

55,195

54,283

54,042

42.0

41.9

41.4

41.4

22,834

22,834

23,186

477

Rhondda

50,463

56,121

55,266

46.3

46.2

45.6

45.4

23,003

22,898

23,379

565

Swansea East

57,252

57,520

57,577

31.1

30.9

30.4

30.3

17,410

17,332

17,814

566

Swansea West

58,749

57,493

59,238

33.8

33.5

33.0

32.7

19,412

19,238

19,835

583

Torfaen

61,264

61,115

60,857

32.5

32.2

31.9

31.6

19,555

19,376

19,909

598

Vale of Clwyd

49,319

50,842

51,047

37.3

37.5

36.3

36.4

17,889

17,954

18,399

599

Vale of Glamorgan

68,947

67,774

67,577

40.8

40.6

40.4

40.2

27,851

27,723

28,121

652

Wrexham

50,508

50,465

50,792

34.8

34.6

34.4

34.0

17,363

17,193

17,553

657

Ynys Môn

49,998

53,398

52,440

50.8

50.7

50.5

50.2

25,243

25,119

25,423

* Not reported
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Total
Total
Valid
Change in
Change in Total valid Total valid Valid turnout Valid Change in the Total valid
Total
number
turnout turnout valid turnout total turnout
votes
and invalid/ constituency turnout valid turnout
votes
valid
of valid
in the
General constituency constituency General spoilt votes vote 1999 regional constituency constituency votes
and invalid/ General Election
vote
vote
Election
General
vote
vote
vote
regional
spoilt
Election
2001
2001-2003
2001-2003
2001
Election
1999
1999-2003
1999
vote
regional
2001
2001
1999
votes 2003
18,926

61.2

61.0

-23.6

-23.2

30,190

30,320

46.9

47.0

-9.6

23,294

23,335

15,147

58.8

58.6

-33.7

-33.7

35,421

35,557

32.1

32.0

-7.2

19,030

18,967

20,005

59.9

59.5

-22.1

-22.0

31,725

31,956

48.3

48.5

-11.0

25,994

26,100

26,965

70.8

70.5

-20.5

-20.4

37,516

37,716

57.3

56.8

-7.3

29,215

29,001

22,265

60.4

60.1

-24.7

-24.5

36,966

37,115

41.6

41.6

-6.2

25,032

25,027

21,532

62.2

62.0

-17.0

-16.5

29,053

29,144

60.5

60.2

-15.4

28,478

28,334

25,694

57.8

57.4

-20.2

-20.0

38,651

38,867

43.3

43.4

-6.1

28,511

28,519

20,947

58.8

58.3

-25.3

-25.3

34,842

35,170

44.8

44.9

-11.9

25,873

25,910

28,049

69.6

69.0

-26.1

-26.2

43,240

43,599

51.5

51.4

-8.5

31,517

31,485

20,530

57.7

57.1

-26.4

-26.3

35,751

36,109

37.8

37.7

-7.1

23,036

23,024

21,163

59.2

58.4

-24.2

-24.3

34,083

34,561

40.3

40.2

-6.1

23,216

23,146

27,034

70.7

70.4

-21.0

-20.7

38,053

38,223

61.0

61.0

-11.6

32,654

32,633

24,175

65.6

65.3

-22.8

-22.7

36,916

37,096

50.7

50.6

-8.2

28,149

28,103

26,463

62.0

61.7

-11.9

-11.9

34,606

34,793

57.8

57.9

-8.1

31,898

31,934

18,858

62.6

62.4

-27.5

-27.4

33,496

33,624

40.6

40.3

-5.7

21,814

21,661

22,368

64.4

64.1

-23.5

-23.3

34,600

34,765

46.9

46.1

-6.3

25,236

24,810

21,185

63.2

62.9

-25.0

-24.8

34,366

34,532

49.2

49.6

-11.4

27,102

27,288

16,981

55.7

55.4

-17.9

-17.4

26,958

27,070

45.6

45.9

-8.1

21,666

21,807

17,101

63.5

63.3

-32.3

-32.1

34,636

34,756

44.2

44.1

-13.2

23,853

23,797

23,876

63.5

63.4

-24.2

-23.8

37,353

37,426

47.5

47.4

-8.3

27,700

27,678

20,722

62.1

61.9

-21.8

-21.6

31,691

31,820

47.4

47.5

-7.4

23,927

23,937

23,403

62.6

62.3

-21.9

-21.8

36,198

36,399

48.8

48.8

-8.4

28,387

28,422

15,347

64.1

63.9

-18.9

-18.6

21,068

21,125

57.5

57.6

-12.4

18,874

18,920

18,600

58.0

57.7

-24.7

-24.6

31,684

31,850

45.1

44.9

-12.0

25,088

24,986

28,013

71.7

71.5

-27.0

-26.8

44,462

44,617

51.3

51.1

-6.8

31,702

31,627

19,622

65.8

65.5

-22.8

-22.6

28,983

29,127

49.5

49.4

-6.8

21,436

21,378

22,417

62.9

62.5

-23.4

-23.1

35,020

35,231

48.1

48.0

-9.0

26,895

26,881

17,598

54.9

54.7

-24.5

-24.3

31,282

31,424

35.6

35.5

-5.4

19,214

19,145

21,869

59.4

59.1

-24.1

-23.8

35,063

35,273

42.5

42.5

-7.5

24,239

24,226

17,180

58.4

58.2

-24.4

-24.3

30,353

30,484

41.6

41.6

-7.8

21,599

21,581

*

53.6

53.4

-14.8

-14.5

38,309

38,457

45.5

45.8

-6.9

29,326

29,539

23,147

68.2

67.8

-26.4

-26.2

36,777

37,006

53.8

53.6

-12.4

29,083

28,966

23,292

61.0

60.6

-15.0

-14.6

34,002

34,207

50.3

50.7

-4.8

27,821

28,019

17,696

52.4

52.3

-21.9

-21.3

30,072

30,121

36.2

36.1

-5.8

20,835

20,777

19,698

56.0

55.8

-22.8

-22.2

32,100

32,178

40.1

40.0

-7.0

23,727

23,712

19,711

59.3

57.7

-25.7

-26.8

35,242

36,216

39.3

39.4

-7.4

23,922

23,991

18,488

64.0

63.6

-27.3

-26.7

32,346

32,557

43.5

43.4

-7.2

22,203

22,150

27,985

66.9

66.7

-26.3

-26.1

45,184

45,318

48.5

48.2

-8.1

32,756

32,548

17,487

59.7

59.5

-25.2

-25.0

30,048

30,135

34.3

33.9

0.1

17,412

17,217

25,358

63.9

63.7

-13.2

-13.0

34,018

34,104

59.7

59.6

-9.2

31,304

31,276
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Turnout by electoral region
National Assembly for Wales election 2003
Electoral region

Electorate Total turnout
Total
Valid turnout
Total
Total
Valid
Total number Total number
2003
constituency valid votes constituency turnout valid votes turnout
of valid
of valid and
vote 2003 constituency vote 2003
regional
regional
regional
and spoilt spoilt regional
votes 2003
vote 2003
vote
vote
constituency
votes 2003
2003
2003
votes 2003

Mid and West Wales

409,155

45.6

184,584

45.1

45.5

184,198

45.0

186,580

186,156

North Wales

475,148

37.4

175,395

36.9

37.4

175,028

36.8

177,644

177,524

South Wales Central

480,113

38.3

181,077

37.7

38.1

181,047

37.7

183,886

183,555

South Wales East

469,533

36.7

169,934

36.2

36.7

169,731

36.1

172,236

172,212

South Wales West

395,596

36.1

140,367

35.5

35.9

139,548

35.3

142,721

142,058

Turnout by electoral region
General election 2001
Electoral region

Electorate
2001

Total turnout
in the
general
election
2001

Total
valid votes
general
election
2001

Valid turnout
general
election
2001

Total number
of valid and
spoilt votes
general
election 2001

Change in
total turnout
constituency
vote
2001-2003

Change in
the valid
constituency
vote
2001-2003

Mid and West Wales

409,568

66.3

270,117

66.0

271,485

-20.7

-20.8

North Wales

479,044

62.5

297,984

62.2

299,174

-25.1

-25.3

South Wales Central

487,696

60.4

292,369

59.9

294,491

-22.1

-22.2

South Wales East

466,681

60.4

279,800

60.0

282,023

-23.7

-23.8

South Wales West

393,154

59.2

232,054

59.0

232,875

-23.2

-23.5

Turnout by electoral region
National Assembly for Wales election 1999
Electoral region

Electorate
1999

Valid turnout
constituency
vote 1999

Valid turnout
regional
vote 1999

Total valid votes
constituency
vote 1999

Total valid
votes
regional
vote 1999

Change in the
valid turnout
constituency
vote 1999-2003

Mid and West Wales

403,568

54.4

54.4

219,696

219,357

-9.3

North Wales

477,100

45.4

45.2

216,432

215,500

-8.5

South Wales Central

472,308

45.6

45.6

215,211

215,478

-7.9

South Wales East

459,370

44.1

44.1

202,597

202,531

-7.9

South Wales West

392,771

43.0

43.0

169,082

168,991

-7.6
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Turnout by constituency and winning political party
Constituency

Total turnout constituency
vote 2003

Party of winning candidate 2003

Ynys Môn

50.8

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Brecon and Radnorshire

50.4

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Ceredigion

50.1

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

50.0

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Rhondda

46.3

Welsh Labour Party

Caernarfon

45.7

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

45.5

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Monmouth

44.9

Welsh Conservative Party

Cardiff North

43.4

Welsh Labour Party

Montgomeryshire

43.2

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Carmarthen West and South Pembrokeshire

43.0

Welsh Labour Party

Preseli Pembrokeshire

42.0

Welsh Labour Party

Clwyd West

41.1

Welsh Labour Party

Vale of Glamorgan

40.8

Welsh Labour Party

Llanelli

40.8

Welsh Labour Party

Islwyn

40.5

Welsh Labour Party

Neath

39.8

Welsh Labour Party

Gower

39.7

Welsh Labour Party

Pontypridd

39.1

Welsh Labour Party

Conwy

38.4

Welsh Labour Party

Cynon Valley

38.3

Welsh Labour Party

Aberavon

38.0

Welsh Labour Party

Blaenau Gwent

37.9

Welsh Labour Party

Caerphilly

37.7

Welsh Labour Party

Vale of Clwyd

37.3

Welsh Labour Party

Bridgend

35.8

Welsh Labour Party

Newport West

35.6

Welsh Labour Party

Clwyd South

35.2

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff West

34.9

Welsh Labour Party

Wrexham

34.8

John Marek Independent Party

Ogmore

34.2

Welsh Labour Party

Swansea West

33.8

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff Central

33.5

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

33.4

Welsh Labour Party

Torfaen

32.5

Welsh Labour Party

Delyn

31.4

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff South and Penarth

31.4

Welsh Labour Party

Swansea East

31.1

Welsh Labour Party

Newport East

30.6

Welsh Labour Party

Alyn and Deeside

25.1

Welsh Labour Party
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Rank changes in valid turnout – 1999-2003
Constituency

Change in valid
turnout constituency
vote 1999-2003

Wrexham

0.1

Rhondda

-4.8

Newport East

-5.4

Clwyd South

-5.7

Swansea East

-5.8

Caerphilly

-6.1

Cardiff West

-6.1

Bridgend

-6.2

Clwyd West

-6.3

Monmouth

-6.8

Montgomeryshire

-6.8

Pontypridd

-6.9

Swansea West

-7.0

Cardiff South and Penarth

-7.1

Vale of Clwyd

-7.2

Alyn and Deeside

-7.2

Brecon and Radnorshire

-7.3

Torfaen

-7.4

Islwyn

-7.4

Newport West

-7.5

Ogmore

-7.8

Vale of Glamorgan

-8.1

Ceredigion

-8.1

Cynon Valley

-8.1

Carmarthen West
and South Pembrokeshire

-8.2

Gower

-8.3

Llanelli

-8.4

Cardiff North

-8.5

Neath

-9.0

Ynys Môn

-9.2

Aberavon

-9.6

Blaenau Gwent

-11.0

Conwy

-11.4

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

-11.6

Cardiff Central

-11.9

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

-12.0

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

-12.4

Preseli Pembrokeshire

-12.4

Delyn

-13.2

Caernarfon

-15.4
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Rank turnout by political party
Constituency

Total turnout 2003

Winning political party 2003

Wrexham

34.8

John Marek Independent Party

Ynys Môn

50.8

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Ceredigion

50.1

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

50.0

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Caernarfon

45.7

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

45.5

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Monmouth

44.9

Welsh Conservative Party

Rhondda

46.3

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff North

43.4

Welsh Labour Party

Carmarthen West and South Pembrokeshire

43.0

Welsh Labour Party

Preseli Pembrokeshire

42.0

Welsh Labour Party

Clwyd West

41.1

Welsh Labour Party

Vale of Glamorgan

40.8

Welsh Labour Party

Llanelli

40.8

Welsh Labour Party

Islwyn

40.5

Welsh Labour Party

Neath

39.8

Welsh Labour Party

Gower

39.7

Welsh Labour Party

Pontypridd

39.1

Welsh Labour Party

Conwy

38.4

Welsh Labour Party

Cynon Valley

38.3

Welsh Labour Party

Aberavon

38.0

Welsh Labour Party

Blaenau Gwent

37.9

Welsh Labour Party

Caerphilly

37.7

Welsh Labour Party

Vale of Clwyd

37.3

Welsh Labour Party

Bridgend

35.8

Welsh Labour Party

Newport West

35.6

Welsh Labour Party

Clwyd South

35.2

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff West

34.9

Welsh Labour Party

Ogmore

34.2

Welsh Labour Party

Swansea West

33.8

Welsh Labour Party

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

33.4

Welsh Labour Party

Torfaen

32.5

Welsh Labour Party

Delyn

31.4

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff South and Penarth

31.4

Welsh Labour Party

Swansea East

31.1

Welsh Labour Party

Newport East

30.6

Welsh Labour Party

Alyn and Deeside

25.1

Welsh Labour Party

Brecon and Radnorshire

50.4

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Montgomeryshire

43.2

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Cardiff Central

33.5

Welsh Liberal Democrats
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Postal voting
Postal voting
Constituency

2001
electorate

2003
electorate

Postal ballots
issued
2001

Postal votes
issued
2003

Total
returned
2001

Total
returned
2003

Number of
postal votes
rejected 2001

Aberavon

49,524

50,208

1,914

5,785

1,689

3,670

48

Alyn and Deeside

60,478

60,518

1,340

,941

1,083

,618

57

Blaenau Gwent

53,353

52,927

1,499

1,159

1,270

,824

152

Brecon and Radnorshire

53,247

53,739

2,567

3,869

2,152

2,934

111

Bridgend

61,496

62,540

2,497

4,657

1,967

2,659

Caernarfon

46,850

47,173

1,827

3,026

1,433

2,295

Not reported

61

Caerphilly

67,300

68,152

1,917

5,536

1,535

3,421

105

Cardiff Central

59,785

62,470

7,661

5,540

6,156

3,241

246

Cardiff North

62,634

64,528

9,964

7,902

8,422

4,916

246

Cardiff South and Penarth

62,627

65,505

6,992

5,594

5,847

3,102

247

Cardiff West

58,348

60,523

8,787

6,934

7,119

3,805

362

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

54,035

54,110

2,788

2,710

2,455

2,048

83

Carmarthen West and
South Pembrokeshire

56,518

56,403

2,276

1,764

1,987

1,293

112

Ceredigion

56,125

52,940

2,004

1,577

1,594

1,054

84

Clwyd South

53,680

53,452

1,665

3,048

1,315

2,042

89

Clwyd West

53,962

54,463

2,024

2,800

1,591

2,041

113

Conwy

54,637

55,291

2,342

2,317

1,894

1,659

91

Cynon Valley

48,639

44,473

1,503

4,659

1,208

2,670

56

Delyn

54,732

54,426

1,378

,919

1,175

,651

46

Gower

58,935

60,523

2,558

4,838

2,068

3,123

2

Islwyn

51,230

51,170

1,301

3,998

1,111

2,627

55

Llanelli

58,148

57,428

2,478

2,328

2,106

1,610

119

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

32,969

33,742

1,497

1,387

1,278

1,070

Not reported

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

54,919

55,768

1,701

2,390

1,340

1,527

61

Monmouth

62,200

62,451

3,497

2,918

2,868

2,022

83

Montgomeryshire

44,243

45,598

1,682

2,777

1,425

1,893

87

Neath

56,001

56,759

3,004

7,071

2,589

4,443

103

Newport East

57,219

56,563

1,127

4,771

,833

2,546

65

Newport West

59,345

61,238

1,800

7,222

1,564

4,160

132

Ogmore

52,185

49,565

1,450

3,540

1,180

2,172

35

Pontypridd

71,768

63,204

1,769

5,372

1,428

2,931

60

Preseli Pembrokeshire

54,283

55,195

2,338

1,818

2,120

1,395

150

Rhondda

56,121

50,463

2,733

6,085

2,233

3,807

150

Swansea East

57,520

57,252

1,481

4,100

1,151

2,626

2

Swansea West

57,493

58,749

2,317

4,733

1,850

3,103

5

Torfaen

61,115

61,264

8,140

7,535

6,183

4,264

874

Vale of Clwyd

50,842

49,319

2,226

4,780

1,791

3,191

161

Vale of Glamorgan

67,774

68,947

2,426

2,033

1,999

1,357

25

Wrexham

50,465

50,508

1,103

2,718

,886

1,920

29

Ynys Môn
Totals

53,398

49,998

1,327

2,275

1,500

1,804

26

2,236,143

2,229,545

110,900

155,426

91,395

98,534

4,533
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Number of
postal votes
rejected 2003

Total valid
postal votes
2001

Total valid
postal votes
2003

Number
Number
returned
returned
as a percentage as a percentage
2001
2003

Total proportion of
electorate returning
a postal vote
as a percentage 2001

Total proportion of
electorate returning
a postal vote
as a percentage 2003

188

1,641

3,482

88.2

63.4

3.4

7.3

29

1,026

,589

80.8

65.7

1.8

1.0

151

1,118

,673

83.3

71.1

2.4

1.6

139

2,041

2,795

83.8

75.8

4.0

5.5

99

1,906

2,560

78.8

57.1

3.2

4.3

149

Not r,eported

2,146

78.4

75.8

3.1

4.9

152

1,430

3,269

80.1

61.8

2.3

5.0

146

5,910

3,095

80.4

58.5

10.3

5.2

140

8,176

4,776

84.5

62.2

13.4

7.6

201

5,600

2,901

83.6

55.5

9.3

4.7

113

6,757

3,692

81.0

54.9

12.2

6.3

93

2,372

1,955

88.1

75.6

4.5

3.8

131

1,875

1,162

86.1

73.3

3.5

2.3

58

1,510

,996

79.5

66.8

2.8

2.0

79

1,226

1,963

79.0

67.0

2.4

3.8

184

1,478

1,857

78.6

72.9

2.9

3.7

152

1,803

1,507

80.9

71.6

3.5

3.0

210

1,152

2,460

80.4

57.3

2.5

6.0

47

1,129

,604

85.3

70.8

2.1

1.2

125

2,066

2,998

80.9

64.6

3.5

5.2

111

1,056

2,516

85.4

65.7

2.2

5.1

88

1,987

1,522

85.0

69.2

3.6

2.8

71

Not r,eported

,999

85.4

77.1

3.9

3.2

99

1,279

1,428

99.2

63.9

2.4

2.7

76

2,785

1,827

82.0

69.3

4.6

3.0

93

1,338

1,800

84.7

68.2

3.2

4.2

217

2,486

4,226

86.2

62.8

4.6

7.8

141

,768

2,405

78.9

53.4

1.5

4.5

261

1,432

3,899

86.9

57.6

2.6

6.8

51

1,145

2,121

81.4

61.4

2.3

4.4

197

1,368

2,734

84.1

54.6

2.0

4.6

176

1,970

1,219

89.6

76.7

3.9

2.5

234

2,083

3,573

81.7

62.6

4.0

7.5

247

1,149

2,379

77.9

64.0

2.0

4.6

250

1,845

2,853

80.1

65.6

3.2

5.3

219

5,309

4,045

83.2

56.6

10.1

7.0

399

1,630

2,792

80.5

66.8

3.5

6.5

29

1,974

1,328

82.4

66.7

2.9

2.0

98

,857

1,822

80.3

70.6

1.8

3.8

77

1,474

1,727

96.2

79.3

2.8

3.6

5,720

86,862

92,695

83.3

63.4

4.1

4.4
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Political party data
Total votes cast in constituency vote, 1 May 2003
Press
assoc
no.

Constituency

2003
Electorate

Welsh
Conservative
Party

Welsh
Labour
Party

Welsh
Liberal
Democrats

Plaid
Cymru –
The Party
of Wales

1

Aberavon

50,208

1,732

11,137

1,840

3,324

10

Alyn and Deeside

60,518

3,533

7,036

2,509

1,160

68

Blaenau Gwent

52,927

1,131

13,884

2,148

1,889

86

Brecon and Radnorshire

53,739

8,017

3,130

13,325

1,329

92

Bridgend

62,540

7,066

9,487

2,980

1,939

111

Caernarfon

47,173

2,402

5,770

1,392

11,675

112

Caerphilly

68,152

2,570

11,893

1,281

6,919

123

Cardiff Central

62,470

2,378

4,100

11,256

1,795

124

Cardiff North

64,528

9,873

10,413

3,474

2,679

125

Cardiff South and Penarth

65,505

4,864

8,978

3,154

2,538

126

Cardiff West

60,523

3,583

10,420

2,914

2,859

128

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

54,110

3,576

8,355

1,866

12,969

129

Carmarthen West and South Pembrokeshire

56,403

4,917

8,384

2,222

7,869

133

Ceredigion

52,940

2,923

3,308

7,265

11,883

149

Clwyd South

53,452

3,548

6,814

1,666

3,923

150

Clwyd West

54,463

7,257

7,693

1,743

4,715

157

Conwy

55,291

5,152

6,467

2,914

6,395

175

Cynon Valley

44,473

984

10,841

1,120

3,724

180

Delyn

54,426

4,896

6,520

2,880

2,588

278

Gower

60,523

4,646

10,334

2,775

3,502

342

Islwyn

51,170

1,848

11,246

1,268

3,926

381

Llanelli

57,428

1,712

9,916

1,644

9,895

399

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

33,742

2,485

2,891

1,100

8,717

401

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

55,768

1,539

11,148

1,324

2,988

409

Monmouth

62,451

15,989

7,479

2,973

1,355

410

Montgomeryshire

45,598

5,572

2,039

7,869

1,918

415

Neath

56,759

2,011

11,332

2,048

6,386

424

Newport East

56,563

4,157

7,621

2,768

1,555

425

Newport West

61,238

6,301

10,053

2,094

1,678

443

Ogmore

49,565

1,532

9,874

1,567

3,370

460

Pontypridd

63,204

2,438

12,206

3,443

5,286

465

Preseli Pembrokeshire

55,195

6,741

8,067

2,799

5,227

477

Rhondda

50,463

504

14,170

680

6,216

565

Swansea East

57,252

1,135

8,221

4,224

2,223

566

Swansea West

58,749

3,106

7,023

3,510

4,461

583

Torfaen

61,264

3,188

10,152

2,746

2,092

598

Vale of Clwyd

49,319

5,487

8,256

1,630

2,516

599

Vale of Glamorgan

68,947

9,614

12,267

2,049

3,921

652

Wrexham

50,508

2,228

5,566

1,701

1,329

657

Ynys Môn

49,998

7,197

6,024

2,089

9,452
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The New
Millennium
Bean Party

289

125

Caerphilly
Constituency
Independents

John Marek
Independent
Party

Prolife
Alliance

Welsh
Socialist
Alliance

Socialist
Alternative

Socialist
Labour
Party

Tinker
Against the
Assembly

UK
Independent
Independence candidates
Party

608

114
826
719
1,042
677

930

590
239

1,204

541
1,295
585
929
580
940

2,210

501
715

2,444
2,201

1,423
1,107

985

410
987
198

1,102
410
1,025
524

133

1,474

272

1,040

909

1,377

6,539
481
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Percentage share of constituency vote, 1 May 2003
Press
assoc
no.

Constituency

1

Aberavon

10

Alyn and Deeside

68

Blaenau Gwent

86
92

Welsh
Conservative
Party

Welsh
Labour
Party

Welsh
Liberal
Democrats

Plaid
Cymru –
The Party
of Wales

9.2

59.4

9.8

17.7

23.5

46.7

16.7

7.7

5.7

70.2

10.9

9.6

Brecon and Radnorshire

29.9

11.7

49.6

5.0

Bridgend

31.9

42.8

13.5

8.8

111

Caernarfon

11.3

27.2

6.6

55.0

112

Caerphilly

10.1

46.8

5.0

27.3

123

Cardiff Central

11.5

19.9

54.6

8.7

124

Cardiff North

35.6

37.5

12.5

9.7

125

Cardiff South and Penarth

24.2

44.6

15.7

12.6

126

Cardiff West

17.3

50.3

14.1

13.8

128

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

13.4

31.2

7.0

48.5

129

Carmarthen West and South Pembrokeshire

20.5

35.0

9.3

32.8

133

Ceredigion

11.1

12.6

27.6

45.1

149

Clwyd South

19.0

36.5

8.9

21.0

150

Clwyd West

32.8

34.8

7.9

21.3

157

Conwy

24.6

30.9

13.9

30.6

175

Cynon Valley

5.9

65.0

6.7

22.3

180

Delyn

29.0

38.6

17.1

15.3

278

Gower

19.6

43.6

11.7

14.8

342

Islwyn

9.0

54.9

6.2

19.2

381

Llanelli

399

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

401

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

409

7.4

42.8

7.1

42.7

16.4

19.0

7.2

57.4

8.4

60.5

7.2

16.2

Monmouth

57.5

26.9

10.7

4.9

410

Montgomeryshire

28.6

10.5

40.4

9.8

415

Neath

9.1

51.1

9.2

28.8

424

Newport East

24.3

44.6

16.2

9.1

425

Newport West

29.4

46.9

9.8

7.8

443

Ogmore

9.1

58.9

9.4

20.1
21.7

460

Pontypridd

10.0

50.0

14.1

465

Preseli Pembrokeshire

29.5

35.3

12.3

22.9

477

Rhondda

2.2

61.6

3.0

27.0

565

Swansea East

6.5

47.2

24.3

12.8

566

Swansea West

16.0

36.2

18.1

23.0

583

Torfaen

16.3

51.9

14.0

10.7

598

Vale of Clwyd

30.7

46.2

9.1

14.1

599

Vale of Glamorgan

34.5

44.0

7.4

14.1

652

Wrexham

12.8

32.1

9.8

7.7

657

Ynys Môn

28.5

23.9

8.3

37.4
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The New
Millennium
Bean Party

1.4

127

Caerphilly
Constituency
Independents

John Marek
Independent
Party

Prolife
Alliance

Welsh
Socialist
Alliance

Socialist
Alternative

Socialist
Labour
Party

Tinker
Against the
Assembly

UK
Independence
Party

3.2

Independent
candidates

0.6
5.5
3.6
3.9
3.1

3.7

2.3
1.2

4.7

2.6
4.7
2.9
4.5
2.4
3.6

11.8

2.7
3.2

10.3
10.7

7.7
5.7

5.1

1.8
5.8
0.9

5.1
2.4
4.2
2.3

0.8

8.5

1.4

5.4

4.0

7.0

37.7
1.9
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Percentage change in share of constituency vote between 1999 and 2000
Press
assoc
no.

Constituency

Winning political party 1999

Winning political party 2003

1

Aberavon

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

10

Alyn and Deeside

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

68

Blaenau Gwent

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

86

Brecon and Radnorshire

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Welsh Liberal Democrats

92

Bridgend

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

111

Caernarfon

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

112

Caerphilly

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

123

Cardiff Central

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Welsh Liberal Democrats

124

Cardiff North

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

125

Cardiff South and Penarth

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

126

Cardiff West

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

128

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

129

Carmarthen West and South Pembrokeshire

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

133

Ceredigion

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

149

Clwyd South

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

150

Clwyd West

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

157

Conwy

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Welsh Labour Party

175

Cynon Valley

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

180

Delyn

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

278

Gower

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

342

Islwyn

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Welsh Labour Party

381

Llanelli

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Welsh Labour Party

399

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

401

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

409

Monmouth

Welsh Conservative Party

Welsh Conservative Party

410

Montgomeryshire

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Welsh Liberal Democrats

415

Neath

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

424

Newport East

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

425

Newport West

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

443

Ogmore

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

460

Pontypridd

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

465

Preseli Pembrokeshire

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

477

Rhondda

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Welsh Labour Party

565

Swansea East

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

566

Swansea West

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

583

Torfaen

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

598

Vale of Clwyd

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

599

Vale of Glamorgan

Welsh Labour Party

Welsh Labour Party

652

Wrexham

Welsh Labour Party

John Marek Independent Party

657

Ynys Môn

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales
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Welsh Conservative
Party

Welsh Labour
Party

Welsh Liberal
Democrats

Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales

Total turnout
constituency
vote 2003

Valid turnout in
constituency
vote 2003

2.3

8.1

-3.8

-4.6

38.0

37.4

5.5

-4.6

6.8

-4.4

25.1

24.9

0.2

8.4

-0.6

-11.6

37.9

37.4

5.3

-6.0

5.1

-3.1

50.4

50.0

11.7

5.6

-2.2

-10.9

35.8

35.4

2.7

4.4

3.8

-10.9

45.7

45.0

2.4

2.6

-7.4

-6.9

37.7

37.3

-0.2

-10.1

12.4

-6.0

33.5

33.0

4.2

-1.2

-3.6

-4.1

43.4

43.0

5.7

-3.4

3.1

-4.4

31.4

30.7

2.5

-11.3

5.2

-0.8

34.9

34.2

4.9

-0.5

0.2

-4.6

50.0

49.5

2.5

-0.2

2.6

3.0

43.0

42.5

1.9

-3.1

16.4

-2.7

50.1

49.7

-0.1

-5.6

-2.2

-4.2

35.2

34.9

4.8

3.8

-5.8

-6.0

41.1

40.6

6.1

0.8

-2.6

0.0

38.4

37.9

1.1

19.4

-0.3

-20.1

38.3

37.5

7.0

-6.1

4.1

-5.0

31.4

31.0

5.5

8.2

-0.1

-9.2

39.7

39.2

2.2

15.4

-3.6

-22.8

40.5

40.0

0.8

3.0

-3.2

0.5

40.8

40.3

4.9

1.6

-0.1

-6.4

45.5

45.0

3.4

16.6

0.5

-10.9

33.4

33.0

16.7

-5.4

-3.9

-1.3

44.9

44.5

5.9

-1.8

-8.0

-6.7

43.2

42.7

2.0

5.6

-0.6

-7.0

39.8

39.1

1.5

-4.8

2.2

-4.7

30.6

30.2

1.2

-0.7

-1.9

-4.8

35.6

35.0

2.6

10.8

2.4

-6.9

34.2

33.8

1.5

11.4

-3.1

-11.6

39.1

38.6

6.9

1.0

0.8

-2.0

42.0

41.4

-0.6

21.1

-1.7

-21.7

46.3

45.6

-1.5

1.6

5.2

-14.7

31.1

30.4

0.6

1.5

3.1

-3.5

33.8

33.0

7.3

14.0

3.1

-0.2

32.5

31.9

8.1

8.5

2.9

-5.3

37.3

36.3
40.4

2.4

9.1

-1.6

-9.9

40.8

-2.9

-21.0

-6.1

-7.6

34.8

34.4

9.2

0.9

3.1

-15.1

50.8

50.5
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Political party vote data by constituency
Political party

Total
constituency
vote 2003

New Millennium Bean Party

% share of
constituency
vote 2003

289

% share of
constituency
vote 1999

Change in %
share of
constituency
vote 1999-2003

0.1

Total number
constituency
candidates
2003
1

British Nationalist Party
Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales
Caerphilly Constituency Independents

930

0.1

169,832

19.9

5,215

0.6

1

Communist Party of Great Britain
Welsh Conservative Party

15.8

4.1

40

Welsh Green Party
Independent candidates
John Marek Independent Party

6

8,749

1.0

Welsh Labour Party

340,515

40.0

37.6

2.4

40

2

Welsh Liberal Democrats

120,250

14.1

13.5

0.7

40

180,185

21.2

28.4

-7.2

40

239

0.0

Socialist Alliance

1,554

0.2

5

Socialist Alternative

1,193

0.1

2

410

0.0

1

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party
Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales
Pro Life Alliance

Socialist Labour Party
Tinker Against the Assembly Party

1

2,201

0.3

1

19,795

2.3

20

Total
regional
vote 2003

% share of
regional
vote 2003

UK Independence Party
Vote 2 Stop the War Party

Political party vote data by electoral region
Political party

% share of
regional
vote 1999

Change in %
share regional
vote 1999-2003

Number of
electoral regions
where party/
candidates stood

New Millennium Bean Party

1,027

0.1

1

British Nationalist Party

3,210

0.4

1

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

6,466

0.8

5

Caerphilly Constituency Independents
Communist Party of Great Britain
Welsh Conservative Party

1,099

0.1

0.1

0.0

2

162,725

19.2

16.5

2.7

5

30,028

3.5

2.5

1.0

5

11,008

1.3

Welsh Green Party
Independent candidates
John Marek Independent Party

1

Welsh Labour Party

310,658

36.6

35.4

1.2

5

Welsh Liberal Democrats

108,013

12.7

12.5

0.2

5

30.5

-10.8

5

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party
Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

3,968

0.5

167,653

19.7

2,183

0.3

10,358

1.2

29,427

3.5

5

1,729

0.2

2

Pro Life Alliance

1
5

Socialist Alliance
Socialist Alternative
Socialist Labour Party

1.0

0.2

3

Tinker Against the Assembly Party
UK Independence Party
Vote 2 Stop the War Party
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Constituency
seats won
2003

Constituency
seats won
1999

Change in
constituency
seats won
1999-2003

Lost constituency
deposits
2003
1

1
1

1

0

1
4

1

0

+1

30

27

+3

0
0

3

3

0

1

5

9

-4

2
1
5
2
1
0
12

Regional
seats won
2003

Regional
seats won
1999

Change in
number of
regional seats
won 1999-2003

Lost regional
deposits
2003
1
1
5
2

10

8

+2

0
5
0

0

1

-1

0

3

3

0

0

7

8

-1

0

1
5

3
5
2
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Political party vote data by electoral region – constituency ballot
Electoral region

Political party

Mid and West Wales

New Millennium Bean Party

Mid and West Wales

British Nationalist Party

Mid and West Wales

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

Mid and West Wales

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

Mid and West Wales

Communist Party of Great Britain

Mid and West Wales

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Welsh Green Party

Total
constituency
vote 2003

% share of
constituency
vote 2003

% share of
constituency
vote 1999

Change in %
share of
constituency
vote 1999-2003

35,943

19.5

15.2

4.2

1,565

0.8

Mid and West Wales

Independent candidates

Mid and West Wales

John Marek Independent Party

Mid and West Wales

Welsh Labour Party

46,090

25.0

26.2

-1.3

Mid and West Wales

Welsh Liberal Democrats

38,090

20.6

17.6

3.0

Mid and West Wales

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party

Mid and West Wales

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

59,807

32.4

35.6

-3.2

Mid and West Wales

Pro Life Alliance

3,089

1.7

41,700

23.8

19.0

4.8

Mid and West Wales

Socialist Alliance

Mid and West Wales

Socialist Alternative

Mid and West Wales

Socialist Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Tinker Against the Assembly Party

Mid and West Wales

UK Independence Party

Mid and West Wales

Vote 2 Stop the War Party

North Wales

New Millennium Bean Party

North Wales

British Nationalist Party

North Wales

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

North Wales

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

North Wales

Communist Party of Great Britain

North Wales

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Welsh Green Party

North Wales

Independent candidates

North Wales

John Marek Independent Party

8,749

5.0

North Wales

Welsh Labour Party

60,146

34.3

35.5

-1.2

North Wales

Welsh Liberal Democrats

18,524

10.6

10.1

0.4
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Total number
constituency
candidates
2003

Constituency
seats won
2003

Constituency
seats won
1999

Change in
constituency
seats won
1999-2003

Lost
constituency
deposits
2003

8

0

2

1

8

3

2

+1

0

8

2

2

0

0

8

3

4

-1

1

3

2

9

0

2

1

0

+1

0

9

6

6

0

0

9

0

0
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Political party vote data by electoral region – constituency ballot cont.
Electoral region

Political party

North Wales

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party

North Wales

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Pro Life Alliance

North Wales

Socialist Alliance

North Wales

Socialist Alternative

North Wales

Socialist Labour Party

North Wales

Tinker Against the Assembly Party

North Wales

UK Independence Party

North Wales

Vote 2 Stop the War Party

South Wales Central

New Millennium Bean Party

South Wales Central

British Nationalist Party

South Wales Central

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

South Wales Central

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

South Wales Central

Communist Party of Great Britain

Total
constituency
vote 2003

% share of
constituency
vote 2003

% share of
constituency
vote 1999

Change in %
share of
constituency
vote 1999-2003

43,753

24.9

32.3

-7.4

2,523

1.4

289

0.2

34,238

18.9

16.5

2.4

909

0.5

South Wales Central

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Welsh Green Party

South Wales Central

Independent candidates

South Wales Central

John Marek Independent Party

South Wales Central

Welsh Labour Party

83,395

46.1

41.5

4.6

South Wales Central

Welsh Liberal Democrats

28,090

15.5

14.8

0.7

South Wales Central

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party

South Wales Central

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

29,018

16.0

25.9

-9.9

0.1

South Wales Central

Pro Life Alliance

239

South Wales Central

Socialist Alliance

541

0.3

South Wales Central

Socialist Alternative

585

0.3

South Wales Central

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales Central

Tinker Against the Assembly Party
3,773

2.1

South Wales Central

UK Independence Party

South Wales Central

Vote 2 Stop the War Party
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Total number
constituency
candidates
2003

Constituency
seats won
2003

Constituency
seats won
1999

Change in
constituency
seats won
1999-2003

Lost
constituency
deposits
2003

9

2

3

-1

0

4

3

1

1

8

1

1

1

8

7

6

+1

0

8

1

1

0

1

8

0

1

-1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4
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Political party vote data by electoral region – constituency ballot cont.
Electoral region

Political party

South Wales East

New Millennium Bean Party

South Wales East

British Nationalist Party

South Wales East

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

South Wales East

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

South Wales East

Communist Party of Great Britain

South Wales East

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Welsh Green Party

Total
constituency
vote 2003

% share of
constituency
vote 2003

930

0.5

36,723

21.6

2,627

1.5

% share of
constituency
vote 1999

Change in %
share of
constituency
vote 1999-2003

16.2

5.4

South Wales East

Independent candidates

South Wales East

John Marek Independent Party

South Wales East

Welsh Labour Party

83,476

49.1

44.2

5.0

South Wales East

Welsh Liberal Democrats

16,602

9.8

11.5

-1.7

South Wales East

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party
22,402

13.2

20.9

-7.7

198

0.1

11.4

3.8

South Wales East

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Pro Life Alliance

South Wales East

Socialist Alliance

South Wales East

Socialist Alternative

South Wales East

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales East

Tinker Against the Assembly Party

2,201

1.3

South Wales East

UK Independence Party

4,775

2.8

South Wales East

Vote 2 Stop the War Party

21,228

15.1

114

0.1

South Wales West

New Millennium Bean Party

South Wales West

British Nationalist Party

South Wales West

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

South Wales West

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

South Wales West

Communist Party of Great Britain

South Wales West

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Welsh Green Party

South Wales West

Independent candidates

South Wales West

John Marek Independent Party

South Wales West

Welsh Labour Party

67,408

48.0

42.2

5.8

South Wales West

Welsh Liberal Democrats

18,944

13.5

13.0

0.5

South Wales West

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party
25,205

18.0

26.2

-8.2

0.6

South Wales West

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Pro Life Alliance

South Wales West

Socialist Alliance

815

South Wales West

Socialist Alternative

608

0.4

South Wales West

Socialist Labour Party

410

0.3

South Wales West

Tinker Against the Assembly Party
5,635

4.0

South Wales West

UK Independence Party

South Wales West

Vote 2 Stop the War Party
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Total number
constituency
candidates
2003

Constituency
seats won
2003

Constituency
seats won
1999

Change in
constituency
seats won
1999-2003

1
8

Lost
constituency
deposits
2003

1
1

1

0

2

0
1

8

7

8

0

8

0

6

+1

0
0

1

-1

1

1

1

1

0

5

2

7

0

0

1

1

7

7

7

0

7

0

0

7

0

0

3

3

1

1

1

1

4

1
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Political party vote data by electoral region – regional ballot
Electoral region

Political party

Mid and West Wales

New Millennium Bean Party

Mid and West Wales

British Nationalist Party

Mid and West Wales

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

Mid and West Wales

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

Mid and West Wales

Communist Party of Great Britain

Mid and West Wales

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Welsh Green Party

Mid and West Wales

Independent candidates

Total
regional
vote 2003

% share of
regional
vote 2003

% share of
regional
vote 1999

Change in %
share of regional
vote 1999-2003

1,324

0.7

35,566

19.3

16.7

2.6

7,794

4.2

3.5

0.7

Mid and West Wales

John Marek Independent Party

Mid and West Wales

Welsh Labour Party

46,451

25.2

24.5

0.7

Mid and West Wales

Welsh Liberal Democrats

30,177

16.4

14.4

1.9

Mid and West Wales

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party

Mid and West Wales

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

38.5

-10.4

Mid and West Wales

Pro Life Alliance

Mid and West Wales

Socialist Alliance

Mid and West Wales

Socialist Alternative

Mid and West Wales

Socialist Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Tinker Against the Assembly Party

Mid and West Wales

UK Independence Party

Mid and West Wales

Vote 2 Stop the War Party

North Wales

New Millennium Bean Party

North Wales

British Nationalist Party

North Wales

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

North Wales

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

North Wales

Communist Party of Great Britain

North Wales

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Welsh Green Party

North Wales

Independent candidates

3,968

2.2

51,874

28.2

383

0.2

0

0.0

5,945

3.2

716

0.4

1.4

0.9
522

0.3

0.3

0.0

38,543

22.0

19.4

2.7

4,200

2.4

2.2

0.2

North Wales

John Marek Independent Party

11,008

6.3

North Wales

Welsh Labour Party

55,250

31.6

34.2

-2.6

North Wales

Welsh Liberal Democrats

17,503

10.0

10.3

-0.3
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Number of
electoral regions
where party/
candidates stood

Regional
seats won
2003

Regional
seats won
1999

Change in
number of
regional seats
won 1999-2003

1

1

1

3

2

+1

1

1

Lost
regional
deposits
2003

1

0

1

-1

1

1

0

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
2

2

0

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

0
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Political party vote data by electoral region – regional ballot cont.
Electoral region

Political party

North Wales

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party

North Wales

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Pro Life Alliance

North Wales

Socialist Alliance

North Wales

Socialist Alternative

North Wales

Socialist Labour Party

North Wales

Tinker Against the Assembly Party

North Wales

UK Independence Party

North Wales

Vote 2 Stop the War Party

South Wales Central

New Millennium Bean Party

South Wales Central

British Nationalist Party

South Wales Central

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

South Wales Central

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

South Wales Central

Communist Party of Great Britain

South Wales Central

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Welsh Green Party

South Wales Central

Independent candidates

Total
regional
vote 2003

% share of
regional
vote 2003

% share of
regional
vote 1999

Change in %
share of regional
vote 1999-2003

41,640

23.8

32.3

-8.5

310

0.2

4,500

2.6

1,027

0.6

1,018

0.6
0.0

577

0.3

0.3

33,404

18.5

16.2

2.2

6,047

3.3

2.5

0.9

South Wales Central

John Marek Independent Party

South Wales Central

Welsh Labour Party

74,369

41.1

36.9

4.2

South Wales Central

Welsh Liberal Democrats

24,926

13.8

14.3

-0.6

South Wales Central

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party

South Wales Central

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

27,956

15.4

27.0

-11.5

573

0.3

3,217

1.8

1.3

0.5

South Wales Central

Pro Life Alliance

South Wales Central

Socialist Alliance

South Wales Central

Socialist Alternative

South Wales Central

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales Central

Tinker Against the Assembly Party

South Wales Central

UK Independence Party

6,920

3.8

South Wales Central

Vote 2 Stop the War Party

1,013

0.6
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Number of
electoral regions
where party/
candidates stood

Regional
seats won
2003

Regional
seats won
1999

Change in
number of
regional seats
won 1999-2003

1

1

1

0

Lost
regional
deposits
2003

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
2

2

0

1

1

1
1
1

2

2

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Political party vote data by electoral region – regional ballot cont.
Electoral region

Political party

South Wales East

New Millennium Bean Party

South Wales East

British Nationalist Party

3,210

1.9

South Wales East

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

1,226

0.7

34,231

20.2

16.8

3.4

5,291

3.1

2.0

1.1

South Wales East

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

South Wales East

Communist Party of Great Britain

South Wales East

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Welsh Green Party

South Wales East

Independent candidates

Total
regional
vote 2003

% share of
regional
vote 2003

% share of
regional
vote 1999

Change in %
share of regional
vote 1999-2003

South Wales East

John Marek Independent Party

South Wales East

Welsh Labour Party

76,522

45.1

41.5

3.6

South Wales East

Welsh Liberal Democrats

17,661

10.4

12.2

-1.8

South Wales East

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party
21,384

12.6

24.3

-11.7

562

0.3

3,695

2.2

2.4

-0.2

5,949

3.5

1,346

1.0

20,981

15.0

12.4

2.6

6,696

4.8

2.4

2.4

South Wales East

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Pro Life Alliance

South Wales East

Socialist Alliance

South Wales East

Socialist Alternative

South Wales East

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales East

Tinker Against the Assembly Party

South Wales East

UK Independence Party

South Wales East

Vote 2 Stop the War Party

South Wales West

New Millennium Bean Party

South Wales West

British Nationalist Party

South Wales West

Cymru Annibynnol / Independent Wales

South Wales West

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

South Wales West

Communist Party of Great Britain

South Wales West

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Welsh Green Party

South Wales West

Independent candidates

South Wales West

John Marek Independent Party

South Wales West

Welsh Labour Party

58,066

41.6

41.8

-0.2

South Wales West

Welsh Liberal Democrats

17,746

12.7

11.0

1.8

South Wales West

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party
24,799

17.8

30.0

-12.3

355

0.3

3,446

2.5

6,113

4.4

South Wales West

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Pro Life Alliance

South Wales West

Socialist Alliance

South Wales West

Socialist Alternative

South Wales West

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales West

Tinker Against the Assembly Party

South Wales West

UK Independence Party

South Wales West

Vote 2 Stop the War Party
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Number of
electoral regions
where party/
candidates stood

Regional
seats won
2003

Regional
seats won
1999

Change in
number of
regional seats
won 1999-2003

Lost
regional
deposits
2003

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

+1

1

1

1
1

1

1

0

1

1

2

-1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1
1

1

1

0

1

2

2

0

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Changes in political party representation in National Assembly
for Wales constituencies after 1 May 2003
Party representation changes 1999 – 2003
Constituency

Winning party 1999

Winning party 2003

Conwy

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Welsh Labour Party

Islwyn

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Welsh Labour Party

Llanelli

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Welsh Labour Party

Rhondda

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Welsh Labour Party

Wrexham

Welsh Labour Party

John Marek Independent Party

Political Party

Gains

Losses

Welsh Conservative Party

0

0

Net
0

Welsh Labour Party

4

1

3

Welsh Liberal Democrats

0

0

0

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

0

4

-4

John Marek Independent Party

1

0

1

Changes in political party representation in National Assembly for Wales electoral regions after 1 May 2003
Electoral region
Mid & West Wales

Welsh Conservative Party

Welsh Labour Party

+1

-1

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Plaid Cymru –
The Party of Wales

North Wales
South Wales Central
South Wales East

+1

-1

South Wales West
Net change all Wales

+2
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Winning constituency candidates’ proportion of the vote on 1 May 2003 by political party
Winning party in constituency vote 2003

Constituency

Winning candidates
percentage share of vote

Welsh Conservative Party

Monmouth

John Marek Independent Party

Wrexham

37.7

Welsh Labour Party

Blaenau Gwent

70.2

57.5

Welsh Labour Party

Cynon Valley

65.0

Welsh Labour Party

Rhondda

61.6

Welsh Labour Party

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

60.5

Welsh Labour Party

Aberavon

59.4

Welsh Labour Party

Ogmore

58.9

Welsh Labour Party

Islwyn

54.9

Welsh Labour Party

Torfaen

51.9

Welsh Labour Party

Neath

51.1

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff West

50.3

Welsh Labour Party

Pontypridd

50.0

Welsh Labour Party

Swansea East

47.2

Welsh Labour Party

Newport West

46.9

Welsh Labour Party

Caerphilly

46.8

Welsh Labour Party

Alyn and Deeside

46.7

Welsh Labour Party

Vale of Clwyd

46.2

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff South and Penarth

44.6

Welsh Labour Party

Newport East

44.6

Welsh Labour Party

Vale of Glamorgan

44.0

Welsh Labour Party

Gower

43.6

Welsh Labour Party

Bridgend

42.8

Welsh Labour Party

Llanelli

42.8

Welsh Labour Party

Delyn

38.6

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff North

37.5

Welsh Labour Party

Clwyd South

36.5

Welsh Labour Party

Swansea West

36.2

Welsh Labour Party

Preseli Pembrokeshire

35.3

Welsh Labour Party

Carmarthen West and South Pembrokeshire

35.0

Welsh Labour Party

Clwyd West

34.8

Welsh Labour Party

Conwy

30.9

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Cardiff Central

54.6

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Brecon and Radnorshire

49.6

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Montgomeryshire

40.4

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

57.4

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Caernarfon

55.0

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

48.5

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Ceredigion

45.1

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Ynys Môn

37.4
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Winning constituency candidates’ proportion of the vote on 1 May 2003 by constituency
Constituency

Winning candidates
percentage share of voted 2003

Winning party in
constituency vote 2003

Blaenau Gwent

70.2

Welsh Labour Party

Cynon Valley

65.0

Welsh Labour Party

Rhondda

61.6

Welsh Labour Party

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

60.5

Welsh Labour Party

Aberavon

59.4

Welsh Labour Party

Ogmore

58.9

Welsh Labour Party

Monmouth

57.5

Welsh Conservative Party

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

57.4

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Caernarfon

55.0

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Islwyn

54.9

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff Central

54.6

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Torfaen

51.9

Welsh Labour Party

Neath

51.1

Welsh Labour Party

Cardiff West

50.3

Welsh Labour Party

Pontypridd

50.0

Welsh Labour Party

Brecon and Radnorshire

49.6

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

48.5

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Swansea East

47.2

Welsh Labour Party

Newport West

46.9

Welsh Labour Party

Caerphilly

46.8

Welsh Labour Party

Alyn and Deeside

46.7

Welsh Labour Party

Vale of Clwyd

46.2

Welsh Labour Party

Ceredigion

45.1

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Cardiff South and Penarth

44.6

Welsh Labour Party

Newport East

44.6

Welsh Labour Party

Vale of Glamorgan

44.0

Welsh Labour Party

Gower

43.6

Welsh Labour Party

Bridgend

42.8

Welsh Labour Party

Llanelli

42.8

Welsh Labour Party

Montgomeryshire

40.4

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Delyn

38.6

Welsh Labour Party

Wrexham

37.7

John Marek Independent Party

Cardiff North

37.5

Welsh Labour Party

Ynys Môn

37.4

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Clwyd South

36.5

Welsh Labour Party

Swansea West

36.2

Welsh Labour Party

Preseli Pembrokeshire

35.3

Welsh Labour Party

Carmarthen West and South Pembrokeshire

35.0

Welsh Labour Party

Clwyd West

34.8

Welsh Labour Party

Conwy

30.9

Welsh Labour Party
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Candidates data
All candidates who stood at the National Assembly for Wales election 1 May 2003 in the constituency election
First name

Last name

Political party

Electoral region

Constituency

Press
assoc.
number

Rhys

Ab Elis

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Blaenau Gwent

68

Leighton

Andrews

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Rhondda

477

Mohammad

Asghar

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Newport East

424

John

Ault

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

401

Stephen

Bard

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Blaenau Gwent

68

Lorraine Jayne

Barrett

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff South and Penarth

125

David Charles

Bartlett

Socialist Alternative

South Wales Central

Cardiff South and Penarth

125

Michael

Bates

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Montgomeryshire

410

Captain

Beany

New Millennium Bean Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff Central

123

Guto ap Owain

Bebb

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Conwy

157

Nicholas

Bennett

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Ynys Môn

657

Rodney Simon

Berman

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Cardiff South and Penarth

125

Peter

Black

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Swansea East

565

Anne

Blackman

Independent

South Wales East

Caerphilly

112

Myr

Boult

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Aberavon

1

Nicholas

Bourne

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Brecon and Radnorshire

86

Delme Ifor

Bowen

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Pontypridd

460

Paul

Brighton

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Alyn and Deeside

10

Derek

Burnham

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Clwyd South

149

Eleanor

Burnham

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Clwyd West

150

Eluned Mary

Bush

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Cardiff West

126

Rosemary
Janet Mair

Butler

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Newport West

425

Sian

Caiach

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Gower

278

Alun Hugh

Cairns

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Bridgend

92

Christine

Chapman

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Cynon Valley

175

Stephen William

Churchman

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Caernarfon

111

Rina

Clarke

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Montgomeryshire

410

Richard

Coombs

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Alyn and Deeside

10

Anthony

Cooper

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr 128

Jayne Louise

Cowan

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Pontypridd

Alun

Cox

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

401

William

Crawford

United Kingdom Independence Party

North Wales

Alyn and Deeside

10

Jeffrey

Cuthbert

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Caerphilly

112

Avril

Dafydd-Lewis

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

South Wales East

Caerphilly

112

Jane Elizabeth

Davidson

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Pontypridd

460

Andrew David

Davies

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Swansea West

566

460

David Thomas
Charles

Davies

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Monmouth

409

Edward

Davies

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Montgomeryshire

410

Geraint

Davies

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Rhondda

477

Janet Marion

Davies

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Ogmore

443

John

Davies

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Ceredigion

133

Paul Windsor

Davies

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Preseli Pembrokeshire

465

Arthur Michael
(known as Mike)

Day

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Swansea West

566

John Leslie

Dixon

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Cardiff North

124

Heather

Douglas

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff West

126
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All candidates who stood at the National Assembly for Wales election 1 May 2003 in the constituency election
First name

Last name

Moyra Tamsin

DunwoodyKneafsey

Martin Robert

Eaglestone

Political party

Electoral region

Constituency

Press
assoc.
number

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Preseli Pembrokeshire

465

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Caernarfon

111

Dyfed

Edwards

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Clwyd South

149

Goronwy Owen

Edwards

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Caernarfon

111
399

Dafydd

Elis-Thomas

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

Susan Linda

Essex

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff North

124

David Charles

Evans

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales West

Swansea West

566

Dewi

Evans

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Swansea East

565

Malcom

Evans

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Vale of Clwyd

598

Matthew Robert
Hatton

Evans

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Newport East

424

Robina

Feeley

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Vale of Clwyd

598

Janet

FinchSaunders

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Wrexham

652

Albert
(known as Albie)

Fox

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Clwyd South

149

Lisa

Francis

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

399

Christopher

Franks

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Vale of Glamorgan

599

Jacqueline-Anne
(known as Jacqui) Gasson

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Cardiff West

126

Michael

German

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Torfaen

583

Brian

Gibbons

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Aberavon

1

Peter Manuel

Gracia

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales Central

Pontypridd

460

William

Graham

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Newport West

425

Cheryl Anne

Green

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Bridgend

92

Neil

Greer

Independent

South Wales East

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

401

Janice

Gregory

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Ogmore

443

Jeff

Gregory

Independent

South Wales Central

Rhondda

477

Albert John

Griffiths

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Newport East

424

Llyr Hughes

Griffiths

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Carmarthen West and
South Pembrokeshire

129

Susan Lesley
(known as Lesley) Griffiths

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Wrexham

652

Richard Rhys

Grigg

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Cardiff South and Penarth

125

Christine Margery

Gwyther

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Carmarthen West and
South Pembrokeshire

129

Brian

Hancock

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Islwyn

342

Kenneth

Harris

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

399

Edwina

Hart

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Gower

278

Christopher

Herriott

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales West

Ogmore

443

Richard John

Hill

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Ogmore

443

Phylip Andrew
David

Hobson

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Newport West

425

Frank Roger
Wynne

Hughes

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff West

126

Donald Edwin

Hulston

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff North

124

Robert Owen

Humphreys

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Cynon Valley

175

Jane

Hut

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Vale of Glamorgan

599

Denise

Idris Jones

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Conwy

157

Alun

Ilwelyn

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Neath

415
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First name

Last name

Political party

Electoral region

Constituency

Press
assoc.
number

Mark

Isherwood

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Delyn

180

Irene

James

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Islwyn

342

Sian Catherine

James

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Monmouth

409

Stephen

James

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Gower

278

Timothy Charles

Jenkins

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales West

Bridgend

92

Madeleine Elise

Jeremy

ProLife Alliance

South Wales Central

Cardiff Central

123

Sion Tomos

Jobbins

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Preseli Pembrokeshire

465

Steffan

John

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

128

Alun Ffred

Jones

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Caernarfon

111

Carwyn Howell

Jones

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Bridgend

92

Elin

Jones

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Ceredigion

133

Gareth

Jones

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Conwy

157

Gareth

Jones

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Llanelli

381

Helen

Jones

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Neath

415

Helen Mary

Jones

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Llanelli

381

Hewel William Wyn Jones

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Cardiff North

124

Laura

Jones

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Caerphilly

112

Marc

Jones

John Marek Independent Party

North Wales

Clwyd South

149

Margaret Ann
(known as Ann)

Jones

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Vale of Clwyd

598

William

Jones

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Ynys Môn

657

Peter

Law

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Blaenau Gwent

68

Huw

Lewis

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

401

Richard

Lewis

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales West

Gower

278

David

Lloyd

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Delyn

180

David Rees
(known as Dai)

Lloyd

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Swansea West

566

Val

Lloyd

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Swansea East

565

Harri

Lloyd-Davies

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

128

John

Marek

John Marek Independent Party

North Wales

Wrexham

652

Terri-Anne

Matthews

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Islwyn

342

Mary Kathleen

Megarry

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Carmarthen West and
South Pembrokeshire

129

David

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Vale of Glamorgan

599

Sandra Elaine
(known as Sandy) Mewies

Melding

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Delyn

180

Darren

Millar

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Vale of Clwyd

598

Robert

Mills

Independent

Mid and West Wales

Montgomeryshire

410

Hugh

Moelwyn
Hughes

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales East

Newport West

425

Hywel Rhodri

Morgan

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff West

126

Jonathan

Morgan

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff North

124

Peter

Morris

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Swansea East

565

Richard

Morse

Welsh Socialist Alliance

South Wales East

Newport West

425

Geoff Miles

Mungham

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff Central

123

Peter

Murray

United Kingdom Independence Party

North Wales

Clwyd West

150

Lynne

Neagle

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Torfaen

583

Barrie

O’Keefe

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Blaenau Gwent

68

Geraint

Owen

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Aberavon

1
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First name

Last name

Political party

Electoral region

Constituency

Press
assoc.
number

Brynach

Parry

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Brecon and Radnorshire

86

Keith

Parry

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Bridgend

92

Rhianon

Passmore

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Ceredigion

133

Elizabeth

Phillips

United Kingdom Independence Party

Mid and West Wales

Brecon and Radnorshire

86

Craig Stuart

Piper

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff Central

123

Michael John

Powell

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Pontypridd

460

Aneurin

Preece

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Torfaen

583

Huw

Price

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Islwyn

342

John

Prosser

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney

401
415

Huw

Pudner

Welsh Socialist Alliance

South Wales West

Neath

Alun John

Pugh

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Clwyd West

150

Jacqueline

Radford

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Ogmore

443

Raja Gul

Raiz

Welsh Socialist Alliance

South Wales Central

Cardiff Central

123

KT

Rajan

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales Central

Rhondda

477

Nicholas

Ramsay

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Torfaen

583

Jennifer Elizabeth

Randerson

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Cardiff Central

123

David

Rees

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Brecon and Radnorshire

86

Dianne Elizabeth

Rees

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Cardiff South and Penarth

125

Graham

Rees

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Conwy

157

Kenneth

Rees

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Llanelli

381

Neal John

Reynolds

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales East

Newport East

424
566

David Leigh

Richards

Welsh Socialist Alliance

South Wales West

Swansea West

Tom

Ripperth

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Wrexham

652

David Alan

Robinson

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales West

Swansea East

565

Rob

Roffe

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Caerphilly

112

Peter

Rogers

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Ynys Môn

657

Dorian (known as
Gerald)

Rowbottom

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Swansea West

566

David

Rowlands

United Kingdom Independence Party

Mid and West Wales

Montgomeryshire

410

David

Rowlands

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales East

Torfaen

583
180

Paul

Rowlinson

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Delyn

Janet

Ryder

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Clwyd West

150

Peter

Ryder

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Wrexham

652

Anthony Michael

Salkeld

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Newport West

425

Gwenno

Saunders

Independent

South Wales West

Aberavon

1

David

Senior

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Montgomeryshire

410

Carl

Sergeant

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Alyn and Deeside

10

Ian

Sheldon

United Kingdom Independence Party

Mid and West Wales

Ceredigion

133

Nilmini

de Silva

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Vale of Glamorgan

599

Karen

Sinclair

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Clwyd South

149

Chris

Smart

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Neath

415

Paul

Taylor

Tinker Against the Assembly

South Wales East

Islwyn

342

Edwina

Theunissen

United Kingdom Independence Party

North Wales

Clwyd South

149

Catherine

Thomas

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Llanelli

381

Daniel Clive Byron Thomas

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Cynon Valley

175

David Nicholas

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Carmarthen West and
South Pembrokeshire

129

Neath

415

Gwenda

Thomas
Thomas

Welsh Labour Party
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First name

Last name

Political party

Electoral region

Constituency

Press
assoc.
number

Owen John

Thomas

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Cardiff Central

123

Rhodri

Thomas

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Carmarthen East and Dinefwr

128

Roger

Thomas

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales East

Blaenau Gwent

68

Stephen Vaughan

Thomas

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Monmouth

409

Alan

Thomson

Welsh Socialist Alliance

South Wales West

Swansea East

565

Charles Edward

Townsend

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Newport East

424

Nicholas

Tregoning

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Gower

278

Brenda

Vipass

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales East

Caerphilly

112

Claire

Waller

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Aberavon

1
175

David Alun

Walters

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Cynon Valley

Michael Ian

Warden

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Preseli Pembrokeshire

465

Veronica

Watkins

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Rhondda

477

Lindsay

Whittle

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Caerphilly

112

Arthur Ronald

Williams

Independent

Mid and West Wales

Carmarthen West and
South Pembrokeshire

129

Brynle

Williams

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Clwyd West

150

Kirsty

Williams

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Brecon and Radnorshire

86

Owen

Williams

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Ceredigion

133

Paul

Williams

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Rhondda

477

Robert

Williams

Socialist Alternative

South Wales West

Aberavon

1

Alison Leyland

Willott

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Monmouth

409

Edwin

Woodward

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Meirionnydd Nant Conwy

399

Matthew

Wright

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Alyn and Deeside

10

Francis Charles

Wykes

United Kingdom Independence Party

North Wales

Ynys Môn

657

Ieuan

Wyn Jones

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Ynys Môn

657
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All candidates who stood at the National Assembly for Wales election on 1 May 2003
in the regional election
First name

Last name

Political party

Electoral region
South Wales East

Paul

Adams

Socialist Labour Party

Parvaiz

Ali

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Sura

Altikriti

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

South Wales Central

Leighton

Andrews

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Klaus

ArmstrongBraun

The Green Party

North Wales

Eirian

Arwyn

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Muhammed

Asghar

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Wycliffe

Barratt

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Lorraine

Barrett

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Michael

Bates

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Captain

Beany

New Millennium Bean Party

South Wales Central

Guto ap Owain

Bebb

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

David

Bellamy

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

Mid and West Wales

Nicholas

Bennett

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Robin

Benson

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

Mid and West Wales

Rodney

Berman

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Paul

Beswick

The Green Party

South Wales Central

Joseph

Biddulph

ProLife Alliance

South Wales East

Peter

Black

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Myr

Boult

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Nicholas

Bourne

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Delme

Bowen

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Gillian

Boyd

The Green Party

North Wales

Gerardo

Brianza

ProLife Alliance

South Wales West

Andrew

Broad

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales East

David

Brown

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales Central

Eleanor

Burnham

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Eluned

Bush

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Rosemary

Butler

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Sian

Caiach

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Alun

Cairns

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Christopher

Cato

The Green Party

Mid and West Wales

Christine

Chapman

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Rina

Clarke

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Robert

Clarke

The Green Party

South Wales East

Steven

Clegg

The Green Party

South Wales West

Janet

Cliff

The Green Party

South Wales West

Richard

Coombs

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Anthony

Cooper

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Alastair

Couper

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

South Wales Central

Jayne

Cowan

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

John

Cox

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

South Wales Central

George

Crabbe

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

South Wales Central

William

Cross

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales Central

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales West

Stephen

Curry
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in the regional election
First name

Last name

Political party

Electoral region

Jeffrey

Cuthbert

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Joanne

Daniels

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Jane

Davidson

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Andrew

Davies

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Christopher

Davies

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales Central

David

Davies

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Edward

Davies

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Gary

Davies

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales West
South Wales West

Janet

Davies

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Jocelyn

Davies

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

John

Davies

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Paul

Davies

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales
Mid and West Wales

Ruth

Davies

ProLife Alliance

Glyn

Davis

Communist Party of Britain

North Wales

Arthur Michael

Day

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Susan

Deare

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales Central

John

Dickson

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Heather

Douglas

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Moyra Tamsin

DunwoodKneafsey

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Gillian

Duval

ProLife Alliance

South Wales West

Martin

Eaglestone

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Clive

Easton

United Kingdom Independence Party

Mid and West Wales

Dyfed

Edwards

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Goronwy

Edwards

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Susan

Essex

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

David

Evans

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales West

Kenneth

Evans

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales Central

Mathew

Evans

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Sikiru

Fahm

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Lynne

Farr

The Green Party

South Wales Central

Robina Lynn

Feeley

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Janet

FitchSaunders

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Sophie

Floutier

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales Central

Thomas

Flyn

ProLife Alliance

South Wales East

Simon

Foster

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales West

Timothy

Foster

The Green Party

Mid and West Wales

Albert

Fox

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Elizabeth Ann
(Lisa)

Francis

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Christopher

Franks

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Jaqueline

Gasson

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Michael

German

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Brian

Gibbons

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Peter

Gracia

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales Central
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First name

Last name

Political party

Electoral region

Michael

Grail

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

Mid and West Wales

Cheryl

Green

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Michael

Green

Communist Party of Britain

North Wales

Peter

Greenslade

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales West

Janice

Gregory

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Pauline

Gregory

British National Party

South Wales East

Gwendoline

Griffiths

Communist Party of Britain

South Wales Central

John

Griffiths

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Rhodri

Griffiths

The Green Party

South Wales West

Robert

Griffiths

Communist Party of Britain

South Wales Central

Susan

Griffiths

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Christine

Gwyther

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Ernest

Hamer

The Green Party

South Wales East

Sean

Haran

ProLife Alliance

South Wales West

Kenneth

Harris

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Edwina

Hart

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Jeremy

Hart

The Green Party

North Wales

Wilfred

Hastings

The Green Party

North Wales

Christopher

Herriott

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales West

Richard

Hill

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Phylip

Hobson

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Frank

Hughes

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales Central

Donald

Hulston

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales Central

Robert

Humphries

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Jane

Hutt

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Denise

Idris Jones

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Dafydd

Ifan

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

North Wales

Mark

Isherwood

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Andre

Jacob

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party

Mid and West Wales

Deborah

James

The Green Party

South Wales West

Irene

James

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Sian

James

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Stephen

James

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Timothy

Jenkins

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales West

Vera

Jenner

Mid and West Wales Pensioners Party

Mid and West Wales

Anthony

Jeremy

ProLife Alliance

North Wales

Madeline

Jeremy

ProLife Alliance

South Wales Central

Sara

Jeremy

ProLife Alliance

Mid and West Wales

Sion

Jobbins

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Steffan

John

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Carwyn

Jones

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Colin

Jones

John Marek Independent Party

North Wales
Mid and West Wales

Gareth

Jones

Welsh Conservative Party

Gillian

Jones

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Helen

Jones

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Laura Anne

Jones

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East
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First name

Last name

Political party

Electoral region

Marc
Margaret

Jones

John Marek Independent Party

North Wales

Jones

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

William

Jones

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Jennifer

Keal

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

Mid and West Wales

James

Killock

The Green Party

North Wales

Philip

Kingston

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

South Wales Central

John

Langley

ProLife Alliance

North Wales

Silvia

Latham

The Green Party

South Wales Central

Peter

Law

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Geralidine

Layton

The Green Party

South Wales East

Huw

Lewes

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Elizabeth

Lewis

ProLife Alliance

North Wales

Pedr

Lewis

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales West

Richard

Lewis

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales West

Alun

Llewelyn

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Catherine

Lloyd

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales East

David

Lloyd

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Raymond

Lloyd

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales Central

Valerie

Lloyd

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Henry

Lloyd-Davies

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Dominick

MacAskill

Communist Party of Britain

South Wales Central

Gwendolyne

MacKay

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales West

John

Marek

John Marek Independent Party

North Wales

Morfudd

Marsden

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales Central

John

Matthews

The Green Party

South Wales Central

Terri-Anne

Matthews

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Neil

McEvoy

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Mary

Megarry

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

David

Melding

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Sandra

Mewies

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Darren

Miller

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Julia

Millington

ProLife Alliance

North Wales

Mary

Millington

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales East

Nina

Minnigin

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

Mid and West Wales

Hugh

Moelwyn
Hughes

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales East

Adrienne

Morgan

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

Mid and West Wales

David

Morgan

Communist Party of Britain

North Wales

Jonathan

Morgan

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Rhodri

Morgan

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Peter

Morris

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Robert

Morris

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales East

Geoffrey

Mungham

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales Central

Lynne

Neagle

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales East

Barrie

O’Keefe

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Hayley

O’Rourke

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales East
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First name

Last name

Political party

Electoral region

Carole

O’Toole

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

John

Palmer

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

South Wales Central

Rhianon

Passmore

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Elizabeth

Phillips

United Kingdom Independence Party

Mid and West Wales

Fiona

Pinto

ProLife Alliance

South Wales East

Craig

Piper

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Norman

Plaisted

ProLife Alliance

South Wales East

Aneurin

Preece

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East

Huw

Price

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Susan

Price

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales East

John

Prosser

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Alun

Pugh

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Josephine

Quintavalle

ProLife Alliance

South Wales Central

Jaqueline

Radford

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Nicholas

Ramsay

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales East

Jennifer Elizabeth
(Jenny)

Randerson

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central

Frances

Rawlings

Communist Party of Britain

South Wales Central

David

Rees

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Dianne

Rees

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Graham

Rees

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Neal

Reynolds

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales East

Delyth

Richards

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Thomas

Rippeth

Welsh Liberal Democrats

North Wales

Dominica

Roberts

ProLife Alliance

Mid and West Wales

Gareth

Roberts

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

South Wales East

Timothy

Roberts

ProLife Alliance

Mid and West Wales

David

Robinson

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales West

Dorienne

Robinson

The Green Party

Mid and West Wales

Robert

Roffe

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Peter

Rogers

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Dorian Gerald

Rowbottom

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

David

Rowlands

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales East

David

Rowlands

United Kingdom Independence Party

Mid and West Wales

Paul

Rowlinson

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Janet

Ryder

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Richard

Sambrook

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Carl

Sargeant

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Liz

Saville

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Anne

Savoury

ProLife Alliance

South Wales Central

Reehana

Sayeed

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales East

Arthur

Scargill

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales East

Sarah

Scott Cato

The Green Party

Mid and West Wales

Cerian

Scream

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales Central

Elizabeth

Screen

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales West

David

Senior

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Iain

Sheldon

United Kingdom Independence Party

Mid and West Wales

Cherry

Short

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales
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Martyn

Shrewsbury

The Green Party

South Wales West

Karen

Sinclair

Welsh Labour Party

North Wales

Christopher

Smart

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales West

Robert

Speht

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Karolina

Stolarska

ProLife Alliance

South Wales West

Reginald

Taylor

The Green Party

Mid and West Wales

Teresa

Telfer

The Green Party

South Wales East

Debra

Tester

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

Mid and West Wales
North Wales

Edwina

Theunissen

United Kingdom Independence Party

Catherine

Thomas

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Daniel

Thomas

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

David

Thomas

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Gwenda

Thomas

Welsh Labour Party

South Wales West

Owen

Thomas

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Roger

Thomas

United Kingdom Independence Party

South Wales East

Sian

Thomas

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

Mid and West Wales

Charles

Townsend

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Nicholas

Tregoning

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales West

Janet

Tucker

The Green Party

South Wales Central

Peter

Varley

The Green Party

South Wales East

Helen

Walker

Socialist Labour Party

South Wales Central
North Wales

John

Walker

United Kingdom Independence Party

John

Walker

The Green Party

North Wales

Anne

Were

The Green Party

South Wales East

Lindsay

Whittle

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales East
South Wales Central

Anna

Wilkins

ProLife Alliance Alliance

Byrnle

Williams

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Eilian

Williams

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

North Wales

Elwyn

Williams

United Kingdom Independence Party

North Wales

Kirsty

Williams

Welsh Liberal Democrats

Mid and West Wales

Owain

Williams

Cymru Annibynnol/Independent
Wales Party

North Wales

Owen John (OJ)

Williams

Welsh Conservative Party

Mid and West Wales

Paul

Williams

Welsh Conservative Party

South Wales Central

Richard

Williams

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales West

Carol

Willis

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Alison

Willott

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales East

Leanne

Wood

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

South Wales Central

Edwin

Woodward

Welsh Labour Party

Mid and West Wales

Matthew

Wooton

The Green Party

South Wales East

Matthew

Wright

Welsh Conservative Party

North Wales

Francis

Wykes

United Kingdom Independence Party

North Wales

James

Young

The Green Party

South Wales West

Nilmini

de Silva

Welsh Liberal Democrats

South Wales Central
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Candidates who won seats at the National Assembly for Wales on 1 May 2003 by gender
Political Party

Male

Female

Total

% male

% female

Welsh Conservative Party

9

2

11

81.8

18.2

John Marek Independent Party

1

0

1

11

19

30

Welsh Liberal Democrats

3

3

Plaid Cymru – The Party of Wales

6

6

Welsh Labour Party

100

0

36.7

63.3

6

50

50

12

50

50

All candidates who stood at the National Assembly for Wales election 1 May 2003 by gender
Political Party
British National Party

Male

Female

Total

% male

% female

0

1

1

0.0

100.0

Caerphilly Constituency Independents

0

1

1

0.0

100.0

Communist Party of Britain

5

2

7

71.4

28.6

Cymru Annibynnol\Independent Wales Party

11

5

16

68.8

31.3

Green Party

18

11

29

62.1

37.9

Independent candidates

4

2

6

66.7

33.3

John Marek Independent Party

5

0

5

100.0

0.0

Mid and West Wales Pensioners

1

1

2

50.0

50.0

New Millennium Bean Party

2

0

2

100.0

0.0

44

26

70

62.9

37.1

ProLife Alliance

8

13

21

38.1

61.9

Socialist Alternative

2

0

2

100.0

0.0

Socialist Labour Party

9

7

16

56.3

43.8

Plaid Cymru- The Party of Wales

Tinker against the Assembly
United Kingdom Independence Party

1

0

1

100.0

0.0

34

6

40

85.0

15.0

Vote 2 Stop The War Party

7

4

11

63.6

36.4

Welsh Conservative Party

65

16

81

80.2

19.8

Welsh Labour Party

37

47

84

44.0

56.0

Welsh Liberal Democrats

46

24

70

65.7

34.3

4

1

5

80.0

20.0

Welsh Socialist Alliance
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